




-  TOP OF THE MOII ITH

1984.  We had been warned bv
George Orwell. Some chose to ignor6
the warning. Others considered the
source and threw his prognostications
into the trash can. Now it's here. We
look at what '84 has in store for the
TVRO industry starting on page 8, this
month.

FEEDS. Our December CSD began
an announced three-part series on
feeds, what they do, and how they do it.
Now it is four parts and our'extra' shot
at feeds appears this month. Big time
lawsuits and big corporate bucks are
flying in the TVRO feed wortd. Lots of
very profitable dough is on the line. We
see why starting on page 18.

MAN OF THE YEAR. He is David P.
Johnson of Paradigm Manufacturing
Company. His is a 'rags to riches'story
running by in double-time. We see why
starting on page 14.

SRI LANKA/ Arthur C. Clarke. We
were there, and so were you (in spirit).
New, strong bonds of friendship and
international cooperation formed as
nearly 30 TVRO industry representa-
tives traveled around the world to bring
this Indian Ocean nation into the 21st
century. An unusually long Coop's
Comment focuses on the 'Trip/ Experi-
ence Of A Lifetime' as we discover why
this is, indeed, going to be 'one world'
bound together by electronic umbilical
cords in the years ahead.

LAWSUIT. The big one is here.
Cable firms in Wichita have gone after
a local TVRO dealer charging the
TVRO f i rm wi th  every imaginable'count. '  No smallt ime suit,  this one pits
OUR industry against THEIR industry.
Coop Comments, this month.
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OUR COVER/ The father of geo-
stationary satellites, the man re-
sponsible for allthat we enjoy today,
Dr. Arthur C. Clarke of Sri Lanka on
the patio-deck of his home in Col-
ombo with 1983 TVRO Industry Man
Of The Year David P. Johnson of
P a r a d i g m  M a n u f a c t u r i n g ,  I n c .
Above them, a 16 foot Paraclipse
antenna installed for Clarke by the
CSD tour group.
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INDUSTRY Sri Lanka Tour
WICHITA Case A Bummer
PLAYING Dangerous Games

Mark Twain was there before us. Portuguese traders preceded
Twain and Marco Polo was a step ahead of the portuguese. Three
hundred years before the birth of Christ, an Indian Holv Man crossed
the Gulf of Manner to an island lying otf the southern tip of the Indian
sub-continent and introduced the teachings of Buddah. None of these
earlier visitors received a warmer nor more cordial welcome to the
fabled island of Paradise than the group of 29 Americans, Canadians,
and Japanese who visited Arthur C. Clarke in Sri Lanka during the
last week in November. For most of those traveling to Clarke's is-land
paradise, it was indeed "the trip of a lifetime."

For those coming into the show after the curtain has raised, this
brief background. Back in 1 979, when the first issue of CSD was being
printed, we proposed in print that in honor of an Englishman named

OUR HUMBLE BEGINNINGS/ A careful ly preserved origlnal
copy ot the 1945 Wireless World article penned by Clarke, ani the
man himself.

THOSE %$#* CLIPS. Lee Lubbers, a Jesuit priest, came close to'profane utterances' several times whlle getting all of the ,clips'
onto the 'Clipse array.

Clarke that we as an industry re-name the geo-stationary orbit belt the'Clarke Orblt Belt.' We also proposed that the (American) TVRO
industry accord this same Englishman with some recognition and
thanks for having created, on paper back in j94S, the stationary
equatorial satellite system we all enjoy today.

Arthur C. Clarke is a writer of considerable fame, having created
nearly 100 books and 'long stories' during the past 40 years or so. His
best fame is as a science fiction writer but those who know very mucn
about the man and his work realize thal he has created many non
(science) fiction works as well. Among his stories which have been'elevated' to the stature of major motion pictures we have Space
pdy,ssey: 2001' and the now-in-production sequel ,Space Odyssey
l l :  2010. '

It was in Wireless World in 1945 lhat Clarke oenneo a non-
flctional piece, a technical paper proposing geo-stationary satellites.
Clarke, to write this paper, had to create every detail out of ,ihin air,; the
rockets required to lift objects into geo-stationary orbit, the multiple-
burn staging of the rockets, the satellites which would use microwave
frequencies to beam television and radio programming back to earth,
the operating frequency for those satel l i tes, and the comolex
mathematics required to support the entire system. Clarke's 1945
printed work became a blueprint which would be followed, some 1g
years later, by the United States to launch the first of our geo-
stationary satellites; the first Telstar system. For his pioneering work in
this area, Clarke has been accorded just about every official award
that the scientific and electronic world has to otfer. For example, there
was the 'Marconi Award' in 1982.

But there was one thing that Clarke, living on the distant island of
Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon) in the Indian Ocean, did not have; he did
not have his own satellite terminal, So four years after proposing
that our industry give Clarke such a terminal, here in CSD in the fall oJ



OUT lN SPACE/ Local crew from engineering school plus tour-
group engineers at work on ADM 20 footer three stories above
ground.
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SELLING To SMATV Ops
Back in the summer ol '82, a pair of antitrust suits were filed in the

state of Arizona. One of these two suits was brought by the Attorney
General for the State and both sought to force premium program
suppliers (Showtime, The Movie Channel, HBO et al) to sell their
movie and entertainment packages to Satellite Master Antenna Tele-
vision systems (SMATV) in the state.

The private cable operators were trying to get a new industry off
the ground in Arizona. The effort was stymied by a reluctance (or'refusal') of the satellite delivered premium folks to sell their products
to SMATV operators. The premium folks had various contracts with
cable firms and the premium folks chose to treat these contracts on an
exclusive basis, effectively shutting down SMATV before it got
started. The would-be SMATV operato(s), and the Attorney General
for the state thought this was a peculiar way to do business and so
lawsuits charging the premium guys with withholding their product
were filed. That's antitrust.

The SMATV and state people charged that the 'exclusive cable
contracts'were created lo protect the franchised cable ooerators 'at

the expense of the SMATV/private cable operators.'
Well, law suits have a way of dragging on (and on) and after 18

months or so this series has been settled; in favor of the SMATV/
private cable people.

The original suits had named HBO, Showtime, The Movie Chan-
nel, ESPN and USA Network. ESPN and USA had agreed, after the
suits were filed, to sell their services to SMATV afterall, apparently
believing that settling 'out of court' was the wise course of action. HBO
was dropped from the suit because they had a'clean record'; there
was no evidence that HBO had EVER sold service to an SMATV
operator, and lhe cases in question hinged on the question of pre-
mium folks FIBST selling to SMATV, and then later changing their
minds and withdrawing the service lo SMATV operators. The cases
did not tackle the larger question of whether ANY premium or satellite
service could be FORCED to sell to ANY private cable system merely
on demand.

This left Showtime and The Movie Channel, who at the time of the
suits were competitors but who now are commonly owned and man-
aged. Both have now agreed, without the cases going to trial
before a judge, to sell their services lo SMATV operators; at least
within the state of Arizona. Under the terms of the agreemenv setfle-
ment, the duo will now sell premium service to'legitimate' SMATV
folks provided the SMATV operators have legal (written) access to the
building/ buildings to be cabled, a letter of credit indicating they have
the finances to handle the system and its operation, and, agree to
meet certain minimum 'technical standards' in the delivery of the
satellite fed signals.

That's in Arizona, which is the only geographic area impacted by
this decision since the suits were brought there on a state basis.
However, an attorney for Showtime and the Movie Channel has
announced that'the company' is now reviewing the present national'anti-SMATV' policy and that some announcement could be expected
concerning the availability of premium service signals in other areas of
the US, shortly.

You may recall that The Movie Channel and Showlime Decame a
single corporate entity this past fall after a long round of legal hassles.
One of the roadblocks thrown in front of the two indeoendent com-
panies, when they were talking about a merger, was SpACE. Our
trade association used the merger as an opportunity to raise ques-
tions at the FCC and the Department of Justice concerning just this
very. issue; the failure of each to offer its programming to legally
constituted private/ SMATV cable systems. SPACE got the attention
of Justice on this; the FCC showed less interest in the matter. High
level meetings between SPACE and Justice certainly did produce
some pressures on the two firms who were nothing short of desperate
to merge into a single, hopefully profitable operation. Showtime has
been slightly profitable for a few years while The Movie Channel has
been a drain on its parents from the beginning.

Outside of the cable induslry, there is little-awareness as to the
highly competitive nalure of the premium programming business.
HBO and Showtime are at it, tooth and nail, virtuallv all of the time.

SATELLITE DICEST

INTO THE BREACH/ Henri Guerin rides the crane chair into the
center of the Hero 25 looter to install the LNA and feed.

1979, more than 20 of us set out f rom San Francisco to take to Clarke
his very own TVRO terminal system. And along the way, we picked up
an additional nine participants from Nepal and Japan and Hong Kong
and from the east coast of the United States.
_ Every trip has to begin someplace. Ours officially began in San
Francisco where the inilial, core group of 20, gathered'on the evening

SRI LANKA/ continued page 64 DANGEROUS GAME/ continued page 50
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The Paraclipse 4.8 meter satell i te antenna
was installed atop NASA'S Central

Instrumentation Facil ity, at the Kennedy
Space Center, November 1983.

.- Paradigm engineer Gene Campbell
(1. )  and chief  engineer Frank

Casten (r.l assemble the
,,. superstructure using only

, ,  s imple hand tools
,u,, and step ladders.
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The completed installation of the 4.8
meter antenna with the 3.8 meter

Paraclipse in the background.
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19841
HOW WILL
WE CHANGE?

FROM BOOM to Bang
By all accounts, the most recently completed TVRO 'yeal was

from 250 to 300o/o bigger in performance than the previous record
growth year ol 1982. And if you believe in prognostications, most of
ihose involved in the industry see similar growth ahead of 1984. Why
1983 was the 'take off' year, and why .1984 is so widely forecast to be
the ' in-orbit '  year, begs a detai led study.

Industry prophet Peter Dalton, head man at KLM, early in 1983
forecast that the industry would see no fewer than 200,000 new
(home) TVRO systems manufactured during 1983. Most felt  Dalton
was overly optimistic. Looking backwards, Dalton was low by perhaps
50,000 units as the end of year rush saw upwards of 30,000 terminals
leaving the OEM level faci l i t ies during the last month of the year.
Dalton, trying for two in a row, now suggests a 600,000 terminal year in
1 984.

Channel Master's Donald Berg is comfortable with his own fore-
cast that the industry will produce and ship upwards of 400'000
'systems' during 1984 but quickly points out that "others are jorecast-

ing as many as 600,000 terminals and they are making plans to
produce that many."

Still others are convinced that the industry can sell as many
terminal systems as it can produce. Practical engineers such as
Sat-Tec's John Ramsey teel that the industry will be componen!part
limited; key receiver parts such as the Phase Lock Loop devices will
be in short supply for at least the {irst six months of 1984 and that will
slow down the growth of the industry. Intersat's Jim Halley suggests
that iJ the industry is to reach its true market polential during 1984, a
high level task force of industry management types should be putting
heat on the component part suppliers worldwide who to date have
been able to slow down production output because they have been
unable to produce the required number of component parts.

What 1 984 all boils down to, the bottom line, is that after f ive years
of painful growth, the industry has several major forces all coming
together in 1984. Let's see what those forces are and how they might
create growth for the year ahead.

DBS/ A Threat?
CM's Berg warns that the industry is painlully short on public

awareness; a not unfamiliar concern which others have voiced as
well .  "The primary ingredient we're missing, now, in the sel l ing of
home earth stations is consumer awareness that such a product
exists, and what it can do," suggests Berg. "The publicity concerning
the new DBS service offerings will make consumers aware that living
in a rural area, with weak or no television reception, is not something
which must be tolerated any longer." Berg and others see the DBS
promotional efforts as good for the 4 GHz quasi-DBS offerings. Most
industry people point oul that a $500 (upwards) DBS package of
equipment plus around $400 per year in service use fees tor five
channels oI 12 GHz service will compare lavorably with the $3'000
average price for a 4 GHz package which offers between B0 and 100
channels of service.

The 12 GHz launch of early bird services is not going as well as
had been hoped; that's Jrom the viewpoint cl those firms engaged in

SATELLITE DICEST

this new business activi ty area. One of the two 1983-scheduled early
entrants dropped out before the race began and the second, test
marketing in central Indiana, is not f inding the public that interested in
the servrce. Most feel that i t  wi l l  take the big marketing muscle oi the
Comsat backed 12 GHz service late in 1984 to make a dent in publ ic
opinion for 12 GHz DBS. Whereas the 1983 entrant, USCI' is being
very cautious and approaching only small  segments ol the USA at a
t ime ( lndianapolis and surrounding countryside was their opening
shot), Comsat's program wil l  at least impact on major urban area such
as the'northeast 'al l  at one t ime. Pl ior to the launch of the Comsat
service, you can count on massive publicity, news stories and televi-
sion features heralding the arr ival o1 DBS television. And that is where
the increased public awareness comes in.

There are other 12 GHz players iust below the surface who
might do more lor the public awareness factor of 'home satellite
television. '  Radio Shack is one of these f irms.

Way back in 1979, when the 4 GHz world was just beginning to
come into focus, Radio Shack f ielded a task force to study the market
potential of the new industry. That task force made the unfortunate
error of talking to the press, tel l ing journal ists about the ' task force
recommendations' prior to the task force getting corporate approval
for the plan. The press' leaks' destroyed the program before i t  began
and key members of the task force were relieved of their Radio Shack
responsibilities shortly after. That was the end of the Radio Shack
'early entry'  into the 4 GHz world.

Learning from that experience, people at Radio Shack charged
with the responsibi l i ty of insuring that Tandy does not miss the 'DBS

boom' are being extremely close lipped about their corporate plans for
satel l i te television. Divisional managers have been assured, as far
back as September of 1983, that the firm would be oflering 'satellite

television systems' betore the end of 1984. Store managers, in
turn,have been told to tel l  persistent customers that Radio Shack
would, indeed, have a satellite TV package as soon as August or
September of 1984. All oJ this is important, if it happens because
where USCI or even Comsat may be st irr ing up publici ty on a l imited
local or regional scale, Radio Shack will tackle the project from coast
to coast.

Radio Shack inlormation sources will confirm little relating to
the status of the program as we enter 1984. 'Press' is still a red flag to
them, remembering the 1979 fiasco, and to learn where the program
really is you have to dig deeply into the structure. What we find is
conflicting. There is written evidence that Radio Shack plans to offer a
$300 package that includes a very simplistic 3 foot dish. They are
talking about the package being capable of receiving between 6 and 8
television channels via satellite. All of this strongly suggests a 12
GHz package. One piece of internal RS literature even lists the
channels or services and i t  includes Showtime and HBO, ESPN and
others. lt sounds like a cream-skimming of the presently available 4
GHz services. Unfortunately, none of the packaging they are writing
about internally actually exists in anyone's programming portfolio, at
12GHz, today. Perhaps Radio Shack knows something about pack-
aged 12 GHz programs that nobody else knows, or, perhaps the
people responsible lor the project at Radio Shack don't know enough
. . . about their project . . . to know what they are really doing.

None of this really matters, at the moment, and it won't matter until
Radio Shack makes an announcement. Some expect that announce-
ment to come quickly; it could come before you read this, in fact. The
Wall Street Journal would be a logical place for it to pop up first. How
much they announce, how credible their announcement is, we shall
all have to await. lf the program is sound, is backed with equipment,
and Radio Shack can deliver, well, it will do as much to increase public

"/ RADIO SHACK did announce that they were joining forces with
12 GHz early bird/pioneer USCI;effect ive the end ot January. The role
Radio Shack wil l  play, ini t ial ly, is that of 'sel l ing agent'  Jor the 12 GHz
service. Apparently Radio Shack stores in the 'target service areas'
will install 4 or 2.5 foot dishes as displays, serye as demonstration
points for USCI, sell the service and execute contracts. Rumors of
other involvement, including there being a Radio Shack electronics
package using a 3 loot dish to be available for $300, could not be
substantiated. For another view of the USCI 12 GHz program, see
Coop's Comments, page 54, this issue. 1

J
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awareness of satellite TV in 1984 as any other single effort. And once
the public's attention is captured by the notion that television reception
can come from a satellite, the first and biggest hurdle is past for those
who would like to convert that interest to a 4 GHz terminal sale.

THE HBO 4 GHz DBS
CSD first wrote, at length, about the mastergame plan for a4GHz

DBS-type service on the Hughes Galaxy I satellite in our September
issue. We reasoned that with six or more transponders in the HBO/
Time stable on Galaxy One, and with a mushrooming home TVRO
marketplace, the setting was ripening for Home Box Ottice to enter the
marketplace.

Subsequently much has appeared in the general cable and
broadcasting industry trade press on this topic. By the end of Novem-
ber, various stories had Ted Turner of WTBS and personnel at HBO
"agreeing in principle to establishing a 4 GHz direct-to-home ser-
vice on Galaxy." Turner himself said as much while appearing at the
SPACE Orlando show in early November. Now, what are the prob-
lems here and how real is all of this?

HBO's first problem is naming the service. That may seem like a
minor problem, but it indicates the caution the world's largest movie
distribution firm faces. For now it is being called 'CBD'which stands
for "C Band Direct." For the unwashed, 'C band' is the same as 4
GHz, a hold over from the old military standards. The public will never
hear that phrase but for those 'inside' the industry 'CBD' will do just
fine until HBO finds a real name.

As one HBO person suggests, "We are not in a hurry to
name it because as soon as it has a name, it is then 'official' that
we are going to do something.' Staying off the record, unotficial, is
important to HBO right now. There is a myriad of problems to sort oul
before any of this can happen. Such as?

1) Scrambling. The new Galaxy One service will be scrambled.
The service will consist of as many as 9 transponders, on Gl.
They may all be vertically polarized (to eliminate one semi-
costly part in dedicated terminals; the polarization switcher) or
they may be splil up. The scrambling will be 'hard audio'
(digital)and semi-soft video (defeatable with effort) initially, to
keep the costs down. The scrambling system will be a form or
verison of the M/A COM Linkabit package; provided. Provided
the costs can be brought down to around say $400 a unit.

The initial units being supplied to the west and east coast HBO
atfiliates will be costing HBO around $2,000 each. That's the "first

generation" system and for all practical purposes they are hand wired
and hand tweeked. The next version, the second generation (VC2),
will be a stripped down version of the first. lt will be the middle of 1986
before the third version (VC3) is likely to be in production. This will be a
large scale integration (LSl) package and by then the costs will be in
the $100 per unit range.

2) lntegrating to the home TVRO market. The descramblers
will be housed initially in their own container or housing. To get
descrambled video out of the system, you will loop out of the
receiver at baseband video, from a point within the receiver
ahead of clamping or video processing. Very few presently-
sold-receivers have a jack that allows you to do this so a rather
comprehensive program of determining which receivers
already in the field (or in the field at the time the service starts)
can be modified, and how they can be modilied, is now
underway.

The truth is that there may be a large number of receivers now
operating, or being sold by mid-summer of 1984, that cannot be
properly field modified to accept the outboard descrambler. We ex-
pect to see HBO carefully research this problem and to further see
them publish a list of receivers which can be field modified for plugging
in the required descrambler. The engineering evaluation now under-
way is looking at both the ease of getting into a receiver to tap into the
'unclamped/unprocessed video' line and how much work will be re-
quired, in the field, to make the modification.

We expect HBO to have a difficult time determining the best
way to authorize field moditications for receivers. There is not
presently a national chain of equipment repair centers which could be
trained in this job. Training of hundreds of individual repair centers and
TV shops to do the work, and certify their workmanship, seems like a
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formidable hurdle, still.

Very shortly, perhaps far in tront of the March Las Vegas show, we
expect to see HBO meeting privately with major receiver suppliers to
advise them of their 'plug-in' requirements, and to encourage the
receiver suppliers to make prompt changes in their production models
to allow the outboard descrambler to be simply 'jacked into' the
system. The way the outboard box will work is this. The video will
come from the receiver, before clamping and before processing. lt will
travel by jumper wire to the outboard descrambler, which will cost the
early users around $400 each. The descrambler will clear up the
scrambling (i.e. descramble) and also recreate the stereo or monaural
audio channels from information in the video baseband inJormation
(remember that the program audio channels with the Linkabit system
are transmitted within the picture elements, in digital form). Thus the
receiver audio section will simply not be used in the process; the M/A
COM Linkabit package will have its own modulator (channel 3 or 4)
and that is what the TVRO user will connect to the TV receiver(s). This
will require an external 'A'l'B' switch in the system, to select between
the CBD signals on Galaxy l ,  through the Linkabit descrambler pack-
age when that bird is in use, and then direct from the receiver's own
demodulator/modulator for those services received from other satel-
lites. .

We will not be surprised to see M/A COM, since it is their Linkabit
division that is creating the scrambled system and the descramblers,
to offer a special home TVRO package which marries a home TVRO
receiver plus a Linkabit descrambler into the same container. This will
be a marketing advantage which M/A COM is apt to have for the
balance of 1984, and perhaps beyond; unti l  such t ime as the'3
version' or or third generation of the Linkabit descramblers (the one
with the LSI technology) is available. For that interim period ot time,
nobody but M/A COM will be otfering the two functions in a single
conlainer. We would also not be surprised to see the M/A COM
combination package priced very-very competitively; perhaps lower in
total (dealer/user) price combined than most receiver manufacturers
can match in a receiver plus outboard descrambler pair of packages.
There is a marketing opportunity here, for M/A COM, which is not apt
to pass unnoticed by M/A COM.

3) Programming. Ted Turner has repeatedly admitted that
WTBS will (or wants to be) a part of the 'CBD' package. The
HBO feed used for this service is likely to be a brand new Jeed,
something cal led init ial ly a'central t ime zone feed. '  l t  may show
up on Galaxy I very shortly and it will be said that this new one
hour later release schedule from the eastern schedule is to
accommodate the central time zone cable ooerators. Ultimate-
ly, this central zone feed of HBO will become the primary (and
only) t ime zone feed for HBO on 'CBD.'

There is some confusion, even in Turner's camp, as to how etfec-
t ive WTBS wil l  be on Galaxy | 'CBD'scrambled, when just a couple ol
degrees away sits WTBS on F3R, not scrambled. There are two
possible scenarios here. Turner could scramble on F3R, making
WTBS scrambled all over. Or, he could eliminate the F3R teed of
WTBS (in time) and have only the scrambled Gl feed. There is a third;
Turner could also do a one hour tape delay of his feeds from F3R and
release them in the same'central t ime zone format'on Gl as HBO wil l
do tor their primary 'CBD' scrambled service.

The service, as noted, could encompass as many as 9 channels or
perhaps as few as 6. Final decision time is several months away.
What is known is that the basic encryption data will travel f rom HBO's
new Long lsland uplink to all of the other Gl uplink sites; such as
Atlanta for WTBS. There it will be married to the WTBS 'CBD' service
feed so that as viewers switch their satellite receivers from HBO-CBD
to WTBS-CBD there will be an instant 'lock uo' of the descrambler
since all will be seeing the same scrambling encryption data at essen-
tially the same time.

4) The cable TV connection. HBO, now admitting that a'CBD'
service is being planned, is going first to the major cable MSO
(multiple system operator) firms. Distribution of the service,
that is the marketing technique which will be employed to get
'CBD' into user hands, will first pass by the cable operators. On
the surface that may sound like a bad deal for the local TVRO
dealer sjnce he is not presently exactly friendly with the cable
operator (see Coop's Comments, this month, for a discussion
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of the "Wichita lawsuit" brought against a local TVRO dealer by
two Wichita area cable firms.

This is mandatory for HBO since they cannot allow their present
marketing position with the nation's cable operators to slip. What is
likely to happen here is the following.

A) HBO will, we feel, make it very plain to the cable operators that
while the cable operators are getting first 'crack' at selling'CBD' in their areas, that there will be certain strings attached
to that distribution right. For example? Well, the cable firm will
have to agree to provide a service department for descramb-
lers and satellite receivers. The cable firm will have to agree to
make home TVRO anlenna installations, following a fee sche-
dule which HBO will have a hand in setting. The cable operator.
will have lo agree lo make service calls, probably for few
bucks, to keep the 'rural CBD customers' happy.

Some of the early reaction from the major cable operators sug-
gests that many, perhaps most, of the cable lirms will thank HBO'for
the opportunity' and then pass it up. For example, Daniels & Associ-
ates Vice Chairman John Saeman pondered "suppose in Baton
Rouge (CBD) got 30% of the 10,000 homes which we don't have
cable in front of. Three thousand homes at g3 or 94 a month. net
to us, brings in $10,000 to $12,000. I don't know whether that
makes us any money. .  ,"

As noted, HBO must run the (CBD) package by the cable oper-
ators first. lt is likely, probable even, that after they do so, they will then
find that very few of the cable operators wanl anything to do with
sending a service truck 40 miles into the country to replace an LNA or
adjust a descrambler. Cable firms are, for the most part, thin on extra
personnel and not anxious to load up on specialized test equipment
and vehicles to service a market which is actually foreign to their own
day to day business activity. When it all sifts out, and it will, HBO with
its (CBD) package will turn to the home TVRO industry dealers and
installers, which is where the expertise in this specialized area already
exists. There will be some teeth gnashing over this one, SpACE will
scream loud about HBO going lo the cable operators first (or at all) but
when it is all settled, HBO will be dealing with you, the TVRO installing
dealer. Because that is what makes good business sense from the
beginning.

5) The master plan schedule. HBO would very much like to be
able to formally announce the (CBD) service at the Las Vegas
gathering. They will not announce until they have gotten over
the cable hurdle, have cleared up the last of their programming
contract revisions with the movie suppliers, have the bugs out
and behind them with the first generation of Linkabit descramb-
lers, have all six to nine of the program service offerings 'locked
up,'and feel they can make a coherent presentation to the
manufacturers of home TVRO receivers.

Getting the receiver suppliers on line, early, is the first priority. lt
will cost the existing receiver suppliers some money and several
months time to work a retrofit into the present receiver designs so that
all of the receivers produced after a certain date have external jacks
on the rear apron which will interface with a 'standard' plug that will
connect the receiver to the M/A COM Linkabit descrambler. HBO
would like to see four to five months between this 'show and tell'
specifically for the receiver manufacturers (perhaps held at Las
Vegas) and the actual start up date of the service proper. After all, how
much good is a service launch if there are no receivers out there
capable of having the (CBD) service adapter added? And how many
people are going to be willing to have their existing receivers modified
by a local technician so that the external (CBD) descrambler can work
with the receiver? HBO, properly, feels that the market will be with the
new terminals sold fiom mid '84 onwards, not those 500,000 or so
that may possibly be in place when the service starls up. They may
ultimately decide that field retrofitting of existing receivers is not worth
the hassle, and that with limited exceptions only receivers factory
designed for the Linkabit plug-in will be accepted for service. Remem-
ber, there will be an 'HBO Approved Equipment List' publicized
and those that don't make the list (for whatever reason) will probably
not be able to sell into the (CBD) market.

lf Las Vegas is a go or no go, (and only another 60 days or so under
our belts will tell us) for the first formal announcement to our
industry, the schedule after that looks more and more like this:

1) June 't to 30th; formal announcement to the public, and
start-up of a massive promotional campaign.

2) August 1 to September 1: formal start-up of service on
Galaxy One.

6) Pricing? Still up in the air. The target of g4OO per descrambler
is pretty firm, but who pays $400 for it is not so firm. ls that a
dealer price or a consumer price? Time will tell. And that brings
us to the other monetary unknown.

7) Monthly pricing and collections. Every possible conceptthat
man can think of has been tossed into the hat. They ran the
gamut from a monthly dun automatically appearing on the
consumer's V|SA,/Mastercharge card to the dealer collecting
the money for a year in advance when he installs the (CBD)
descrambler. No decisions yet because there are other prob-
lems that have to be solved first. For example? Will HBO
directly market the service itself, through its own sales offices
or will it allow the (CBD) authorized dealer to market the ser-
vice, and (like the cable operator) make some payment to the
dealer for the marketing service? Even the monthly service fee
is unsettled but numbers between g1g.95 (not commonly men-
tioned) and $29.95 (more commonly mentioned) keep surfac-
ing. lt's all too soon to decide yel and speculation is foolish.
When the decision is made, then we will ALL know.

There are side etfects to all of this. The SPACE Superfund prog-
ram, for example. SPACE has a bunch of money salled away to force
firms such as HBO to either offer descramblers to the home viewino
public or go to court to explain why they have not done so. Not a smail
amount of the total SPACE effort to date has been wrapped up in
pursuing, on paper anyhow, the possible ways of getting 'legal viewing
rights'for home TVRO owners. With the (CBD) program, HAO woutd
seem to be settling the issue once and for all; making the services
available, as SPACE is demanding, at relatively attractive rates.
SPACE's Brown is oft quoted as saying that when issues such as the'viewing rights' question are settled, he sees the day when there will
be no further need for the trade organization. Does this suggest that
after 1984, there will be no more SPACE because thislssue is
resolved? Did Virginia believe in Sanla Claus?

THE FAR EASTERN Invasion
It was at the STTI show in Minneapolis this past summer thal

Sat-Tec's John Ramsey appeared before the television cameras ro
argue that 'cheap Korean copies'of his popular home style receiver
were inferior products a long ways from 'home' when they broke. lt
was the same John Ramsey who, at the September STTI show, found
himself standing in a crowded aisleway face to face with a stack of
Korean receivers which bore more than a striking resemblance to his
own receivers. The words John uttered when he soied that stack of'exact-copy-receivers'are not printable but the several hundred peo-
ple within earshot of John when he came tace to face with his own
ghost will remember for a lifetime what John said. lt was inevitable; Far
Eastern production was coming and it would be cheaper, and perhaps
even better, than ils North American counteroarts.

Those in the CSD tour group to Sri Lanka have now seen with their
own eyes the 'invasion force' being readied in at least a small segment
of the Far East. lt is formidable. While the early Korean 'copies' of the
Sat-Tec were prolific, brash and not terriblv well done, the next level of
Far Eastern technology lo hit our shores will be f inely tuned, immacu-
lately finished, carefully documented and carrying i pedigree which
any of the North American gear would be proud to claim as its own.

Already in the USA, for. more than 18 months now, has been the
Maspro line brought in with the assistance of USS/United Satellite
Systems. When the tour group visited the Maspro plant in Nagoya, we
saw an army of engineers and technicians working on both present
and future generations of TVRO hardware. The USS Maspro receiver
is already one of the finest available in the USA. from anv source.
What we saw in Nagoya was proof that talented Japanese microwave
and baseband engineers do not stop their engineering efforts until
they are second best to no one. The first year or so of the association
between Maspro and USS was perhaps one of seeking levels; each
side was looking to measure the other, to determine just what could be
done with the resources on both sides of the Pacific. With Maspro
providing the engineering and production and USS providing the

o
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marketing and service, they found out just how difficult it would be to
work out the inevitable bugs from locations 7,000 miles apart. lt
worked and now as we enter 1984 the only thing slowing down the
Maspro production of a wide range of TVRO receivers, MATV high
grade modulators, stereo demodulators and a wide range of other
products intended for the home and SMATV marketplace is the ability
of USS to 'move' the hardware. And with a trio of receivers, priced
from low end to top end, available by mid-1984, backed up by a full
line of accessories and in-place USA service, Maspro will be a formid-
able competitor during 1984. But they are hardly the story of what is
going to happen to the US market when another formidable Japanese
supplier opens the flood gates. Uniden.

Maspro, they will admit, is engineering driven. That means that the
engineers run the company; a company which T. Hashiyama started
back in 1953 by building TV antennas and signal amplifiers and
splitters. Uniden is younger, and marketing driven. Uniden President
H. Fuiimoto is the impeccable organizer, a man who thrives on seeing
that no small detail is left undone. With a primary work force ot more
than 4,000 spread through Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan, Uniden is
a 'global' communications firm. An Americanized four color booklet,
prepared to describe Uniden to the English speaking world, talks
about their "global strategy lor growth."

Uniden is possibly the largest manufacturer of wireless telephones
in the world. They continue to be a worldwide dominant torce in 27
MHz CB radios and with the new 900 MHz CB coming on fast in the
USA, it should not surprise you to see 900 MHz 'personal' radios
already on sale in Japan and Hong Kong 'over the counter.' Un-
iden's Fujimoto is driven by concepts that capture marketplaces,
dominate the market, and leave very little head or leg room for com-
petitors to wiggle and turn. Maspro may have the engineering (which
is not to say that Uniden will not); but Uniden has the marketing sawy
to turn engineering into glamourous, desirable, attractive packages
which everyone who can atford will buy.

Uniden wil l  be showing a'mock up' version of their f i rst C band
TVRO receiver at the January Consumer Electronics Show (CES),
just days after you read this report. They are scheduling the first live
demonstration ol their C band receiver package for the Las Vegas
show in March. Delivery will begin in May and the pump thusly primed,
they expect to end up with no fewer than three separate models
covering low, medium and high end terminals by the end of 1984. And
Fujimoto is taking no chances on making the US market consume all
of the products his 4,000 person team can crale during 1984.

First there is the new President of Uniden Satellite Technology,
Inc,, a new wholly owned corporation for Uniden proper. He is none
other than Dr. Y. Konishi, the former director of research and de-
velopment for the Japanese NHK (national government) network.
Konishi is the man who pioneered 12 GHz (l(Ku band) technology,
woddwide, creating the first microwave strip line low-cost, high per
formance' integrated circuits ' for 12 GHz. Dr. Konishi was'wooed'
away from a lifetime at NHK by the forceful Fujimoto because Konishi
had the best credentials in Japan in microwave technology. lt could be
added that since Dr. Konishi is highly respected worldwide for his
numerous innovative designs and creations, that Fuiimoto may have
gotten the 'ultimate Taylor Howard' of the microwave world, world-
wide, in the deal.

Second there is John Lane, former CEO of Midland lnternation-
al, the Kansas City based importer of far eastern electronics which at
one point in history held the distinction of being the largest distributor
of communications equipment in the world (in the boom days of CB
radio). Lane, a resident of Hong Kong plus Tokyo, is the senior advisor
to Uniden on the satellite project and since he obviously knows and
understands the US electronics world exceedingly well, he will have a
direct impact on the way the Uniden satellite product is marketed.

After Lane and Konishi come a long line of forceful, Fijimoto-
trained sales and engineering people who are totally devoted to the
company they live and work for. In our group's tour of Uniden we saw
rows of US satellite receivers being dissected for'trade secrets' and'hard measurement'for performance. We also had the opportunity, at
leisure, to talk extensively with Dr. Konishi while in Sri Lanka (see
Coop's Comments this month for a report on the industry Sri Lanka
tour); Lane, Dr. Konishi and Tom Kawada came to Sri Lanka with the
US group to be a part of the Arthur C. Clarke festivities.
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Konishi was open and above board with his engineering
direction. He clearly does nol favor lhe standard 70 MHz lF, for
example. A preference? Perhaps 130 MHz. He has some non-
American thoughts about extending the threshold on satellite receiv-
ers, making pretty pictures play with carrier to noise ratios in the 6 dB
region. A heated debate between Konishi and Canadian TVRO desig-
ner Jan Spisar, pool side at the Palm Beach Hotel in Sri Lanka, taught
the half dozen or so of us listening intently more about AGC and
limiting systems, and the impact of both on threshold improvement,
than a lifetime of following Taylor Howard around. lt was obvious to all,
hard headed Spisar included, that Dr. Konishi will be making a con-
siderable mark on the worldwide 4 GHz TVRO field before 1984 is
over.

Lane is equally open and above board with the Uniden
approach to marketing. From manufacturer to dealer, through distri-
butorships with protected territories. Policing of price integrity,
closely defined distributor territories, and a close working relationship
between those (carefully selected) distributors and the factory in
Japan, through an existing US Uniden office and management
system.

Well funded, superbly engineered, brilliantly directed by Fujimoto,
the long feared 'Japanese invasion' of the 4 GHz "American marke!
place" is upon us. And the bright, perhaps slightly fearful, American
manufacturers are scrambling to cover their bets.

Some are already offshore in descrete ways. R.L. Drake, tully
aware that'Japan, Inc.'would one day anive if our marketplace grew
to sufficient size, went otfshore for LNAs during 1983. Their product
line of LNAs-only has a single problem at the moment; it is so good and
so well regarded that they can't supply enough to meet the demand.
We met in Japan with a major, quiet, manufacturer of LNAs; the
president of JRC or New Japan Radio Company. JRC has been
building LNAs under contract for several well known (and a couple of
not so well known) US 'distributors' for some time. Our discussion
centered on two things; would JRC enter the US market directly, on
their own, with a JRC low noise amplifier product? And, how would
they support a Japanese firm such as Uniden?

"As long as our total output of LNAs can be bought by Amer-
ican firms, there is little need for us to create a direct selling line
withln the USA," responded Dr. Shigeru Yamashita. And Uniden?

"We are expending our production capability, perhaps as much as
seven fold, during 1984, to support Japanese firms (such as Uniden)
in their 4 GHz marketing etforts," was the response.

We met with perhaps a dozen of the leading Japanese bankers
who are vitally interested in what Uniden is doing in North America.
Publicity in Japan has been high, accorded to Uniden's pioneering
status for their efforts to mass market and export Japanese micro-
wave technology. "Just how big will the US TVRO market be?"
asked Tadashi Osada, Director and General Manager for The
Kyowa Bank, Ltd. of Tokyo. We told him what the best figures were.
"How much of the 1984 marketplace might the Japanese suppliers
achieve," asked Elgo Kudo, General Manager of the America's De-
partment of The Sumitomo Bank, Ltd. of Tokyo. We made a stab at a
number. "Room for many more Japanese suppl(Diers," he smiled.

All of this says what the pessimistic American suppliers have been
mouthing privately for a year or two; the North American TVRO
industry, in 1983, achieved 'critical mass.' As 1 983 drew to a close, as
HBO admitted to a'CBD'program, as people like Peter Dalton loudly
proclaimed a 600,000 terminal year in 1984, Japanese electronics
producers, bankers and entrepreneurs were listening, and formulat-
ing their own courses of action.

Ready or not, 1984 was here and for the Japanese it would be
'year one.'

"How is all ot thls 4 GHz activity measuring up where you
slt?" we asked Dr. Misao Matsushita, Controller for the Satellite
Broadcasting Planning Division tor NHK. "Japan has no real plans to
use 4 GHz for DBS applications; all of your eggs are in the 12 GHz
basket," we suggested.

"We are comfortable with our 12 GHz plans," was the re-
sponse, "because tor the limited size of Japan we can betler cover it
with smaller receive anlennas at 12 GHz."

1984/ continued page 14
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We wondered about the rest of the Pacific' remembering an

earlier conversation we held with some Japanese engineers who had

seemed intrigued with the possibility of Japan launching a series of

regional 4 GHz birds not unlike Palapa, and otfering transponders on

th6se birds to all of the nations from New Zealand to Sri Lanka, and in

between, on a leased basis. Would not this provide a tremendous
boost to the Japanese 4 GHz technology base, and also offer Japan
as a nation the opportunity to become an electronic switchboard in the

sky to a vast area of the world?
"Yes, there are certain applications where C band does make

more sense," came the measured response.
lf Japan is awakening to 4 GHz technology, and more importantly'

to the worldwide marketflace for 4 GHz systems, there is a surprising

amount of public recognition of 12 GHz already in place. In the world

famous Akihabara distiict of Tokyo, where you can spend days visiting

the thousands of small electronic shops that sell everything from

orecision knobs to the latest in solid state power amplifiers, we saw a

i'ralf dozen of the offset fed 12 GHz DX Antenna Company receiving

SATELLITE DICEST

terminals on display; and for sale! Can you imagine walking into a

store in the USA arid purchasing a complete, ready to take home 12

GHz package off the shelf? You can, today, in Tokyo. And at a price

+0y. iower than we hear 'promised' for stateside delivery. A fellow
could pay lor his plane ticket to Tokyo by simply popping over and
picking u'p a couple of these packages and putting the money saved
towards the cost of the ticket.

Actually, the airuaves between the USA and the Far East are
heavily populated by US satellite people these days. John Ramsey ol
Sat-T6i is spending plenty of time in Korea and his "lf you can't beat
'em, join 'em" attitude may signal a turn around for-others as well. We
bareiy missed being in Japan while Peter Drake of R.L. Drake was'in
towntand before our group and immediately following our group were
more than a dozen other 'names' in the industry. lt all says that 1984'
groduct wise, will have a distinctly oriental taste. Perhaps the last

show of 1984 for our industry should be held in Tokyo. Or as one
pessimistwas heard to remark "Willthe hstAmerican supplier leaving
ihe industry please bring down the stars and stripes?"
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MAN OF
THE YEAR/

YOUNG MAN Driven
Those who have had the opportunity to watch Paradigm Manu-

facluring's David Johnson might well ask the classic question "What

Makes David Run?". We felt that while we knew young (33 years)
David quite well, the recent TVRO industry worldwide tour to Sri Lanka
and back, with David and wife Laurie, might give us an opportunity to
better discern an answer to this question. We were not disappointed.

Davld Johnson one year ago. Fresh from an internal corporate
squabble concerning the ownership and direction of his self-founded
Paradigm Manufacturing Company business, Johnson was one of the
20 or sb who traveled to the CSD Provo Retreat in the fall of 1982.
Paradigm and its product line, the Paraclipse antenna, was hardly a
household word at the time. In fact, it was not yet an industry word. All
that would follow in the next 12 months.

Davld Johnson five years ago. A junior partner in a General
Electric Mobile (two-way) radio dealership in Eureka, California'
Struggling, in an exciting field, but not progressing at a speed he liked.
The iiist signs that he was an impatient (young) man were beginning
to show. He was just beginning to hear phrases like 'TVRO' and 'home

satellite TV' and he wanted to know more. David Johnson had his
personal goals set and he was a young man looking for a way to reach
those goals.

David Johnson in the summer of 1980. He attended the third of
the industry trade shows, held in San Jose, California and was intro-
duced for the first lime to the wonderful world of home satellite termi-
nals. And he was hooked. He co-founded a TVRO dealership with the
name of 'TV Unlimited' and gave the businesq a year to amount to
something. While he was getting his feet wet, he was carefully study-
ing where he could attain his own personal goals in this exciting new
field. lt was during this first year that he decided that TVRO antennas
offered him the best opportunity to realize those personal goals.

By February of 1 981 Johnson had built and was testing the proto-
type of what would evenlually become the Paraclipse antenna. By

June of 1 981, one year after attending the San Jose SPTS, Paradigm
was formed. And then the fun began. Getting from a working proto-
type, in what he now admits was'rough form,'to a production ready
design, with virtually no investment capital available, was no easy
trick. lt was February of 1982 when the first production 1 2 foot Para-
cliose antenna came out of the small facility.

lf getting the first unit produced and into the field was a struggle,
what followed was a double-struggle. An original partner had his own
goals and ideas about how the firm should progress and grow..There
was a considerable amount of conflict and before it was all over
Johnson, a co{ounder of Paradigm, would awaken one morning to
lear that he was virtually isolated from his own business; checking
accounts had been changed, key employees had been 'recruited' by
his warring partner and all suppliers had cut David's portion ot the
business'otf' from raw materials.

Johnson went to the'well' and found local backing to allow him to
take his partner out of the business. Many of his supporters, in his hour
of need, turned out to be early customers for the Paraclipse antenna;
people who believed in young David Johnson, his product, and his
integrity. They would not regret their support.

By itre ltlanta show in the month of November (1982) Paradigm
was 'up to' monthly shipping high of 244 antennas' Certainly not the
largesi firm in the business but the reputation was already well estab-
lished. That was when a 12 foot Paraclipse made the long trek to
Provo for testing and analysis, and subsequent editorial review here in
CSD. The firrnwas employing around 30 people at the time and
oeupying slightty more than 2,0O0 square feet of production space to
make it all happen. Things were cramped but Johnson was already
making plans to expand in two growth phases.

One year after the Atlanta show, an eventful year for both
Johnson and the company, the firm had grown to nearly 200 em-
ployees and was in the process of making the second move within 12
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months. First it had been to 7800 square feet with a sub_expanston ro
an additional 4000 square feet during 1993, and then as the year
wound down, lo 14,000 square feet with a further expansion to 46,000
square feet just around the corner. Meanwhile, paradigm had become
the second.largest employer in the county area in jusione year's real
growth and was pushing hard at being number one.

Production? From slightly over 3bO antennas in December of
1 982 to a scheduled 4,O0dantennas in December of 1983. And that.
recites Johnson, is but the beginning."Our master business plan calls for the ability by the end of 19g4 to
be shipping up to 35,000 9, 1 2 and 1 6 foot antennas per month using
nearly 50,000 square feet of production space and more than 600
employees." And the firm's own line of antennas is not the complete
Paradigm slory since they have been producing portions of antenna
systems for OEM customers such as Amplica for some months now,
with sub-system shipments numbering over 1,000 terminal systems
Der month.

Paradigm, like another antenna pioneer ADM, has also held onto
a strong 'local' markel position for complete TVRO systems. Johnson
notes "We started out as a retailer of TVRO systems and with more
than a year of effort created and produced our own 1 2 foot antenna
system. When we produced our first antenna, it was sold to a local,
retail customer. As we have grown and as the market has grown, we
have beeted up our northern Cali fornia regional direct-to-the_
consumer sales program." As a consequence of this, paradiqm is a
major'buyer'of TVRO system hardware, moving a substantiil num-
ber of LNAs, receivers and associated electronics and cables. ,,We
continue to be a full line distributor for a wide variety of electronics, to
supply our own retail operation and to service our own network of
dealers who count on Paradigm for their complete system packages."

Such amazing growth, controlled and manageable, is in itJeil a
considerable achievement in our rapid growth but highly unstable
industry. That alone might have earned David Johnsori our CSD'lndustry Man Of The Year' selection. But there is considerably more
to-the Johnson/Paradigm story which marks the measure of this year's'Man Ol The Year.' Johnson himself and the way he conducts his
business affairs and relationships is the balance of the srorv.
. . Johnson prolesses not to like preparing for,tests.'At onepoint in
his youthful business career he was selling insurance. At another
point he was selling real estate. At still anolher, he was selling used
cars. In all three avocations Johnson jumped out of the chosen iield of
endeavor because he was faced with some sort ol written exam. ,,1
always felt that if I couldn't wing it, I wasn't going to do it," he
recalls. That suggests a bright person, accustomld to getting by on
native smarts and perhaps good looks, not willing to make the sicri-
fice to buckle down and really apply himself."Perhaps," he remembers, "had I sat down and studied torthe real
estate exam, I never would have gotten into the two-way radio busi_
ness, And had I not been in the two-way business, I would not have
gotten bitten by the TVRO bug. you see, it all works out for the best
afteralll".

^ Tlir might suggest to the casual observer that the growth of
Paradigm and Johnson's rapid rise within the industrv has been
happenstance. Actually, just the opposite is the case. Johnson. it turns
out, is something of a master planner of his own destinv."l have a clear cut set ol personal and corporate goals," he will
tell you, and then share them with you. A tiny fraction ot-thosegoals is
found in corporate_ planning to be capable of producing and s-hipping
as many as 35,000 TVRO antennas per month by DecemUer ot i Se+l

lf the rise of the Paraclipse anlenna line has been meteoric, the
rapid growth of the Johnson stature within the TVRO industry has
been meteoric-squared. From a virtually unknown stance in the month
of November 1982 to Chairman of the Board of SpACE, and, the
President of the SPACE Superfund program one year later has no
parallel in the industry. Some study into why this has'happened will be
instructive to those who aspire to follow in the footsteps oi the dynamic
young man.

_ Johnson attributes his initial national launch of his product to lhe
favorable.publicity his 12 foot antenna received earty 

-ini 
SeS. OrOers

Iorand shipments for the 12 foot antenna rose rapidlv from a few^.
hundred per month to more than a thousano per m6ntti i;;;p;n6iL
lvee months, early in the past year and immediately following com_

JOHNSON outfitted with a UNIDEN ,Happy Coat' in Tokyo. pre-
pares to attend the special "Coop's Group" reception hosted by
the Japanese electronics manufacturer

parison antenna testing and publication of the results. So rapid was
the groMh that during the latter portion of 19g3 all corporate efforts
turned to the long term effects of groMh and the creation of an internal
growth program which would 'stage' future growlh against the need for
expanded facilities. Because of the original and initi;lly-unique design
of the_Paraclipse antennas, expansion of the product quantity wis
less of.a planning hassle for paradigm than it might have been, for
example,.for a fiberglass antenna manufacturer ol a solid dish sup-
plier. Within the first four months of 19g3 it became apparent to
Johnson that the firm needed two types of expansion; an immediate
expanslon of facilities to accommodate the rapidly building back
order slatus for the product, and, the long term groMh required to
offset the expansion of the industrv itself."lnitially, during 1983, the growth we were seeing was the direct
result of our 'share of market' increasing rapidly,', obslrves Johnson."Fortunately for us, the market itself was noi allihat big at the time and
we had the luxury of forecasting with sufficient leal times how the
share of market we expected lo attain late in 1gg3 would translate to
production requirements say in late 1994. That is how we did our
expansion planning; taking the share of market we felt we could
handle and expanding that to the maximum growth of the industry
itself forecast for the following years of 1984 anO t ggS." And 35,000
antennas Der month?"That represents the most optimistlc number we can create for
our share of a market which has grown to the maximum forecasted
size by the end of 1984. I will frankly be shocked to see such a number

j JOHNSON, wile Laurle, and 21st Media's Frank Ogden toast the-'health 
of the TVRO industry at a traditional;iiiAown,Japanese

dinner in Japan. David didn't care lor the raw Gn.
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happen since that will represent an industry that has quadrupled or
more during 1984. But we will be prepared for such growth if it
happens."

Those dealers who are handling or who would like to handle the
Paraclipse line of antennas will be pleased to hear that statement
since the firm went into the month of December back ordered approx-
imately twice the current monthly production ability of the firm, and
finding itself turning down orders hourly when they could not supply
the products dealers were requesting.

The original Paraclipse antenna was the 12 foot antenna which
CSD revicwed in print in the first quarter of 1983. Subsequent addi-
tions to the line during 1983 included a g foot version for the central
USA and portions of Canada, and just as the year ended, a 1 6 footer
for the'deep fringe' regions of the world where Intelsat grade signals
were the primary video services available. No smaller antennas ithan

JOHNSON and Arthur C. Glarke wlth the completed 16 foot para-
clipse installation at 25 Barnes Place. Golombo.

9 feet) are planned but the possibility of a 20 footer is not ruled out
during 1984.

Johnson's own involvement in the industry, as noted, has been
maturing as rapidly as the product line and its production capabilities.
A strong advocate of resolving the pesky'viewing rights'issue, he set
a personal goal of getting as involved as possible with the SPACE
eJfort in this area. Step one was for Johnson to make paradigm a'Pioneer Membe/ of SPACE. Step two was to contribute his time and
company money towards the special SPACE effort to litigate or legis-
late viewing rights for home TVRO viewers. When the SpACE legal
defense fund turned into the 'Super Fund' in 1983, Johnson shortly
found himself leading the group as its (first) newly elected President. lt
was but a month later when the full SPACE Board of Directors met in
Orlando and elected him Chairman of the Board for the industrv trade
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association. From relative unknown in the industry in November of
1982, Johnson found himself in the two top spots in November of
1 983.

When CSD announced an 'around the world trip' to meet with
leaders in the TVRO industry worldwide in the spring of 1 983' Johnson
and wite Laurie were among the first to sign up. Johnson very much
wanted to have one of his own antenna product in Sri Lanka for Arthur
C. Clarke and/or the University ol Moratuwa. He knew that his 12
footer was not up to Intelsat reception demands so with this as an
impetus he put the firm's engineering statf to work designing a newer'
larger antenna. The.16 foot Paracl ipse was thus borne' over a four
month R and D etfort. This antenna would end up gracing the back

SATELLITE DICEST

oatio of Arthur C. Clarke in his home in Colombo, Sri Lanka and
because of this fact Johnson would spend five full days with Clarke at
his home getting the installation functional. From that close associa-
tion with the legendary Clarke, many new projects for the American
TVRO industry wil l  f low in 1984 and beyond.

David Johnson; President of Paradigm Manufacturing Co.'  Inc.,
a young man who found himsell with the right products, the right
marketing philosophies and the required personal strengths in place
when a new, vibrant and mushrooming industry was preparing to take
off . David Johnson . . . the Home TVRO Industry's Man of The Year
in 1983. All oJ the industry salutes you, David, for being the kind of
leader we need for the busy and entangled year ahead.

TESTING TVRO
FEEDS

PART TWO

AS THE Probe Turns (*)

When CSD set out to carry a group of industry feeds to the San
Diego test range of Microwave Specialty Corporation in mid-October,
we were not aware that the world of feeds was about to explode. We
had been aware, in some detail, of charges and counter charges
levied by Chaparral, Boman and Antenna Technology Corporation
over the history of the rotating probe system we now all use so widely
to make our switching from vertical to horizontal 'play.' Each claimed
the other was a 'pirate', engaging in various levels of industrial espion-
age to carve oul a market position. While such claims are not to be
totally dismissed, nothing much seemed to be happening in that arena
and other than a brief court appearence of Chaparral and Boman in
the fall of 1982 (something neither side wishes to discuss, which
suggests there were no real winners), the marketplace seemed to be
rocking along pretty solidly

That was betore Chapalal obtained a patent on their rotating
probe system. November 8th was the date, to be precise, and since
that time there has been no end ot legal trickery, an endless stream of
press releases, and a long list of telephone calls and an aura of
mystery surrounding the patent and its etfects on the TVRO feed
marketplace.

The obvious first. Chaparral has a patent on a rotating probe
(Patent number 4,414,516). That patent was granted on November
8th. That's the end of the obvious, uncontested facts.

lmmediately parallel to the granting of that patent, perhaps even
prior to that patent actually being in the hands of Chaparral, a series of
press releases were mailed to most of the publications in the industry,
and to most of the large scale buyers of feeds (antenna OEMs,
distributors, and so on). The Chaparral press release charged that it,
". . . a leading manufacturer of components for Satellite Com-
munication Systems, (has) filed a complaint for patent infringe-
ment, trademark infringement, false designation of origin and
unfair business practices against Boman Industries of Cali-
fornia",

The etlect of the press release, and the mass mailing of copies of

the complaint allegedly filed against Boman ". . . were devastating"
according to Boman's Robert Maniachi. "What is worse, we went to
the Los Angeles court to find a copy of the complaint. We had not been
served, and the only information we had was from the many journalists
calling to ask our response". That was the 8th of November. lt would
turn out, according to Boman, that more than three weeks would
elapse before any papers were delivered to Boman officially 'sum-

monsing'the f irm to the charges. Even then, as November lurned to
December and no papers had been served on Boman, the actual
delivery of the charges (formal service is required in California) was
handled in what Boman characterizes as a ". . . most strange man-
ner". The papers came by messenger, were "simply dropped at the
receotion desk with no effort to serve them on an officer o1 the
corporation, nor to obtain a signature as proot of service".

So while Chaparral was papering the TVRO industry with copies of
the press release and complaint allegedly filed against Boman, Bo-
man was at something of a dis-advantage. They had no direct know-
ledge of the charges. We'll return to all of this.

TAYLOR Howard's Patent
CSD had been 'forewarned' about the pending grant of a patent,

and the'threat 'of a lawsuit against Boman during the SPACE gather-
ing in Orlando. At that time Taylor Howard told us that the long sought
patent would finally be granted on the 8th of November (it was) and
that Chaparral would immediately bring suit against Boman for inf ring-
ing on the patent.

In as much as CSD was at that time researching the history of
feeds, and we had some recently gained knowledge of teed patents,
we asked Taylor to explain what his patent covered. We'll use some
diagrams to explain why the Chaparral feed ended up getting a patent.

See 'Feed Basics # 'l here',
A feed is actually nothing more nor less than an open piece of

microwave waveguide; and a waveguide is nothing more nor less than
a 'pipe' of the appropriate size to allow microwave signals of a particu-
lar frequency (band) to flow through the pipe. Waveguide varies, in
physical size, as a function of lhe wavelengths of the signals to be
transported by the 'pipe'. Generally speaking, lower frequency micro-
wave signals, with a longer wavelength, require 'bigger' pipe. Higher
frequency microwave signals, with shorter wavelengths, require a.With credit to Mike Pelzman of Boman Industries tor the subtitle.
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'smaller'pipe. You can probably envision how a'too long'wavelength
would not 'fit' into a piece of waveguide 'pipe' that is too big. You
should also understand that when the pipe is too large (ie. designed
for shorter wavelengths, operating at a higher frequency) the results
are also bad. Using 4 GHz frequency waveguide at 12 GHz causes
something known as'multi-moding';you get the shorterwaves bounc-
ing around in an oversized pipe and they cause interference with one

FEED BASICS - #1

F f --*t

BASIC ROUND
WAVEGUIDE
IS A PIECE OF
. .MICROWAVE PIPE"

I N S I D E  D I A M E T E R ,  O R  ' ' f ' ' ,  I S
DETERMINEO BY FREQUENCY (WAVELENGTH)

OF WAVES

-  OPEN

IF ONE END IS LEFT OPEN,  IT  BECOMES
.MOUTH'  AND SIGNALS CAN TRAVEL " IN ' "  IF  OTHER
END IS CLOSED-OFF,  S IGNALS ARE TRAPPED INSIDE.

FEED BASICS.  #2

CLOSED *
r i l + \

OPEN

IF A QUARTER.WAVE PROBE
OR "ANTENNA' '  IS INSERTED INTO

THE WAVEGUIDE-FEED, IT CAPTURES
THE SIGNAL AND PROVIDES IT
WITH A "CLEAN EXIT'' ROUTE.

TO
LNA

CLOSED * -  OPEN

THAT ENERGY CAN NOW BE
CARRIED TO AN (LN) AMPLIFIER

THROUGH A PIECE OF COAX.

another. The important thing to understand is that you must use the
right dimension pipe for each frequency or wavelength. Too big pipe is
bad; too small pipe is not good either.

Now if we take a piece of 'waveguide pipe'and we leave one end
open so the microwave signals can find their way in, but we close the
opposite end of the pipe, we have a 'trap' for microwave signals. They
can go in through the open end but they don't pass through because of
the closed end. Again, see 'Feed Basics # 1'.

SATELLITE DICEST

Now how do we get the microwave signals into the open-one-end/
closed-other-end pipe? Simple enough. We place the pipe atthe'focal
point'of the dish and we point the open end at the center of the dish.
And we call this new piece of equipment a feed. lt functions like a
catcher's mit. lf the microwave signals are 'thrown' directly at the
'catcher's mit'they plop into the pocket on the mit and lodge inside the
oocket.

Check out'Feed Basics # 2'.
With the signals inside the feed pipe, now the next trick is to get

them out in a controlled way. lf we simply closed one end and left the
other end open, and positioned the pipe as a feed at the focal point of
the dish, the microwaves would reflect from the dish surface into the
open mouth of the microwave pipe and come into contact with the
solid, closed end. Since microwave signals bounce from something
solid (witness the antenna's reflector surface), you can see that the
signals would strike the rear, closed end of the feed and bounce right
out of the feed back towards the reflector surface. We want to divert
them, now they have found their way into the microwave pipe, and

FEED BASICS. #3

F A {

T  I B
,OSED* OPEN

LOCATION OF THE PROBE, TO GAIN
MAXTMUM P|CK-UP (DISTANCE A),

AND LENGTH OF THE PROBE TO GAIN
MAXIMUM PICK-UP (DISTANCE B)

ls  cRlTlcAL.

M A I N T A I N I N G  A  " 5 0  O H M ' '  P R O B E
IMPEDANCE,  TO "MATCH' '  THE 50 OHM
LNA INPUT IMPEDANCE IS MANDATORY
FOR MAXIMUM SIGNAL TRANSFER TO

THE LNA.

FEED

having broken the bounce-bounce 'cycle', transport the microwave
signals into our LNA.

We do this by placing a small 'antenna' inside the pipe. Some
people call it a 'probe' but what it really looks like is a miniatu re '1 l4th
wave antenna'sticking into the inside of the microwave pipe. Picture
those short'whip' antennas stuck on police cars or taxis and you have
the idea; a straight piece of wire or metallic material inserted into the
microwave pipe.

lf the probe/antenna is positioned in the optimum spot inside of the
pipe, it collects most of the signal bouncing into the pipe. The probe/
antenna acts like a'sponge'soaking up the signal present. lt acts in
this way because the microwave signals are like the boll weavil; they
are looking for a 'comfortable home' and to their electrical energy thal
little probe is the most appealing thing they have 'seen' since they left
the companion probe back on the uplink transmitting antenna some
45,000 or so miles ago!

So now by careful design of the probe, and careful placement of
the probe inside of the microwave pipe, we have the 4 GHz signal
energy ('microwaves') 'flowing'onto the probe. On the opposite side of
the probe, outside of the waveguide pipe, we connect a piece of cable
or wire to 'transmit' the microwaves from the Drobe to our LNA.
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Look at 'Feed Basics # 3'.
l f  the precise location of the probe, within the microwave pipe, is

critical to the performance of the 'feed', so too is the way the probe
connecls to the LNA via the 'cable'.

The very first feeds stood alone from the LNA; they did not bolt
direct ly to the LNA at al l .  The feed (piece of waveguide pipe plus
probe) was mounted at the focal point while the LNA was mounled
some short distance away. This was before it was discovered that the
waveguide pipe f i t t ings on the LNA and the feed could be direct ly'bolted together'  by el iminating the probe inside of the waveguide pipe
and connecting the pipe on the feed to the pipe on the LNA through
mating (compatible) ' f  langes'.

The early LNAs had an adapter on them that al lowed you to plug a
piece of cable, coming from the feed-probe to the LNA, inlo the LNA.
All  cable has something known as 'characterist ic impedance'. That
means that the cable, l ike the dimensions on the waveguide pipe, has
to be designed to carry energy in a certain manner. The' impedance'of
the cable describes, in technical terms, the technical parameters of
the cable. l t  has always been very important that the impedance of
the probe inside of the microwave pipe/feed, the impedance of the
cable, and, the impedance of the LNA's input stages 'match' one
another. A '50 ohm impedance' was selected as the proper impe-
dance for al l three elements in the system since 50 ohm (impedance)
cable was readi ly avai lable, and the LNAs were supposed to also have
a 50 ohm imoedance.

When the feed malured so that we were bolting the feed directly to
the LNA, f lange to f lange, those f langes and the dimensions of the
pipe that carr ied the microwave signals from the open mouth end of
the feed into the open mouth end of the LNA were careful ly designed
so thal they, l ike the cable, had a 50 ohm impedance.

Matching the impedance, from feed mouth to LNA ampli f icat ion
stages, is cr i t ical to performance of the system. l f  there is a 'bump'

(some impedance that is not 50 ohms) someplace in the system or
circuit ,  some of the microwave energy is blocked or lost at that point.
Since we have such a low tolerance for losing any signal in the system,
even a small  amount of signal lost is noticed in a TVRO system.
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Now let 's jump ahead to the polarization rotat ional scheme.
The abi l i ty to direct ly bolt  the feed to the LNA, waveguide pipe to

waveguide pipe through mating ' f langes',  worked just f ine. El iminating
the cable between the probe on the feed and the probe inside the
mouth of the LNA was a step forward. (Look inside your LNA's 'mouth'.

Inside you wil l  see a piece of metal,  shaped l ike the letter 'T' ,  or 'H' or
something similar. This is the 'probe' or 'anlenna' which captures the
microwave energy that arr ives inside the LNA'mouth',  and carr ies that
energy inside the LNA proper where the signals are ampli f ied.)

Alas, the probe inside the mouth of the LNA is polarization con-
scious. l f  you hold the LNA in one posit ion, the probe inside of the LNA
mouth faces up and down and when i t  does this the LNA system is
now only capable of responding to signals which are 'vert ical ly
polarized'.  l f  you take the whole LNA and turn i t  over, 90 degrees,
now the probe also turns so i t  runs left  and r ight, paral lel  to the gound
you are standing on. Now the probe only responds to signals which
are horizontal ly polarized.

The l irst polarization switching system consisled of an Al l iance
Antenna Ro la to r  wh ich  d id  jus t  th is ;  the  LNA p lus  neut ra l - to -
polarization feed horn were physical ly rotated, in front of the dish, so
the probe inside of the LNA would face the appropriate up and down
direction for the vert ical ly polarized signals or left  and r ight for the
appropriate horizontal polarized srgnals.

In making commercial gain lor Chaparral,  Taylor Howard returned
to the original concept of a probe in front of a probe; he crealed a
system for manufaclure which placed a new 'secondary probe'out in
lront of the LNA's own internal probe. And he made i t  possible, by
operating a small  motor, for that probe located in the feed to' f l ip ' from
one posit ion to another posit ion.

The dif f icult  part? See diagram 'Feed Basics # 4'.
A rotat ing probe, one that changes i ts posit ion inside of the wave-

guide pipe, had to have a motor. A small  motor. l t  also had to have
some very precise electrical properties since we had to be able to
insure that this probe-that-moved did certain things which changed
the polarizationof the signal without upsett ing the ' impedance' of the
LNA port ion of the svstem. Remember. the LNA must see a 50 ohm
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impedance connection, lrom the feed itself , or the performance of the
LNA is seriously degraded.

As Taylor explains it, and makes his claims for patent-ability, the
probe's dimensions are in two segments. First we have the obvious
lengths involved. The probe (as shown in diagram # 4) has a section

FEED EASTCS - #4

Tr,
I

B

l* A-'l

A QUARTER WAVE PROBE (DISTANCE B)
CAN BE HOOKED DIRECTLY TO THE LNA,
WITHOUT ANY COAX L INE BY BENDING
AN EXTENSION OF THE PROBE (A,  82)

SO IT  IS  POSITIONED A SPECIFIC DISTANCE
(C)AWAY FROM THE METAL ON THE

INNER WALLS OF THE FEED/WAVEGUIDE;
SIMULATING A "50  OHM' '  COAX L INE

BETWEEN THE EXTENDED PROBE WIRE
(A,  B l  AND THE INNER WALL OF THE

FEED.

FEED BASICS. #5

'
I

PART OF THE "PROBE' '  THEN
ACTS LIKE AN ANTENNA TO

PtcK uP STGNAL (SOLID LINE),
W H I L E .  .  .

THE REST OF THE PROBE.WIRE
ACTS LIKE A 50 OHM TRANSMISSION

L r N E  ( S O L t D  L t N B .

which acts as a're-polarizer';segment'B' in the diagram. However, to
make a physical connection between this polarization 'skewing' seg-
ment and the motor, the probe has to somehow connect to the motor.
It does this by taking the outline form of a'ladel'; dimension 'A' carries
the support tor'B' back towards the motor while dimension 82 and C
completes the physical connection.

SATELLITE DICEST

In making patent claims for his system, Howard says that the
second set of dimensions are critical. They are shown as distances 'C'

in diagram # 4. Howard suggests that the probe 'wire' must itself have
an impedance of 50 ohms. Normally you have a 'wire' or 'cable'

impedance only when there are two distinct segments to the cable;
coaxial cable, for example, has the inside solid or stranded portion(s)
and the outside braided (copper) or solid (aluminum) portion(s). You
cannot have a 'low' impedance such as 50 ohms unless you have both
a 'carrier wire' (the center conductor in coax) and a 'counter poise'
wire (the shield on coax). How was Taylor to make the single wire
probe act like a 50 ohm impedance?

The inside walls of the microwave pipe are metal. "Why not"
pondered Taylor "consider the inside walls of the pipe as a cable
designer would consider the 'counter poise' portion of coaxial
cable?"

FEED BASICS.  #6

ROTATING THE PROBE
WITH AN ELECTRIC
MOTOR CAN POSITION
THE ANTENNA PORTION
HORTZONTAL (SHOWN), OR

VERTICAL,  OR

VIRTUALLY ANYPLACE
IN BETWEEN.

In effect, by bending the 'A' portion and lhe 82 portion of the probe
so that their distance from the nearest inner walls of the microwave
pipe were a precise distance from the inner walls (the 'C' distance), he
felt he could 'simulate' a 50 ohm impedance for lhe rotating probe. And
now, he felt, he could make some 'new and novel claims' for his
device'claims which would, he hoped, lead to a patent tor the device.

See diagram'Feed Basics # 5' here.
Working in a notebook on the breaktast table in Orlando, Howard

drew this out for CSD and explained how the complex impedances
inside of the waveguide pipe could be controlled. His 'novel applica-
tion of technology', he explained, was the way he was treating the
probe wire as a physical entity.

A portion of the wire was pretending it was a probe/antenna. The
remainder of the wire was pretenting it was a piece of transmission
line. The two, working together and connected to the rotational motor,
created the 'illusion' of making the incoming microwave signals
'swing in space' so that as the microwave signals left the waveguide
pipe of the feed and headed towards the real world probe installed in a
fixed position inside the mouth of the LNA, vertical and horizontal
would'swao'.
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Full Remote Control
25 foot remote control al lows easy channel select ion
and volume level adjustment. (Channel select ion
automatical ly selects correct f  eed polarization.)

Convenient Sound Selection
Eliminates the need to manually select the audio in
most cases. System uses f ixed (6.8 MHz) and variable
(5.5 to 8.5 MHz) audio modules and automatical ly
selects audio subcarriers.

Full Function Metering
Continuous monitoring of Signal Strength (dB) and
Center Tuning (M Hz). Al lows accurate check of system
performance (CNR) without addit ional equrpment.
Versatile
Dual conversion circuitry and a remotable downcon-
verter permit mult iple receiver systems with a single
antenna. (Less sophist icated single conversion
receivers requ ire costly interference rsolaters.)

For more detai ls about our products give us a cal l
or write.

EARTH TERMINALS
Department 103
One Microwave Plaza
Ci nci nnatr, Ohio 45242-9502
513-489-6200

EARTH TERMIN'IIS''



We wrap this up with diagram 'Feed Basics # 6'.
The polarization rotational probe is a 'spoiler'. lt tloats inside of the

microwave pipe/feed and it is moved around within its chamber by a
motor. Any piece of metal, even a piece of non-metal such as a chunk
of fiberglass circuit board, stuck down inside of the waveguide pipe' is
going to 'upset' the delicate balance ol the microwave energy cap-
tured by the feed and carried into the pipe.

By moving the probe around inside of the pipe, you can force the
microwave signals to move around in space. lf you move them in one
direction, they assume a new 'polarization' inside of the pipe. lf you
move them in another direction, they assume an opposite polariza-
tion. Or, you can park the 'spoiler' piece inside of the waveguide so
that both polarizations are 'skewed' or twisted.

And all of this fuss, all of these press releases and these threats of
suits and counter suits are over this very simple process!

BEFORE The Probe Turned
No love is lost between Chapanal and Boman. Boman accepts

some of the responsibility for this. Briefly, here is why.
Boman Industries first appeared in the industry at the Anaheim'

California trade show in November of 1981 . Boman has been building
and importing auto radio and auto sound products for several de-
cades. lt is one of the major suppliers of auto radios/sound in the USA.

Boman's initial Anaheim entry into the marketplace was predi-
cated upon some bad information. New to the field, relying on outside
consultants for guidance, Boman tried to be everything at once; an
antenna supplier, an LNA supplier, and a receiver supplier. The early
Boman antennas were poorly designed and cheaply promoted. The
early Boman LNAs, shown in Anaheim, were supposed to be manu-
factured in Korea. That never happened and Boman came back wilh a
popular US brand LNA which bore their nameplate, and subsequently
went to Japan for a high quality line of LNAs. The crux of the Boman/
Chapanal problems began in Anaheim and it was over receivers.

There is an untold story within the industry regarding some-
thing called 'The Entertainer' receiver; a receiver which fable says was
created and designed by one H. Taylor Howard lor Cook Communica-
tions in Canada. Boman ended up buying a large quantity of these
receivers, which bore the H. Taylor Howard stamp of approval' Taylor'
the industry's technical leader, dis-liked being associated with Bo-
man, even after the fact, and those 'Entertainer' receivers re-branded
for Boman became a bone of contention.

lf Taylor Howard was not overly happy with Boman's use of 'his'

receiver, he liked even less what happened nexl. Boman got into the
feed business.

Now Chaoarral was the number one feed supplier in the home
TVRO business lrom the day that Howard and partner Taggart intro-
duced their now famous'Super Feed' in the summer of 1980. The
'Super Feed' (with the scalar rings) did so well in the marketplace that
it begged copying. Well, it begged copying because it was doing so
well, and, because it was a tad on the expensive side. A whole'world'
of copies opened up; people in Tennessee were copying 'Super

Feeds'with their own aluminum casting operations, people in Minne-
sota were copying the 'Super Feeds' by making them out of plastic and
coating the plastic with a (very) thin layerof metal, and so on. But none
of these 'copies' approached the business like Boman did' Where
other 'copies' simply knocked off the original, Boman sat down and
developed a complete marketing package and marketing program
around its version of the 'Super Feed'. And Boman, unlike the others,
backed their product up with a splashy advertising campaign, Boman
zeroed in on something that particularily incensed Howard and Tag-
gart; the price of the Chaparral product.

Boman wasted no time and minced no words with its promotions' lt
admitted to what the scalar feed it was building cost it ("under $5 each,
in a carton"), and then it priced its version about 50% lower than the
Chapanal at the time. The point drove home well; some suppliers felt
that Chapanal had been 'price gouging' because of its 'exclusive

source' position with the product. Never opening their own books up to
bare their own cost structure to counter the Boman offensive, Chapar-
ral lowered some of its own pricing and put a black mark on the wall
next to the Boman name. The time would come . . . when Chapanal
. . . would even uo the score.

lf the battle between Boman and Chaparral over the 'scalar feeds'
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was nasty, it was but a prelude to what followed. The rotational probe

war was still ahead.

DID The Probe Turn?
The H. Taylor Howard patent for the Polarotor system was not won

without somedifficult times. The original application for a patent was
rejected. So was the second, and the third. This process went on until
nearly ten ditferent applications were filed, each modified from the

original. The problem was 'prior art'.
Prior art in the patent field means that what you are claiming, as

unique and novel about the gadget you seek to patent, is in fact not

unique and novel; that somebody has done il before you. The Polar-

otoiapplications were 'bouncing' because the U.S. Patent Office and
the Paient Examiner kept finding a trail of prior art with polarizaiton

switching and rotational schemes.
There were two instances of prior art which the Howard/Chapanal

patent application kept stumbing over. One was a patent granted in

i gsg to a fellow named Murphy (see GSD for December 1 983; page

10). Murphy clearly was the first to obtain a patent on a system which
Oici essehtiitty (or exactly) the same thing as the Polarotor. Murphy's
patent ran out recently. Taylor Howard knew this. . .' "One of our probiemsin getting a patent" said Taylor to CSP
during the Orhndo show "was a patent granted back in the 50's"'
We rdached into our briefcase and pulled out a worn copy of 'Murphy'

we had been toting around with us for months. "You mean this one?"
we asked.

"Christ" said Taylor "Taggart will have a hemorrage when I tell
him you pulled odt a copy ol Murphy!)). This was November
2nd, ]ust days prior to the long fought for and hard won patent award'
On itie znd bt November Chaparral knew the patent would be issued
on the 8th; for them, at least for now, the battles were over.

lf one studies the Patent Examiner notes, following the lull course
of events from the initial Howard/Chaparral application for a patent

until the balking Patent Examiner finally 'accepted the claims' being
made for the device, one clearly sees Murphy threading in and out ol
the story from an early date. There was at least one other important bit
of prior art as well; we'll come back to that shortly'

The very last notes in the Patent Examiner's file deal with his
crucial doubt that the Polarotor really was unique and novel. By this
time the application had been amended many-many times, each time
attempting to redefine what the device did in words and diagrams
which would enforce the claims that this was a'new and novel' design'
In his last'hearing'on the subject, the examiner had Taylor Howard on
the spot. lt was up to Taylor to show 'why' his device was novel and
different, in the face of considerable evidence that it was not.

Howard relied on a trio of scope screen photographs. They pur
ported to show that the Chaparral Polarotor design had 'lower loss' or
a better 'impedance match' than any of the 'prior art'. You should'
perhaps, now go back and re-study the Howard explanation of his
moving probe and his use of the inner walls of the waveguide as a
'counter poise' for his rotating probe, on page 22 here'

WHICH Probe Turned First?
Getting a patent granted, even againstthe opposition thrown up by

the inquisitive Patent Examiner, is one thing. Defending that patent
against all 'interlopers', or proving if required in court that your use of
this technology was 'first', is quite a ditferent matter.

Patent law creates a system for reglstration of'new and novel'
concepts or ideas or gadgets. lt does not allow itself to be the 'court of
last resort' if there are counter-claims against a patent (after the
patent is granted). That is a function of the civil courts.

ln atfidavits filed with the Howard/Chaparral patent application,
Howard says be 'began design work on the device in August of 1981
and finished that design work in November of 1981'. The dates are
important.

Another bit of prior art which the Polarator kept stumbling over was
a design credited to one Gene Augustin of Antenna Technology
Corporation in Orlando, Florida. Augustin claims to have developed
a system that did the same thing late in 1 980. "l was returning from a
meetlng In Arizona" recalls Augustin "and had several hours to
think while crossing the country on a iet." This was December of
1980. "l drew myself a series of sketches for a polarization
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rotational system". Back at his own shop, he had some samples
made up and he tested them in January of 1 981. He showed working
models at a Texas cable show in February of 1 981 and perfected' and
then esential ly dropped interest in, the design in Apri l  of 1981. Sti l l '
Augustin did display at the Omaha trade show in the month of August
of i9g1 and his version of the system was on display and seen there.

In initial affidavits filed by Howard and Chaparral it is claimed that
Howard did not see that display. Later atfidavits on the same subject
seem to suggest that Howard was aware of the Augustin design in
August of 1 981 .-lf 

Chaparral was creating its own 'novel and new' device during the
late summer and early falL of 1981 , Boman's Maniachi was going

about the devide in a bitferent manner. According to Maniachi "We

contacted Gene Augustin and asked him for a license to build his unit'
We subsequently obtained such a license and we have been building
our Polar-Matic'devices under a license from Gene Augustin, since
that t ime."

So who was first? Taylor Howaid, or Gene Augustin?
Augustin professes little interest in the matter, now heading up the

world'J largest manufacturer of 'simulsat' anlennas, he is very much
pre-occupied with getting his up to seven meter surtaces installed in
iocations all over fhe world. In between trips to Taiwan and other
exotic points, he is barely available to help Boman in their legal
squabbles with ChaPanal.' "We probably made a bad mistake by not making it better
known that we irad taken out a license with Gene Augustin"
reflects Boman's Bob Maniachi. "People have believed the story
that we 'stole'the concept from Chapanal and in the eyes ol the
industry that automatically makes us the bad guys. When Cha-
panal tells a story, they start with the way we got into the receiver
business. Then they graduate with our getting into the 'Super Feed'
business. Finally they draw the noose around our neck with their view
of our building rotating probe teeds. lt certainly is a convincing story
and we are therefore guiltY."
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PRE-OCCUPATION WITH Simulsat antennas up to 7 meters in
size has kept Augustan out of 'thick' or 'Polar' battles.

Augustin has no patent protection. He had prepared a patent
application, at the urging of Boman, but when the patent application
bounced back (Murphy, again) Augustin set it aside being more
concerned about seven meter Simulsats than rotating probes. Boman
then urged Augustin to keep after the patent application but in that
interim the Howard/Chaparral applicalion had moved forward several
steps. lt would be the first out of the 'chute'.

THE CHAPARRAL Offensive
Patent granted, Chapanal went on the offensive, They probably

felt it was time to square the account with Boman. In its widely
circulated press releases Chaparral charged Boman with the fol-
lowing:

1) Patent infringement,
2) Trademark infrangement,
3) False designation ol origin,
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4) Unfair competition, and,
5) Unlair business Practices.
The claims for the patent infringement are pretty obvious; if Cha-

parral has a valid patent, if Gene Augustin did not have prior (un-

claimed) art, then Boman may well be violating the recently granted
patent.

The four that follow are described by attornies as boilerplate;
"charges brought for their 'PR' value". At least that is how Boman
attornies describe them. Some of the ancilliary charges are worth
noting here since even they seem to be controversial.

Let's focus on the trademark infringement. A trademark is a ser-
vice mark. lt describes a product or service or company and it has
value. XEROX is a trademark and it is a proper name. Properly
printed, it would always be XEROX@.

Polaro tor ,  says  Chapar ra l ,  shou ld  a lways  be  pr in ted  as
Polarotofo. lf you read the fine print in advertisements in CSD where
receiver manufaclurers tell you that their receivers are designed lor
compat ib i l i t y  w i th  the  Po laro tor  dev ice ,  you  w i l l  usua l l y  see
POLAROTOR@ or 6D. A company has to protect its trade or service
mark from'interlopers'for if it fails to prosecute lirms that mis-use the
trade or service mark, they have lost the right to claim it as their own
trade or service mark.

Chapanal says that Polar-Matic is so close in spelling and sound
to Polarotor that "this leads to conlusion within the industry".
They further claim that dealers who'think'they are buying a'genuine
Chapanal' product are oflen 'mis-lead into buying a competitive pro-
duct by Boman' because of the similarity of the two names. Boman
obviously would take exception to this. Others who use the pre{ix
'polar' (such as Polatron) would also probably disagree with this
supposition. Chaparral, none the less, dwells in their suit filed against
Boman on this subject at some length.

Because Chapanal seems pre-occupied with this issue, CSD did
some checking to determine the exact status of the Polarotor trade
mark. We came to an interesting discovery. We could tind no record of
such a trademark issued in the name of Chapanal Communications.
We did find more than 20O"/o'Polaf this and 'Polar that' tradeiservice/
reqistration marks on record, however' Polaroid owned every one of
th6m. What's more, they have owned every one of them for a number
of years. As many as 30 years to be exact.

That led us to Polaroid where we found a gentleman in their legal
department who specializes in such things. What could he tell us
about Polarotor?

"Polaroid went in as far back as thirty years ago and filed
trademark registrations on virtually every possible word combination
thal began or ended with polar" we learned. "We have used these
names for various products and services from time to time, or they
have lain in our'trade mark bank' just waiting lor the best and most
appropriate use." And Polarotor?

'An exception to the use of the word has been filed' we were
told. "On June 21, 1983 an application tiled by Chaparral was
stopped at Polaroid request. On July 25th this temporary halt to
the processing of the Polarotor request was made permanent'.

Then Chapanal had no trade mark rights to Polarotor when it
began placing 6D next to its product name?

Boman's Maniachi on his use of Polar-Matic.
"Yes, it turns out that Polaroid does own just about every concelv-

able derivation the world 'polar"---. In fact, our Polar-Matic name was
granted  to  Po laro id  under  Trade Mark  reg is t ra t ion  number
1,095,805 some years ago." And what is Boman doing about its own
'infringement' of the trade marked name?

"We are negotiating with Polaroid, hoping to obtain the legal right'
under contract, to use the name in commerce."

What about the last four listings in the complaint filed by Chaparral;
those that charge Boman with violating of a Chaparral trade mark, and
as a result of that 'violation', engaging in 'talse designation of origin'
(adopting marketing practices which tend to make the customers
believe the products being sold by Boman are actually produced by
Chapanal), unfair business practices and unfair competition?

"Our attornies say this is jusl boilerplate, designed to cause dis-
ruption in the marketplace and to cause buyers to swing their orders to
Chapanal for tear that in dealing with Boman they will become liable
for legal claims Boman is liable for." And the questionable status of the
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Chapanal use of the phrase'Polarotor'? "Very strange indeed that
they would bring up trademark infringement against us when Polaroid
has stopped their own use of that name on exactly similar charges!"

AS THE Probe Dlsrupts
lf the Boman view of the Chapanal actions is correct, Chapanal

accomplished their goals. CSD talked with distributors who were
discontinuing handling of the Boman Polar-Matic product after receiv-
ing the Chaparral news release and a copy of the Civil Action brought
by Chaparral against Boman.

Unserved, formally, Boman none the less reacted to remove the
offending Polar-Matic product from the marketplace. As luck might
have it, there had been a shortage of castings the first part of Novem-
ber and Boman found only a small quantity of feeds 'in the pipeline'
from their factory to dealer hands when the Chapanal action hit.

Maniachi. "We recalled every feed Instantly." Seemingly, that
would out Boman out of the feed business; at least the Polar-Matic
feed business.

Maniachiagain. "lhave tothankTaylor Howard torgiving us a'kick
in the ass'; this action woke us up to the fact that we have been playing
the game as a defensive action from day one and that since we were
the ones who had the Gene Augustin license to build the feed, we
should have been on the offenslve rather than the defensive."

Two types of wheels starting grinding at Boman. The legal ones
first. Boman says it will challenge the patent in court. lt had engaged
two Los Angeles firms that specialize in patent law. Maniachi char-
acterizes this action as "long, drawn out and expensive." He has
$200,000 budgeted just to get it off the ground, says he will spend
whatever is required. His desk is occupied by copies of more than 50
patents, issued in the microwave world, as he speaks. Attorneys and
para-legals are pouring over every possible patent that has ever been
lssued dealing with microwave waveguide, switching systems and
polarization moving schemes.

There is a possibility of a second lawsuit; this one involving
charges of Restraint of Trade, Anti Trust, and marketplace Monopoly.
The 'root' of this one is Boman's concern that Chaparral's handling of
their press releases, and the way they have 'talked with' customers
has lead to an unneccessary disruption of the marketplace. Under
California law, there are triple damages assessible under such a suit if
Boman wins it. Lots of attorneys look like they are going to be very
busy in California over the next 12 months or so.

As long as the Howard/Chapanal patent has been issued, and
until that patent has been court tested, Boman cannot be shipping
products which infringe on that patent. That is the nature of patent
protection. Boman expects to 'settle' with Chapanal for around $10
per feed that slipped through the call back procedure between the
November 8th issuance of the Chaparral patent and the stopping of
the Boman pipeline. Maniachi characterizes that settlement as chick-
en feed. What Boman did next was to find a new chicken

"lt the partlcular probe system descrlbed by Howard ln the
patent ls thelr product, subject to a review by the courts of the
circumstances surrounding the patent claims, we had to find another
way to accomplish the same thing; without violating Howard's patent,
nor anyone else's either".

From the middle of November until around the 1oth of December,
Boman shipped Polar-Matic feeds which employed a'fall back posi-
tion probe' which Boman had kept underwraps for some time. "W'e

didn't use it previously because it increased the production time per
unit" says Maniachi. "But faced with no shipments, or spending extra
time on the manufacture and test. we elected the latter".

Then starting in mid-December Boman brought out an entirely
new probe system; which was developed for it by a consultant from the
California Aerospace industry. Always the bottom-line marketing
man. Maniachi talks about the new Drobe.

"lt ls our 'Turbo-Charged' model. lt is absolutely the best
probe thls industry has ever had In a feed. Every test we make
confirms that it has lower loss, a tlatter response across the
3.7 lo 4.2 GHz band, and a better ability to carry microwave
energy than any othel probe ever available".
The new probe is 'gold plated' and the shape, important to both the

performance and avoiding a new war with Chapanal, is described as
'revolutionary and new'. A patent application is being prepared.
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Boman, meanwhile, is on the offensive to gain back those distribu-
tion outlets lost. A substantial number of firms who have handled
Boman feeds in the past no longer feel comfortable doing so,
threatened by a possible lawsuit if they continue to handle the feeds
which Chapanal charges are in violation of their patent rights. To
counteract this, Boman is otfering to indemnify any users of its feeds
against any and all claims or damages as might be awarded to
Chapanal by a court. "l fully expect the courts to determine that we
have not violated a patent held by Chapanal, that Chapanal has
engaged in unsavory business practices, that Chaparral has used
threats and intimidation to keep business people from handling our
own feeds" warms up Maniachi. "But first, we have to keep the doors
open and that means we must somehow make the buyers feel com-
fortable when dealing with us. We are guaranteeing that anyone who
buys from us will be held 'harmless' from any Chapanal claims, to put
the customer's minds at ease".

The industry is surely confused over lhis 'in' and 'out' fighting going
on. Antennas OEMs in particular, faced with buying Boman product
and a possible contingent liabilig in the form of awards from a court of
law, or, buying Chaparral and paying more for product that includes
the'peace of mind'that lhere are no contingent liabilities, are usually
opting for Chaparral. Since Chapanal probably had better than a75o/"'share of market' before all of this came up, the suit has pushed them
even closer to the magic '100 percentile' mark.

Perhaps the real winner in all of this, in the short term anyhow if
there is a winner, will be a firm such as M/A COM's Omni-Spectra.
Using a technology which appears to be all their own, Omni-Spectra
has been picking up ground rapidly of late built largely on the strength
of an aggressive advertising and marketing program. lf antenna
OEMs and major distributors tire of being caught between Chaparral
and Boman, they may well turn to Omni Spectra for feeds to tie them
over until the presently confusing situation settles down.

CANADIAN COURT
DECISION

SATELLITES
ARE PUBLIC

WRO's Legal in Canadian Hotels . . . Temporarily!!!
On November 10, 1983, Mr. Justice Muldoon of the Federal Court

of Canada, Trial Division rendered a decision concerning the use of
TVRO's for SMATV purposes. The case is sending shockwaves
through the broadcasting, cable and pay-tv industry on both sides of
the border. Officials at HBO and Showtime can barely hide their
disbelief. Although a total victory for the Canadian TVRO industry,
there are so many strange aspects to this case that it can only be
thought of as a temporary lull in the battle.

Here are the facts: SaTel, (an Ottawa-based firm) installed a
TVRO system at the Holiday Inn Hotel, Pembina Highway; Winnipeg,
in 1980. The TVRO had multiple receivers and was aimed at Satcom
F3. The modulators from the TVRO relayed the signals into a trunk line
cable, which was interconnected to guest rooms in the hotel. At the
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time the case arose, the system within the hotel carried WTBS, Home
Box Office, and Showtime Entertainment. No fee was directly levied lo
guests of the hotel for the privilege of viewing the three signals. There
was a log-periodic antenna mounted on the roof, and four Canadian
television stations were received by means of the antenna, and distri-
buted to guest rooms by means of the same trunk cable and coaxial
cables to television receivers. The use of the log-periodic figured
prominently the legal case.

In 1980, The Department of Communications ordered the hotel
management to cease and desist distribution of the signals received
by satellite; othenvise the hotel management would be prosecuted
and the satellite equipment would be seized and taken away. The
hotel management under protest, agreed to discontinue the use of the
TVRO, pending legal advice from counsel. After they received legal
advice, they recommenced the use of the equipment.

The plaintiffs (SaTel and the hotel owners) then initiated a pro-
ceeding in the Federal Court Trial Division agains the defendants,
Canadian Radio{elevision and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC); Department of Communications (DOC); and the Justice
Department and sought a declaration concerning the use of the equip-
ment, and an injunction to prevent future seizure of the equipment.

The plalntiffs essentially alleged the following:
- that there were two separate and distinct sets of radio apparatus as
that term is defined in Section 2 of the Radio Act: the MATV system
which received conventional TV signals, and, the TVRO satellite
system.
- that the signals received from the satellite by means of the TVRO
system were "broadcasting signals."
- that the MATV system was exempt from licensing.
- that although Parliament can competently legislate, with delegated
authority to the CRTC, to regulate, control or license them, but in the
case of Aoartment and Hotel MATV and SMATV.svstems. Parliament
has not done so.

On the first lssue of the nature of the SMATV system in terms of
the TVRO and the log-periodic VHF system, the Judge ruled: "Clearly
they are two distinct systems of radio apparatus which merely utilize a
common 'highway,' the cable which canies their respective received
signals to the television sets throughout the hotel."

The CRTC and DOG had a licensing exemption for hotels, apart-
ments and condos. As long as the owner of the building obeyed the
exemption, he did not need a license. In othc'words, as long as you
had your local Canadian stations on the building system, you were
O.K., but as soon as you connected up a TVRO, no matter what was
on the TVRO, you needed a license. The problem is, they would not
grant you a license for your TVRO, not now, not ever; it was.a
CATCH-Z2 plain and simple.

The Judge was very critical of the way in which the so-called
exemption was triggered. He said: "from the viewpoint of the defen-
dants, the Attorney General of Canada and the Minister of Com-
munications, the MATV, or log periodic, system is of no concern."
Counsel for those defendants, always denying the MATV system to be
a separate and distinct one, nevertheless submitted in argument that". . . the only reason the Minister takes the position that this hotel is
acting contrary to the licensing requirements of the Radio Act is
because it has the TVRO there, not because it has the log periodic
antennae."

The licensing of MATV, SMATV and private systems in condo-
miniums has also been premised uoon the words in the Canadian
Broadcasting Act which refer to "broadcasting receiving undertak-
ings." lronically, there is no actual definition of what a broadcasting
receiving underlaking is; in point of fact, in 1967 when the Canadian
legislation was drafted and passed, the people responsible for writing
the Act overlooked cable television, SMATV and MATV, so the words"broadcasting receiving undertaking" were literally thrown in as a
gratuitous afterthought. The problem today is that the CRTC consid-
ers that those three words give it power to rggulate everything
related to broadcasting and reception of signals, including satellite
signals.

The reason why we keep dwelling on the words "broadcasting
receiving undertaking" is because under the Canadian law, if you are
found to have a broadcasting receiving undertaking, then you need a
license, unless the regulations say you are exempt. The only way in

1980 to be exempt was to have a simple VHF and UHF antenna
system on your hi-rise building, or motel. As soon as you attached a
TVRO, bang, the feds said you needed a license, but they weren't
granting a license (That hadn't changed between 1980 when the court
action arose, and the date of the judgment.).

lf you aren't too confused already, consider the arguments in this
case. HBO, Showtime and WTBS were received. The owners of the
hotel, and TVRO firm, argued that the signals which were received
were "broadcasting," thereby making certain exemptions from licens-
ing in the legislation operative. The CRTC and other defendants
argued that the signals from the satellite were not "broadcasting"

signals. The dispute arose over whether the satellite transmissions
were "intended for direct reception by the general public" (the legal
definition of broadcasting in the Canadian Broadcasting Act, and
International agreements including the UT treaties).

The Judge went on to say: "The definition of broadcasting, as it is
expressed, clearly is not concerned with whether such transmissions
be actually received by the general public, but is concerned rather with
intention. The intention, whatever its object, must be tound or deemed
by law to be that of the propagator of the radiocommunication. One
cannot ascribe apparatus which the legislative drafter had in mind,
one would expect the definition to speak of the transmissions or
transmitters being 'technologically designed' or 'contrived' for direct
reception of radiocommunication by the general public . . ."

Three witnesses were called by the defendants to testify as to what
was intended by those who produce HBO and Showtime respectively.
Theywere:Jonelle Procope, of NewYork City, an attorney employed
by Viacom International Inc., which owns Showtime; Marvin Freel-
ing, of Livingston, New Jersey, a principal member of the engineering
staff of RCA American Communications which owns F3; and John S.
Redpath of New York City, Senior Vice-President and general coun-
sel of HBO. lt takes little imagination to perceive their position in the
matter.

Despite testimony which indicated ". . . it is not intended that
individuals who are not subscribers to an affiliated cable system
recelve the signal," the Judge found that the signals from the satel-
lite were broadcasting signals.

He reasoned: "HBO tries to put together a service which will
appeal to a broad section of the population. In other words, the service
is not intended to be limited to any particular segment of the population
but rather to have wide appeal because the more subscribers there
are, the better is HBO's revenue."

He also said: "Miss Procope for Showtime and Mr. Redoath for
HBO both testified that their respective transmissions are intended to
be received only by subscribers who pay fees to and through licensed
or affiliated cable television enterprises. lt would be easy, then, to
draw the inference that their transmissions are not intended for direct
reception by the general public."

"That is, it would be an easy inference if their so expressing
themselves in oral testimony were necessarily to be taken as conclu-
sive of the matter."

He stated: "But when the originators of those transmissions say
that the transmissions are not intended for such direct reception, what
do they mean? After all, they know full well that their transmissions
can be directly received by the general public. Indeed, they both
include warnings and disclaimers in their programs, HBO also sends
cease and desist letters, and both are contemplating, if not actively
planning, the encoding of their signals so as to deny intelligible recep-
tion to persons who are not subscribers. Clearly, they do not wish to
provide their transmissions for direct reception by the general public,
but, they continue knowingly to transmit signals which are easily
available for direct reception by the general public. Plainly they desire
and hope that their transmissions will not be directly received by that
sector of the general public who decline to subscribe to their atfiliates'
cable television service. Plainly, also, their business objective is to
protect their atfiliates' interests in augmenting the number of non-
subscribers. Can one then conclude that their transmissions are not
intended for direcl reception by the general public"?". . . the choice and expression of the word 'intended' in the testi-
mony are not legally conclusive of the issue . . . the transmissions are
neither scrambled nor encoded so anyone utilizing standard TVRO
earth station equipment can directly receive them, . . . the programs
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have mass appeal, are not limited in content nor directed to any
particular segment of the general public but are formulated so as to
attract as wide an audience as possible, . . . the transmissions are
widely dispersed in an extensive'lootprint'which permits direct recep-
tion not merely in the United States, but also in parts of Mexico and
Canada."

Mr. Justice Muldoon also stated: "Good sense must surely be the
basic objective in the interpretation of the laws of Canada which are
not to badeprived of it, even though in the instant case, the law under
consideration is a regulatory one ratherthan compensatory or penal'"

"There is no good purpose to be served in law or in reason tor
devising a double standard here. The transmissions ol Showtime
and HBiO must be found to be intended for direct reception by the
general publlc, even though that result is not really desired by
them, because that is the wholly forseeable and indeed, known
consequence of their conduct. Accordingly, their transmissions are
'radiocommunication in which the transmissions are intended for
direct reception by the general public.' That which the plaintiffs receive
from HBO and Sfiowtime is'broadcasting'as defined in the Radio Act
and in the Broadcasting Act."

He found that the radio apparatus (TVRO) was receiving broad-
casting and thus the next matter for determination was whether the
plaintiis were engaged in a broadcasting receiving undertaking, and if
not, were they exempt lrom licensing?

Not only ciiO tne judge find that the TVRO/SMATV was receiving
"broadcasting" when tuned to HBO and Showtime, he also found that
despite the d6finitions and CATCH-22 of the Canadian Broadcasting
Rct. tne SMATV was not a "broadcasting receiving undertaking"'

Here's his reasoning:
"The service which the plaintiffs provide by means of their radio

apparatus does not constitute an undertaking within the meaning of
the Radio Act and the Broadcasting Act because it is not in itself a
commercial enterprise whereby the plaintiffs undertake, or engage
themselves, to provide television program reception to subscribers
who have to pay for it. lt ls not a proflt center such as the hotel's
restaurant or cocktail lounge. lt is more akin to the elevator service and
telephone service provided to hotel guests, although there is no
evidence here as to the imposition or not, of telephone use charges.
So, in my opinion, the television service provided by means of the
plaintitf's radio apparatus is neither one broadcasting receiving under-
taking nor two."

But the Judge cautioned that the flaws in the present law are not
irrepairable; he said:"As noted, Parliament has not provided a definition of what is
meant by'undertaking.' No doubt, by the choice of clear and specific
words Parliament could enact that the circumstances disclosed in the
case are meant to be comprehended in that term. Parliament's com-
petence to do so is not disputed, nor could it successfully be dis-
puted."

There is another interesting issue: The language of the Broadcast-
ing Act refers to the rlght ot persons to recelve programs. Does this
right to receive programs extend to the right to receive programs in a
hotel room via a TVRO? Judge Muldoon stated:

"Regarding the interpretation of Section 3 (c), the right of persons
to receive programs subject only to generally applicable statutes and
regulations is unquestioned:". . .subject only to the provisions of the Broadcasting Act, and
regulations, the unquestioned right of persons to receive programs
must be understood to be an unlimited, unfettered, unregulated or
unrestricted right, since Parliament characterizes it as unquestioned.
Hence, the plaintitfs and the hotel guests right to receive the programs
transmitted via satellite is and remains 'unquestioned' because the
plaintiffs are not engaged in a broadcasting receiving undertaking'
That is the crucial negative status under the Broadcasting Act."

There was one more hurdle. I mentioned that there was the
CATCH-Z2i I lied. There were several CATGH-22's. Not only were
there restrictions on operating a TVRO with an SMATV system, there
were also restrictions on possessing the equipment under the Radio
Act (administered by the Department of Communications). You may
recall the legendary stories about the Mounties who tried to seize the
TVROs operated by David Brough and others in the North because
the Department of Communications contended that they were un-
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licensed "radio stations." So mere possession of an LNC, Polarotor,
or dish could make you a criminal under the Radio Act. Although the
"Federales" eased off and stopped searching backyards and roof-
tops, they still maintained possession ot TVRO equipment in hotels'
apartments, and condos was a crime.

Of course, you could apply for a "radio" license;the problem was,
no license could be or would be granted for TVROs used at hotels/
apts/condos. In fact, there probably isn't a class of license which they
would grant for a TVRO at a hotel or apartment, and I have never even
seen any forms for those licenses. (By way of a humorous anecdote'
in 1 977 and 1 978 a number of TVRO owners applied to the D.O.C. and
CRTC for permission to operate TVROs. I remember seeing those
applications on FGG forms, because there were no Canadian forms!!!)
And even if you made an application, the Department ot Communica-
tions would always run to an obscure agreement with the U.S. govern-
ment and contend that you couldn't receive U.S' Domsat Signals,
even if Ted Turner or Pat Robertson, or Jim Baker or Dr' Gene Scott
personally gave you permission.

Concerning the Radio Act, the Judge found that the Plaintiffs had
established a "Radio Station" according to the definition. However,
the issue, as the Judge understood it, was not in the nature of the
hardware but rather it is the intention of those whose radio apparatus
receives signals. He stated: "lt is not only their expressed intention'
but also th-eir conduct, the capabilities of their equipment, and the
forseeable consequences which must be examined and evaluated.
The plaintiffs certainly say that they intend to receive only'broadcast-
ing' and their expression of intention is utterly consonant with their
conduct and the capabilities of their equipment ' . ' thus the plaintitfs'
not being engaged in a broadcasting receiving undertaking, quality for
the exemption accorded in subsection 3.(3) of the Radio Act."

The following declaration was issued:
". . . neither iystem of the said radio apparatus, comprising a radio

station on the premises of the said Holiday Inn in Winnipeg' within the
meaning of sections 2 and 3 of the Radio Act, fails to quality for the
exempfon provided in subsection 3.(3) ofthat Act; and that both otthe
plaintitfs'TVRO and MATV radio apparatus and radio stations' includ-
ing all of their connected parts, wiring or systems from antennae to
teievision sets in the rooms of said Holiday Inn are exempt from the
requirements of a license and a technical construction and operating
certificate, pursuant to subsection 3.(3) of the Radio Act."

WHAT IS THE CANADIAN LAW CONCERNING USE OF TVRO
AT HOTELS AND APARTMENTS?

1) Are the signals broadcasting? Judge Muldoon found that de-
spite the fact that HBO and Showtime did not intend their signals to be
interecepted by non-paying viewers, the signals were nevertheless,
broadcasting signals, "intended for direct reception by members of
the general public." lt is conceivable that this finding could be over-
turned on appeal for several reasons. First, I did not find the cases
which he relied upon as particularly persuasive on the point. Also the
overwhelming evidence was that these signals were not intended for
the general public. Broadcasting has always been distinguished (in
Canada, and the U.S., for that matter) in the past, from "point-to-point"

transmissions or radiocommunications. HBO and Showtime-like sig-
nals have always been considered in U.S. jurisprudence to be point-
to-point. U.S. law is rather persuasive on the point. There are U.S.
cases which concern interception of pay-tv (including HBO) by means
of MDS (multipoint microwave) and STV (the ON-TV/Chartwell
WXON-TV-2O case in Michigan). In the case ol STV, although en-
coded, the same transmitter is used during other parts of the day. In
the Chartwell/ON-TV case, the court did not find that there was
"broadcasting" during the hours devoted to pay-Tv, despite the fact
that the same transmitter was used for broadcasting on the same
channel during other parts of the day. Apparently, Mr. Justice Mul-
doon either did not consider these cases, or find them persuasive.
Also there are Sections of the U.S. Communications Act, and parallel
sections in the Radio Act concerning divulging intercepted point-to-
point communications to third parties. Apparently, there is no consid-
eration of those issues in the judgement. Apparently these very crucial
issues were not argued very well by the defense. In fact, the argument
presented was very confusing. The CRTC instructed its counsel notto
argue these issues, leaving the matter to the other government de-
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partments. Small wonder why Justice Muldoon did not rule in favor of
the defendants, they literally blew their strongest argument! Given the
lact that the defense did not really base its case on these issues, there
is a question whether at appeal they can argue that there was an error
of law in the f indings ol Mr. Justice Muldoon.

Assuming, then, that leave to appeal could be granted on the basis
of an error of law, the finding that HBO and Showtime were "broadcast

signals," the defendants may still have a major obstacle. The signals
which were intercepted by the Hotel included WTBS. Turner Broad-
casting, Atlanta Georgia. There can be no dispute of the lact lhat
WTBS is a broadcast signal in its original form.

In point of fact, at one time it was received "off-air" outside of
Atlanta, and up-linked to the satellite. WTBS actively solicits advertis-
ing premised on the fact that WTBS is available to nearly a quarter of
the homes in America. While the commercial aspects of how and why
WTBS is on Satcom F3, Transponder 6, may not be straightforward,
i.e., an agent, Southern Satellite Systems (SSS of Tulsa, Oklahoma)
acts as a resale carrier to cable systems, neither party, in the case at
hand argued the issue of common carriers, or resale carries. Hence,
on appeal the court would look at the intention of the originator of the
communicalion. That would have to be Turner Broadcasting, rather
than SSS, because SSS does not originate the programming or the
intellectual content of WTBS, but merely acts as a passive agent,
providing the up-link facilities, wilh an implicit agreement that it may
resell the WTBS signal to cable companies.

The question arises, even if the appeal court were to rule HBO and
Showtime as non-broadcasting, would they be forced to rule that
WTBS is broadcasting? Obviously the intent of Turner is to have as
many people as possible view the service, and furthermore the WTBS
service is freely transmitted to millions of residents in the greater
Atlanta area via a UHF transmitter on Channel .17. Following the
judge's reasoning, if the intent ol WTBS is to broadcast the programs
of a general nature, to all of the people living in Georgia, can the court
deduce that the intention of the originator of WTBS changed merely
because it was up-linked on a satellite? Highly unlikelv. Bttt llsls 15 3
problem. The issue of the status ol WTBS was not actr.,:ally argued at
trial although it was mentioned in the pleadings. One of the ironies or
idiocies of our system ol justice in Canada is that on appeal, the court
may not be able to deal with WTBS even though the status of that
signal is crucial to the issues at hand. That means while the appeal
court might find that HBO and Showtime are not broadcasting, it could
take another case where WTBS and other broadcast-type signals
were intercepted, before a court would make a parallel ruling concern-
ing that other category of satellite signals.

Accordingly, while the delendants might be successful in appeal-
ing the case on the issue of HBO or Showtime, they are almost certain
to lose on the same issue when extrapolated to WTBS or other
services cited above, but it would take an entirely new case to decide
that issue.

The strongest card in the TVRO user's deck stems from the lact
that the Broadcasting Act was almost negligently drafted in terms of
the words "broadcasting receiving undertaking." The simple state-
ment "broadcasting means broadcasting transmitting undertaking
and broadcasting receiving undertaking" is deficient of specific defini-
tion concerning what constitutes a broadcasting receiving undertak-
ing. lt is almost as if this was included as an afterthought. There are no
other specific references to the broadcasting receiving undertaking or
reception of signals in the Broadcasting Act, except for the words
which talk about the "unquestioned right of persons to receive prog-
rams." This unquestioned right to receive programs, coupled with the
lack of specific definitions in the existing act may prove fatal to any
court appeal of this case by the government.

However, it is clear that Parliament can amend the Act. Therefore
it is possible that satellite systems on hotels and apartments could be
brought into the Act with specific detinitions. Th.e legislative process
could take months, or possibly years, given the fact that there must be
an election by April 1985. This case will be appealed, and while it
slowly plods along through the appeal process the revisions to the
Broadcasting Act will in all probability be delayed until after all ave-
nues of appeal are exhausted.

Until appeals are exhausted or the law is revised, whichever
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occurs lirst, it is highly likely that operators ot MATV systems
could continue with their operation of TVROS. How long? We will
take an educated guess in a moment.

We mentioned that an election must take place before April 1985;
in the event that the present government were defeated, it is possible
that there could be a total change in communications policy, particu-
larly the use of TVROs, in favor of hotels and apartment owners. ls the
SMATV system in any event exempt from licensing? There are two
issues here: Licensing under the Radio Act; Licensing under the
Broadcasting Act.

First, the Radio Act. On appeal, the court would have to uphold the
finding that the signals (HBO, Showtime, etc.) were "broadcasting

signals." lf the issue of Broadcasting Signals is upheld it seems likely
that the finding that this system was designed to receive only broad-
casting would be upheld. I believe that some new ground was broken
in this case because the section of the act exempts the TVRO trom
licensing in the following instance:
S.3.(3) of the Radio Act:

"Any radio station or radio apparatus that is capable only of
receiving radiocommunications and that is not a broadcasting receiv-
ing undertaking is exempt from the requirements of subsection (1) if it
is intended only tor the reception of (a) broadcasting."

The judge applied the test on the basis of the intention of the
user, i.e. intended only for the reception of broadcasting. Again, if the
equipment was intended tor the reception of broadcasting and non-
broadcasting, it might be subject to regulation and licensing. In other
words, on appeal, the court must agree that (1) the signals received
are only broadcasting; (2) the TVRO system is not a broadcasting
receiving undertaking.

lf the appeal court finds that the TVRO when connected to a MATV
system is a broadcasting receiving undertaking, it could potentially
rule that the TVRO is not exempt from D.O.C. licensing. To be blunt,
the exemption from licensing at various levels, (CRTC, and DOC) is
like a house of cards, and if some of the trial court's findings are
overturned, some of the regulations could apply. Again, one must take
into account the time it would take for an appeal to be heard, judge-
ment rendered, and il necessary any new regulations put into place.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
For the time being, a TVRO system feeding a hotel or motel in

Canada, or a SMATV system feeding an apartment complex or condo
will not be seized by lhe feds providing it is feeding broadcast
signals, that it is not operated for direct commercial gain; i.e. no direct
charge or room surcharge is levied. But, that could all change with
new legislation. The appeal will probably be heard no later than the
summer of 1984, with a decision sometime in the fal l  of 1984. l t  is
unl ikely lhat new legislat ion wil l  be brought in pending the f inal
appeal. The appealjudgement will provide the government with some
direction concerning the deficiency (if any) in the present set of laws.
Under Canadian law there must be an election every 5 years. Five
years is up in early February 1985. That means, that between next
summer and spring of 1985, there wil l  be an elect ion. Assuming that
the election will take place no later than April 1985 (it has to!!) means
that Canada will not have a sitting government any later than February
1985. That means, (reading between the lines) that this case must be
finished in the courts by Fall of 1985, otherwise, the law won't be
amended (no Parliament, no amendment). The last variable is . . .
who will be the government of the day when the court battles are over?
The Gallup polls for the last 6 months indicate it won't be the people
now in power . . . that is, if you believe in Gallup polls. Oh yes, just so
you don't say I didn't warn you, this case did not deal with copyright
in any satellite signal, so don't take any false security from Justice
Muldoon's statements re: HBO and Showtime as Broadcast Signals.
That issue is not related to any copyright counsel that Time Inc., and
Viacom may have sought. A word to the wise, the Copyright Law in
Canada is under revision and the new law may be in force before the
next election. Of course, if you believe the trade press, HBO et al, may
be scrambled by then. As the oriental philosophers say, we live in
interesting times.
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THE ROOTS
OF TVRO
(Part 1 1)

THIS SERIES, originally appearing in Coop's CATJ magazine in
the mid-70's, traces the development of commercial television broad-
casting in the USA.

Somebody had to be the first station
on the air after the freeze lifted. It
turned out to be KPTV, channel 27, in
Portland. RCA had contracted with
KPTV to dismantle the test UHF
transmitter operating at Bridgeport
and to haul it to Portland. In Septem-
ber of 1952, this was accomplished, and
the station was not only the first post-
freeze station to get on the air, it was
the first real (commercial) UHF station
to get on the air. Within weeks, over
5,000 UHF-equipped receivers had
been delivered to Portland for its first
experience with television.

So, after nearly four years to the
day, when the FCC stopped granting
new TV applications, the television
boom was back in business. It would
continue that way through the balance
of 1952 and into the first half of 1953.

This would be an appropriate place
to analyze just what happened to those
stations (or permittees) who received
the "green light" from the Commission
in that first year. Perhaps the best
way to measure the effectiveness of
the Commission's allocations plan and
the way in which the FCC granted new
permits, is to analyze the sum of the
successes and failures of these earlv
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permittees. We judge a man by his
aecomplishments, so let's extend the
same courtesy to the Commission.

In, The First Yew

During approximately the first year
of applications and grants:
TotalVHF Stations Approued . . . . 102
Total UHF Stations Approaed . . . .199

Virtually all of these grants were to
applicants who were exclu-
sive; that is, they were the only appli-
cants for the particular channel. In this
situation, there were no hearings on
their applications and because of the
rapid processing of the applications,
there is some logic to the conclusion
that not all of the permittees were fi-
nancially qualified for what lay ahead.

Now filing for a construction permit
to build a new television station is one
thing; actually building it and putting
it on the air is quite another! So the
measure of the success of the Commis-
sion's program is best found by looking
at the track record of the 102 early
VHF and 199 early UHF grantees.

Look first at the station permittees
who actually got on the air:

VHF-102 grmlted. . . . . 102 Went
on Air (100olo\

UHF-199 granted. . . . . 107 Went
on Air (51.2o1o\

So nearly 500/o of the grantees for
new stations, in UHF, neaer did build
those stations. Now what about those
stations that did eventually start tele-
casting? How many of them made it
and are on the aft (stilll today?

We have selected the first 90 sta-
tions'(VHF and UHF\ to actuallg go on
the air for our study. To try to get a
handle on the potential market area of
each of these stations, we have as-
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signed them to present-day markets
based upon the station location and on
present-day market classifications.

Markets Markets Markets
1 0 1  U p1-50 5 1 - 1 0 0

V H F  _
made it

V H F  _
went off

U H F  -
made it

U H F  -
went off

V H F  -
made it

V H F  _
went off

U H F  _
made it

U H F  -
went off

1 1
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Clearly, UHF was a risky business.

The Losses Incurred

There is probably no aecurate way
to estimate the losses to the licensees
and the public for the early UHF fail-
ures. Stil l, an attempt must be made
because public (and private) losses
caused by whatever reason are of some
concern; and when they maT haue
been caused bA a federal agencA, they
have specinl reason for study.

First, look at the 11 UHF stations
that made the grade but were subse-
quently required to change channels.
Understand that in the early days of
UHF, there were two common meth-
ods of receiving UHF on the receiver.
The frrst was to buy a VHF receiver
(channels 2-13) and have your service-

ROOTS/ contlnued page 40
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DH SRII{ PARABOTIG AilTEililAS
l{OW WITH A SUPER EFFICIENT 9'

Taylor Howard is "right" , ? .3 F/D antenna with the Chaparral "gold
ring", increases antenna/feed efficiency. we now manufacture a
deep "9 ft." .3 F/D.

A spun alumtnum antenna is the f inesl

you can buy.  The mi l i lary.  NASA,

the leleph0ne c0mpanies all specily

alumrnum anlennas spun lo a l rue

parabolic curve. DH is a national

leader in antenna manulactuflng, pro.

ducing over 3.000 antennas a month.

ouote Taylor  Howard,  l t  is  possib le to

achreve a aperature etfrciency approach.

rng 80oo wi lh the Chapparral  leed and

choke r ing wrth a .3 F/0.

Distributors and Manufaclurers, contact
us lor quotes on quantity purchases.

Most sizes in inventory.

Available in aluminum in focal lengths of
43", 36" or 31 .5" in sizes lrom g'
to 6 ' .

We also manufacture oolar mounts and
spun aluminum polarotor cover.

DH SATELIITE t o. Box 23e . Prairie du chien, wt 53821 - Phone: (oos) 320-0205



BEING FIRST
MAY BE GOOD...

BUT BEING THE BEST
F BETTER

Intersat has the people
with an attitude and determi-
nation to do the job better
than anybody else.

I  know what l 'm talking
about. ln my line of work you
have to be right on target.
Noth ing e lse wi l l  do.

The Russians launched
the first earth satellite back in
1957. They cal led i t  Sputnik.
It excited the world and jarred
America into response. Some-
t imes an external inf luence
can cause posit ive results.
I t  happened to us. America wasn't  the f i rst in
space, but within a few years, no one could
touch our Apol lo moon program.

Remember the thr i l l  when we heard, "The

Eagle has landed?"
Man on the moon.
Once Neil Armstrong stood on the moon,

things would never again be the same.
You could offer me anything in this world

but if I had to give up my experiences in the
Apollo moon program, l 'd say, NO!

Since those days we have even broken
through the external regions of the solar system.

What an age.
It's a wonderful feeling if you can write

Cene Cernan, Commander of Apollo XVll,
who left man's last footprint on the moon.

sizes: Six feet,
l ike Sputn ik .

At Intersat we were taking a closer look at
al l  the possibi l i t ies. The people at Intersat rea-
soned that everything would depend upon the
F.C.C.'s final decision regulating satellite spacing.

lntersat calculated that 2-degree satellite
spacing would be the most l ikely decision.

That 's what happened on Apri l27,1983.
Intersat was right.
Intersat had designed the system and the

precision-engineered Challenger Xl dish antenna
to meet this decision.

Other companies may need to completely
replace earl ier antennas. Expensive.

"astronaut" on your resume
-but it 's not a skill that every
company can use.

When you f ind a com-
pany that is dedicated to goals
and standards that you hold
dear-that 's excit ing!

lntersat is that kind of
company.  l t ' s  why I  jo ined
them. At  In tersat ,  second-
best won't do.

When satel l i te television
became a big thing, every-
body seemed to jump in fast.
Dish antennas proliferated. All

nine feet,  ten feet.  .  .  .  Sort of
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*Challenger Xl Antenna

I t  does about  everyth ing inc lud ing turn ing your  d ish
antenna to the exact  des i red locat ion by remote contro l .
You won' t  have to  go outs ide unless you want  to .

I t  u t i l izes a v ideo d isp lay that  turns your  TV screen
into a sate l l i te  in format ion center ,  yet  i ts  s imple to  use.

Everyth ing is  l i tera l ly  a t  your  f inger t ips.  You have a
series of buttons on the remote control command module
that  do everyth ing.  You don' t  have to  go outs ide.  You' l l
never  have to  leave your  chai r .  And i t  looks good,  too.

rQ
KANSAS
Unisat

GEORCIA
Satellite Marketing
Douglasvil le, CA 30134
1 -404-949-l 100
ItUNOtS
Rhodes sat. Connection
Effingham, lL 62401
1 -21 7 -347 -0469

INDIANA
Kings Antenna Service
Angola, lN 46703
1-219-665-7293
Flame Products
Evansvil le, lN 4771 0
(N) 1 -800-742-3778
(oTHER) t-800-4s7-3761
Total Sounds, Inc.
Evansvil le, lN 477'1 1'l-812-477-6456

Starlight Antenna Systems
Fort Wayne, lN 46815
1 -2r 9-485-61 48
towA
Satellite Home Entertainment

5t. Peters, MO 63376
1 -31 4-278-2772
Dockery Satellite
Wa.saw, MO 65355
1 -81 6-438-6t92
MONTANA
Burton Satell i te, Inc.
Big Fork, MT 5991 1
1 -406-837-5290

NEBRASKA
Satelink
Nonh Platte, NE 69103
I -l0B-534-4836

NEVADA
Challenger Satellite Systems
Las Vegas, NV 89122
1-702-452-2263
Ntw IERSEY
Patmar Technology
Eernardsvil le, Nj 07924
1 -201 -766-4408

NTW YORK
Satell ite Vido
Palenvil le, NY 12463
1 -5 1 8-678-9581
oHto
Porter Communications
Newark, OH 43055
1-614-349-77 t5
OKLAHOMA
Star Com
Oklahoma City, OK 73t 15
1 -405-672-9617

PTNNSYTVANIA
Birdwatcher Sat. TV Systems
Altoona, PA 1 6602
1-814-944-3520
Walton Satell i te TV
Lebanon, PA I 7042
1 -717-272-2064

SOUTH DAKOTA
Warren Supply
S ioux  Fa l l s ,  SD 57104
1 -605-336-l 810

TENNESSEE
American Video Corp.
KinSsport, TN 37664't-615-246-3731

TEXAS
Star Com
Big Springs, IX 79720
1 -915-263-0452

Custom Vidrc
Lon8view, TX 75601
1 -214-758-4056
Rio Radio Supply
McAllen, TX 78501
1 -5 1 2-682-s224
UTAH
Orbit Comm. Systems
Salt Lake City, UT 84102
1 -801 -262-9227

vtRctNtA
Vess Distributing &

Manufacturing
Buchanan, VA 24066'| -703-254-1776

liock Distributing Co.
, AL 35602

1-205-355-l 234

of Azt€
gton Beach, C492649

Elclronics, Inc
Anjou, Quebec, Canada

cNl
Leesburg, VA 22075
1 -703-777-6960
Tel-sat East
Front Royal, VA 22630
1 -703-636- t777
WEST VIRCINIA
Central Supply
Will iamstown, WV 26187
I -304-485-l 599
wtscoNsrN
Satellite Receivers, Ltd.
Cren Bay, Wl 54302
1 -414-432-6851

Ontario, Canada N5C

Eltrtric
Sask., Canada 54R-1ll

Sysiems West
co 80301

Andover, KS 67002
1-316-733-2487
Satelink
Kiowa, KS 67070
1-316-825-4239
KENTUCKY
Randolph, Hale, & Meredith
Bowling Cren, KY 42101
1 -502-781 -1460

I.OUISIANA
Sat Sptrialists
Bogalusa, LA 70427
r -504-735-991 5
Peterson Electric
,onesboro, LA 71251
l -3 I 8-259-8891
MtssouRl
PSC
5t. Charles, MO 63301
t-314-723-1196

-3232
Microttrh

Marion, lA 52302
l-319-393-0965

The Innovators in
Satellite Communicationsl

I Hood Drive . St. Peters, MO 63376

BEAUTY AND THE BEST
So Intersat  has developed the best  sate l l i te  d ish anten-

na -  one that  wi l l  de l iver  for  you today and the fu ture.
That 's  on ly  hal f  the job.
They were a lso designing a receiver  that  would push

everyth i  n g el se i  nto yesterd ay. A m i cro-processor/recei ver
that  has a b igger  memory than most  home computers.

In tersat  named i t  the lQ 160.
Creat name because  i t  r ea l l y  i s  i ngen ious .

Amazing.  .  .  and l 'm not  that  easy to  amaze.
lf  l 've got you interested in Intersat, here's a l ist of

some of Intersat 's distr ibutors. Stop by and see them.
They got  my at tent ion.  l ' l l  bet  they get  yours.

- L)tnt (-errutrr

DISTRIBUTORS
ESA

'lt's so easy.

'lQ 160 Receiver

7499
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man go into the receiver and take out
one ol the VHF channel str ips (say 3)
and replace that strip with a new UHF
channel str ip (say 61). This cost the
average home viewer about $25, plus
the money that he would put out for
his UHf antenna and, of course, the
basic receiver. The second most popu-
Iar method required the viewer to pur-
chase a VHF receiver (2-13) and a UHF
converter (a separate set top box with
a separate UHF tuning knob). This
cost the average home viewer $40-50
aboue t l te cost oi  his VHF receiver. As
the early years wore ot, receivers
came from the factory with built-in
UHF tuners, although they typically
cost $30-60 'more than standard VI{F
receivers. So the cost worked out
about the same, regardless of which
approach the home viewer took.

When a UHF stat ion changed chan-
nels, at FCC instructions (or for any
reason), here is what happened:

(1) I f  the viewer had a UHF set top
converter,  he merely tuned his
converter to the new spot on
the UHF tuner dial  and contin-
ued watching the station;

(2) I l  the viewer had a UHF tuner
bui l t  into his receiver, he did
the same thing: simply retune
his receiver to the new channel;

(3) However. i f  the viewer had a
VHF set with a single channel
UHF strip installed in it, the
uieuser had to throw out that
strry and install a neu; strtp for
the neu channel.

So when the original channel 61 in
Springiield changed to channel 22, ap-
proximately 40,000 home viewers had
to make one oi the three adjustments.
Those who had UHF strips in their

VHF sets had to spend another $25 or
so to receive channel 61 after i t  con-
verted to channel 22.

There were 11 such situations just in
the 17 UHF stations that made the
gr'ade in the fi,rst 90 stations on the air
after the freeze ended. This cost these
viewers some money!

tsased upon our CATJ study, the ap-
proximate cost to the home viewers for
these changes, nxandated bA the FCC,
was in excess of $2,657,000!

Now what about the losses incurred
by the 2-1 stations that went on the air
on their new UHF assignments but
subsequently left the air? Again, there
are at least two areas of losses: (1) The
cost of the TV station facility, less
whatever salvage value there was in
the equipment, plus whatever operat-
ing losses were run up while the sta-
tion wa.s on the air; (2) The losses to
the public for UHF tuner strips, UHF
converters (if no other UHF stations
were on the air in the area), UHF an-
tennas and so on.

Converters and antennas could (and
would) later be util ized for other (la-
ter) UHF stations, if they came on the
air. If UHF n,euer came back to the
area (such as Little Rock, Arkansas,
where channel 17 was the first station
on th€ air in Little Rock, and after the
UHF channel left the air, no other
UHF stations ever came on the air),
the public investment in UHF receiv-
ing' equipment was s,tnxplg a urtte-off.'fhe totai loss to the American public
and Lhe UHF broadcasters may haue
total.ed as 'much as 150 mill:ion dollnrs
in the 1950's. Clearly, there are so
many factors involved, it is probably
beuond the study capabilities of this
publication.

Stil l, we can study with a high de-



ANY\{AY
YOU IOOK
AT ITOOO
ADM HASYOUR
ANTENNA!

AND YOUR TVRO SYSTEM. Rapid det ivery
on ADM's super-ef f  ic ient  11 foot  po lar  mount
anten na ( i  ncl udes remote control led polar iza-
t ion ro tat ion system as wel l ! ) ,  p lus,  packages
are avai lab le  for  complete systems inc lud ing
LNA, 24 channel  tuneable receiver  and
cab l i ng .Why  wa i t  i n  a  l ong  l i ne  when  you  can
get the best,  todayl

A SUPER TVRO ANTENNA SYSTEM. High
qua l i t y  pane l i zed  a luminum 11  foo t  d i sh  and
stee l  po lar  mount .  Dish weighs approx imate-
ly  200 pounds,  mount  265 pounds.  Prec is ion
designed,  easy insta l la t ion,  z inc chromate
base pr imed and heavy duty  whi te  top f  in ish.
The rotat ing f  eed is  s tandard !  Eas i ly  sh ipped
and insta l led.  Choice openings for  dealers
and d is t r ibutors .

ln tenna
lleuelo pmEn t &
l f lanu lac tu1 ing, Inc .

P . 0  B o x  1 1 7 8
Poplar Bluf f ,  Mo. 63901

(1 -31 4-785-5988)
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gree ol accuracy the losses sustained
6v the public and the telecastets in
tiose 2i situations where of the origi-
nal 41 UHF stations to go on the air,21t
euen,tllelly (some very quickly) folded
up.

The 24 stations involved cities as
Iarge as St. Louis (market number 12
today ) and as small as Atlantic City (no
market number today). For the 24 sta-
tiotts, there were direct reportable los-
ses in ercess of $7,200,000. Some, I ike
WCAN 25, Milwaukee, held on far be-
yond the point where they should have
abandoned the ship.

There were \o fe'wer than 610,834
home receivers equipped (totally) to
receive the signals of these 24 stations
that did notmake it. This ranged from
as many as 300,000 UHF-equiPPed re-
ceivers in Milwaukee to as few as un-
der 5,000 in Atlantic City. Allowing the
tuner strips, set top converters, built-
in UHF tuners; allowing for markets
where UHF came back (and we limited
our conxe-back period to five years' as-
suming after that Period the UHF
equipment was useless or lost), we
have a total loss for 610,834 UHF-
equipped sets of $15,270,850. Thus, in
just the first 24 UHF failures, between
the losses to the stations and the losses
to the public, there was a combined
Ioss of investment totaling more than
$22,470,800. Add to this the loss of
$2,657,000 estimated for the L1 UHF

.stations which did make it but that
Iater required their viewers to re-
equip for new FCC assigned channels,
the total public loss for this short per-
iod was in excess of $25,000,000!

And as we noted, the Probable loss
for all of the UHF-equipped receivers
that went dark when later UHF tele-
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casters went dark, would run, we esti-
mate, to in excess of $150,000,000. Of
that vast sum, CATJ estimates that
the loss to the home aieuter was as
high as 77o/o or $115,500,000. It is al-
most beyond comprehension that a fed-
eral agency could get that far into the
American pocket book over something
so mundane in our lives as television
broadcasting and reception.

So Heartngs Began Agutn

The failure of UHF was a disaster
for the FCC. f there was ever a period
in FCC history where the desire to cov-
er up the facts was paramount, this
"would, haue been the ti,me. No matter
who you talked to, UHF was a fiasco.
The reasons were not nearly as impor-
tant as the fact that it had happened
and was happening. And seeminglY, &S
they would demonstrate over a two-
year-plus period, the FCC was about as
iapable ol finding a solution to the
UHF fiasco as ttreY were caPable of
selecting the proper color TV system
for this country.

"WTAC'TV in Flint, Michigan reported it
was forced to suspend operetions because ad
agencies and advertisers refused to accept
tte stotion. The stetion reported Flint had a
620lo conversion rate (to UHF). The Flint sta-
tion reported it had begun opereting from a
new $125,000 building on Thanksgiving Day
in 1953 and had been losing $10,0fi) per
month since that time. WTAC wag &n affiliate
of ABC, but market encroachment of low'
band (VHF) signats from Detroit, Lansing
ond Bay City had driven it off the air.

In Atlantic CitY, N.J., WFPG'TV sus'
pended operations until lVashington tld
othe"t could find a satisfactory solution to its
problems. The stetion lost 33 half-hour seg'
ments of network progremming lrom the net-
work when Philadelphia VHF stations were
permitted to increase their power levels. The
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60'mile distant Philadelphia signals had esta-
blished a concept of coverage which advertis-
ing agencies bought, and Atlantic City was no
longer considered a distinct market apart
fron Philadelphia. Therefore, extreme aud-
ience and economic loss compels suspension
of WFPG operations because the station can
no longer render e service of pride to South
New Jersey, the premise on which the sta-
tion was planned, built and dedicated."

In that same era, a UHF station in
New England tried a unique experi-
ment. The station, not a network affil-
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iate and stuck with very old movies,
wanted to see just hou bad off it was.
So /or one full euen'i,ng, at each station
break, the station offered $1,000 to ang
viewer who would call in to the station.
The announeements ran all evening,
and the station received ??o phone calls.
Plainly, nobody u)os watching them, at
all! The station promptly suspended
operations.

This series will continue in CSD, tracing the present commercial
TV structure through the developing years of American commercial
broadcasting.

INDUSTRY
AT LARGE

CORRESPON DENCE,  NOTES,
REBUTTALS AND

CHARGES .  .  .

CSD prov ides  th is  IndUSt ry  Forum wi th  the  Unders tand inq  tha t  op tn tons .
thouqhts  and tac ts  pub l i shed are  f rom the  wr i te rs .  no  l iab i l i t v  to r
s la lements  ex tends  to  the  pub l isherS Address  le t te rs  to  CSD/ lndus t rv .
P  O Box 100858 F t  Lauderda le .  FL  3331O

WESPERCOM Growth
I am taking this opportunity to communicate the news of Wesper-

com Group, Limited's recent formation. As of 1 September we have
created a new team blending many talents and resources to better
serve the rapidly growing TVBO marketplace of today. This new group
has been established by newly incorporating the following companies:

Mac-Line, Inc.; Micro-Link, Inc.; Norlhwest Satelinc; and Wesper-
com Electronics, Inc.
The new Wespercom Group, Ltd. offers regional warehousing,

sales centers, repair centers, financing, commercial applications,
SMATV, plus educational assistance coupled with a great deal of
managemenl expertise. We feel this gives our dealer network a true
marketing advantage.

Wespercom Group, Ltd. now operates Sales and Service Centers
in the US and Canada at the tollowing locations: Bend, Or. (503/
389-0996), Kent, Wa, (206/251-0616), Penticon, BC (604t493-7228),
and Couer d'Alene, ld (208/765-0909). Corporate headquarters re-
main at the Bend, Oregon location. Anyone desiring information on
this new alignment may contact me directly.

Rod C. Neff
Vice President, Marketing
Wespercom Group, Ltd.
P.O. Box7226
Bend, Or.97708

When Clifl put together Wespercom many liears ago, he was a
pioneer in our then young industry. With the growth that has
followed, a few have been survivors, many more have dis-
appeared while but a handful have hung on and met the chal-
lenges. Wespercom is one of the last group and the industry is
better for their presence.

WHAT'S COOKIN'ln the Cooks
ls it possible to obtain a copy of the footprints around the Cook

lslands, in the Pacific? Which satellite can be received there and what
would the signal slrength be? We are also interested in finding a
supplier of TVRO systems in Australia as we are directly involved with
re-transmission of satellites for small communities all over Australia.
We cannot import dishes because there is a 35o/o import duty plus very
high shipping costs.

E.H.B. Reimann
Managing Director
Electronic Develooments

& Service Pty., Ltd.
27 Buckley Street
Marrickville, NSW2204
Sidney, Australia

Cook lslands reception would consist of Intelsat from the
Pacific Intelsats located around 175 degrees west. Australian
network television is available in the 18-20 dBw region; not
strong. There is the possibility that reception from a far western
US satellite, such as Galaxy lat 134 west, might also be possible.
This statement is based upon sketchy reports from islands south
and west of Hawaii which are now receiving HBO and other
services from F3R ofl of the Hawaiian spot beam. Only testing
will sort it out. Keith Anderson of Anderson Scientific (P.O. Box
800, Black Hawk, SD 5771 8) has done extensive work throughout
the Pacif ic using local ly bui l t 'spherical antennas'and his own
electronics. Rebroadcasting systems, following the format out-
lined in CSD for December (re-transmitting the block down con-
verted spectrum from 450-950 MHz), have been widelyemployed in
the Anderson installations.

ROB Receiver Tests
Of the many TVRO magazines I subscribe to, I especially look
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DistributorThousands of satisfied customers have

been purchasing satel l i te equipment from
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lorward to receiving CSD each month. lwon't comment on the ROBS
receiver testing reported in CSD, but if that was not 'bad enough' along
comes John Aamsey's September CSD piece titled "Calculations

Revisited." I believe the increase in noise from a 50 dB gain LNA to a
30 dB gain LNA was misleading as stated. I believe he is comparing
'appleJ and 'oranges.' lf he had not decided to 'make it interesting' by
doubling the length of the RG-8 type cable from the down converter to
the LNA, his illustration would have been very instructive.

When you keep the 5 dB cable loss, Ft : 1 '51 2 compared to 1 '414
with the 40 dB LNA. The difference is 0.291 dB, not the 0.875 dB that
he shows. Note that his two numbers are correct but only if you make
two changes at the same time; something which most engineers
generally like to avoid!- 

lf I dm overly critical, perhaps I can make up for it by adding
something constructive. I like to deal with noise temperature, not noise
figure, belause you can add temperature without first having to take
lo-gs. And, the numbers don't get all jammed together at the low end of
the scale. Let's illustrate by using Ramsey's numbers in terms of noise
temperature:

irloise factor and noise temperature are related by the following:
T : 290 (F-1)

290 is generally the accepted temperature for making noise measure-
ments; it is 17' C or 62.6' F. For the 40 dB LNA:

T =  290 (1 .431379-1)  =  119.9999 'K '  by  i t se l f
T : 290 (1 .41478-1) = 120'287, with the cable'
This is a degradation of 0.288 degrees, almost a vanishingly small

number. ls it overkill?
Now, using the 30 dB gain LNA, noise temperature increases to:
T : 290 it.Stzeo-t) 

-: 
148.729" K, with the 5 dB of cable'

This is an increase (degradation in performance) ot 28.73' K' which is
a lot less than the 91'degradation that you get when you compare
apples and oranges.

A final note. ls there ANY good reason why we' as englneers'
cannot design and build a down converter with a 6, 8 or 10 dB noise
figure? | thiik not. And that would certainly change the situation' lt
wbub make the 30 dB LNA look more attractive. In the meantime' we
really do need the 50 dB LNA.

Norman J. Foot
Consulting Engineer
293 East Madison Avenue
Elmhurst, l l '  60126

Response time, afforded to Ramsey and Sat-Tec, brought the
following return from Richard Place, an engineer working for Sat-Tec.
"The illustration used (in CSD) was simply an example to show
how one computes system noise. Following this example, one
can calculate the noise figure for any cable length or any value of
LNA one desires. Mr, Foot arrives at the same concluslon as dld
John Ramsey. With a 40 dB gain LNA, the eflect of the cable
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length can be insignificant; but, with a lower gain LNA, that eflect
can be dramatic. As lor designing a lower noise down converter'
perhaps it is simply a matter of where you place the gain in the
iystem. You have the choice of placing gain in the LNA or in the
dbwn converter. lt is presently considered better practice to put
the gain up front (in the LNA) to maintain a high signal to noise
ratio,"

ANOTHER LNA Gain View
I found CSD's update on 30 dB gain LNAs, appearing in the

November issue, interesting. Having sold and installed both the Inter-
sat and General Instrument systems in some quantities I have a
couple ot thoughts. First, I have been told by one of the leading LNA
manutacturerslhat LNAs on the average lose around 1 dB of gain for
every year of use. So if you start out with a lull 30 dB of gain, how long
will ii 6e before disaster strikes? lf you have 'no gain margin' at all
when the LNA is new, what happens after the system has been in the
field for a few years? Second, I agree that the Intersat downconverter
is excellent electronically, but it certainly does not'look'weatherproof ;
especially at the mounting angle required when you hang it directly-to
th; LNA at the leed point. Since a dealer is required to purchase a 30
dB gain MSE LNA along with the Intersat system, is this not inviting
problems down the road?

We at Earth Star have tried two approaches to this problem'
Number one, we now supply 'covers' for the feed assembly (this
approach requires that we install two guy wires on the feed because ol
thd added wdight of the cover). And number two, we use ONLY the 40
dB gain LNAs with the General Instrument's version of the lQ system'
with 15 feet of 213 cable and placing the down converter in an
electrical box housing below the dish. The results are now absolutely
SUPERIOR!

James R. Munger
President
Earth Star Video SYstems
P.O. Box 2701
Sioux CitY, lowa 51106

Hanging too much electronics at the feed is certainly not the
wisest cbuise ol action, We, too, prefer to get the down converter
off behind the dish in a weatherprool contalner with a 213 iumper
between the LNA and the down converter. The lntersat down
converters we have in use in the Caribbean have held up without
moisture failure provided they were properly installed wlth the
sealed end up. lristructions siamped all over the container tell
you in no uncertain terms which way is up! However, the box can
ind does breathe and if moisture laden air does get inside before
a cold snap, and then it freezes, you could possibly have some
problems with ice inside of the container it the air was excep'
iionally cold. Thls is not a problem we lace on Provo and cannot
speakio what 'might' happen given those circumstances!
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TRANSPONDER
WATCH

RECENT REPORTS
oF ACTIVITY ON

DOMESTIC /  INTERNATIONAL
SATELLITES

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P.O. Box 100858' Ft

Lauderdale. FL 33310. For late news, call (305) 771-0505

WORLD PREMIERE
A one hour video tape production, "Coop's TVRO Tour To

Arthur C. Clarke" highlighting the trip to Sri Lanka, will make its public
debut February 314/5 in Vancouver, British Columbia at the 'Filst

Canadian Satellite Exposition.' ln this program attendees willfollow

the trials and tribulations of hauling massive amounts of hardware half
way around the world, attend the formal opening ceremonies of the
Art-hur C. Clarke Centre for Modern Technologies, and visit with
Clarke in his ottice as he talks about his youth, his development asthe
world's most reknown science fiction writer, and his life in Sri Lanka.



Quanta@ Q-7 PROGRAMMABLE SATELLTTE SCANNER (parent pending)

ASK MY WIFE TO MOVE THE DISH BY HAND! AT NIGHT!!
IN THE RAIN OR COLD!! !

YOU GOT TO BE KIDDING!! ! !
Instead, ask for a

QUANTA@ Q-7 PROGRAMMABLE SATELLITE SCANNER
Available from your local Dealer or Distributor. lf not, call
Quantum Associates, Inc. collect for the nearest supplier.

You deserve up to 120 channels of viewing
with the flick of a wrist, so simple to operate
anyone can understand. Don't let someone

sell you only a partial TVRO system.

A Complete System
o Buift-in safety and Dual Backup systems with manual over-ride switch.
. 18" and 52" Stroke, 1 15V models (adapter for 18" jack available).
. 18" and 48" Stroke, 36V models (soon available).
o Warranty, 100' cable, ready to plug in & operate.
o Super-low price for the most equipment offered in the industry.

307-654-7500/7501

QUANTUM ASSOCIATES, INC.
Alpine Airport Alpine, Wyo.83128



This one hour all-industry program has been made possible by fund-
ing from SFPC/Satellite Financial Planning Corporation.- 

The February issue ot CSD will contain 'air date' listings for the
same program, 'on a satellite near you.'

SATELLITE DICEST

admission that it will serve as 'exclusive selling agent' fot 12 GHz
USCI early-entrant DBS program. Radio Shack managers, outside of
initial Indihna service area, were unable to answer questions from
customers who read about pact in Wall Street Journal and other media
outlets. USCI program currently in Indiana only, will expand to Ohio
and Michigan next; testing in 22 different states from Rockies east to
east coast.

BIG EXCITEMENT in U.K. and Europe over apparent 'ease of
receotion' from Intelsat V bird that will, shortly after first of year, offer
up to three 1 2 GHz channels of 'cable programming' into Europe using
sootbeam. Tests of 12 GHz service trom Intelsat bird has exceeded
results oredicted.

ABC's GMA will be doing week-long uplink of program inserts from
Nassau, in the Bahamas early in January. Government of Bahamas
picking up some of the costs to create 'excitement for winter tourisl
season' there, and to counteract generally unpleasant feeling many
people have concerning attractions of islands under present govern-
menl.

ESPN will join rest of cable group making massive 'dualJeed'

move to Galaxi l; with a difference. ESPN will initially use TR9 on Gl
for blacked oui coverage events and not offer full schedule there for
some time yet.

POSSIBLE GREATER freedom for Australian domestic satellite
system following decision to alter original make-up of system which
had Australian Telecom owning 50% of new system. Under latest
plan, system will have no more than 25% controlled by intensely
labor-union-dominated Telecom.

RCA Astro will shortly be able to 'test' satellite structures up to 15
feet in diameter and 65 feet in length. New $20,000,000 test chamber,
said to be largest in 'free' world, increases RCA's ability to simulate
in-soace conditions for birds prior to orbit. Presently only segments of
birds can be tested in smaller chambers and full birds are never tested
until in space.

OTHER massive new facilities planned include $160'000'000 test
and assembly complex by Hughes in Florida.

DOLBY has developed digital stero system for two channel sound;
plan is included in some of the pending DBS formats'

THREE transponders for data transmission have been purchased
by Equatorial communications on new Hughes Galaxy l l l  bird.
Equatorial operates small dish spread spectrum (C-100) systems
using TR18 on F3R and elsewhere. Galaxy lll is not intended to have
any video on it; will launch to 93.5 west this coming June.

BIG news tor European would-be TVRO system sellers' Eutelsat
is dropping requiremenl that TV signals sent via Eutelsat I bird be
scrambled. CSD discussed this in recent November issue at some
length, came to conclusion continuation of scrambling requirement
would badly slow down cable and private terminal growth in Europe.

NBC got caught lifting news tape lrom CBS' apparently (claimed
CBS) from sateliite feeds originating at CBS' NBC admitted it had
'pirated' news stories, agreed not to do it again.

WESTERN Union may be changing mind about best way to sell
transponder space. Firm's sales results with Westar 4 and 5 look
impressive but WU now says it will try to limit video transponders on a
single bird to 10 and retain remainder (14) for backup and non-video
services.

BATTLE in US Senate before end of session between Canadians
and US overcross-bordercopyright liabilities. Senate Copyright Hear-
ing group heard two stories, decided that government is going to have
to step in or depend upon Department of State to settle. Dragged into it
were applications for WTBSMGNMOR and others to be carried not
only into Canada but Caribbean and Latin America as well.

FCC decision thal states such as New Jersey cannot regulate
SMATV systems got mixed reviews. SPACE opted for court decision
in matter stating that if FCC pre-empts SMATV regulation at state
level, federal regulation by FCC will tollow. In SPACE view, only thing
worse than 50 states individually regulating SMATV is 'one FCC'
regulating SMATV.

MUDOCH SKYBAND system, planned as early entry'low power'
DBS system to compete with USCI was canceled in November leav-
ing USCI as the only viable DBS programmer for lhe majority of 1984.
Murdoch cited technical problems with birds and non-availability for
programming as reasons for pulling plug.
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AT LEAST one federal group, NTIA is on record as favoring (with
'restrictions') allowing controversial ORION and lSl 'privately owned'
international satellites to operate. Both firms have applied to US FCC
seeking permission to build and operate'private'international birds, to
compete with lntelsat. Intelsal of course is opposed.

STC, the Comsat DBS program, is changing Hughes with 'early

building' a trio of Ku band satellites. Under FCC regulations, construc-
tion on satellites is not allowed to begin until FCC approves salellite
applications. Hughes appaiently admits to starting construction of 3
birds prior to FCC approva..

ABCI, a privately operated 12 GHz satellite firm, meanwhile, has
signed a contract with Hughes for 16 transponder (36 MHz wide), 50
dBw coverage level, pair of Ku band satellites. Birds are scheduled for
1986 launch to 83 and 130 west.

PREPARING for 1984 election year, Democrats have started
'DEMSAT', a ten minute per day feed to television stations and cable
outlets on Westar lV at 4:40 PM ET, TR4. Canier is Bonneville
International.

sclENclFlc ATLANTA has met with HBo officials to discuss
HBO plans for 'CBD'/DBS. S-A in past has been unable to meet
competition from firms such as Birdview and others specializing in low
cost 4 GHz terminals; but will try again.

PBS, already 'owning' a trio of transponders on Westar lV, has
negotiated with Western Union for three more. Last three will be used
by PBS certain hours each day, sub-let to others for balance of day,

WOR will appear on Galaxy I bird at 134 west (TR15) as you read
this. Feed on W5 will continue for some time but ultimately will be
dropped in favor of Gl feed.

LATEST speech compression technology demonstrated by Scott
Instruments of Denton, Tx; firm showed system that compresses
human speech by a factor ol 24 lo 1 allowing 24 times as much
information to be transmitted using a given bandwidth.

THE American Network, sometimes on F4 and sometimes on W5,
is in for more uncertain changes. Firm owning service, American
Medical Buildings, has sold otf money-losing TAN service which has
provided in-hospital-room movies via satellite for more lhan a year,
losing large sums in the process.

DISNEY Network has signed agreement for pair of Galaxy I trans-
ponders, plans 16 hour per day service, dual feeding W5 and Gl
initially, eventualy dropping W5 feed altogether.

LATEST and last foreseeable batch ot new applications for 4 and
12 GHz orbital spots now getting careful study at FCC. Number of
applications outnumbered the total number of un-assigned 4 and 12
GHz spots remaining indicating not every applicant will get what he
asked for. First 20 GHz downlink application was also mixed in the
bunch.

lN LAST round of filings, RCA broke new ground by specifically
requesting permission to launch trio of 'hybrid' (4 and 12 GHz) birds
with one primary use being service to Caribbean area. RCA ex-
plained that both voice and cable TV programming, for Caribbean,
woud be possible using new birds.

DETAILS of apparent plans to turn NASA's TRDS satellite 4 GHz
capacity into direct beam to serve Europe also came out; firm that acts
as consultant lo NASA asked for permission to locate TRDS services
with spotbeam on Europe at 41 and 61 west. Plan provided sketchy
details, would apparent limit users to'government agencies' (such as
VOA) initially.

ABC has finally signed agreement with AT&T for satellite distribu-
tion to affiliates primarily in Central and Mountain time zones. Andrew
corporation will provide downlink terminals to affiliates for C band
sevice; 7.3 meter'primary' dish with 4.6 meter'back-up' dish.

CBS still not announcing its final decision, has I separate 'propos-

als' under consideration for complex C band delivery system. CBS
plans to convert much of terrestrial network to satellite, excepting
northeast corridor and portions of west coast.

CONSIDERABLE confusion followed in wake of Radio Shack





WESTAR Vll, to be shuttle launched in 1985, will have 9'6 watt

transponders on board; an upgrade from the present 7'5 watters on

Westar V and the shortly{o-be-launched Westar Vl bird'

|-OOX tor PR campaign on behalf of SPACE directed at general

puUtic Ouring 1s84. Indusiiy trade association has repeatedly taken it
:on the chin- in past when opposition groups such as MPAA have

gotten headlines.- 
EUTELSAT I satellite, originally scheduled for 10 degrees east

has been re-assigned to permanent location of 13 east'

JAPANESE liave announced a new 'organic film' as a replace-

mentfor silicon cells in solar arrays' Biggest promise of new technolo-

gy is high speed, automated, mass production'"' 
fldntOA Network, Inc. a statewide radio network with 50 atfili-

"t"t,!!ting Westar lll (later Vl) two-audio-channel system with Mic-

.OVh6 trp-pfying hardware for receive only audio terminals (AROs)'- 'irrllilcrAr--News 
NETWoRK feeding dual on satcom F4 and

Westar V with much success; availablity to cable subscribers on

Westar V has added more than a million homes to FNN reach'-iflf-mlO 
is 'selling' ofl its 5 DBS channels to highest bidder'

accepting bids from inteiested parties, who need not be lrish firms or

citizens.lreland wants a system that makes money for country' sug-

g".G 'p"V movies and other fare for distribution in Europe"" 
OeLlVS. Next TDRS satellite, including any that might ultimately

Ue uieJto, spot beam C band coverage to Europe, will now not fly until

sometime in 1985. Also delayed, Arabsat will delay from pre-planned

October '84 to MaY '85 launch'
1989 launch of Japanese BS-3 will mark first priVate commercial

use of satellites for Japanese entertainment industry' Of three high

power cnannets on board, one will be made available for lease by

entertainment firm(s).- -ieiu 
t"rxing 'iith arazit about sharing use of glazilian DOMSAT

bird, suggesting-another entry into'regional DOMSAT' arena'

SATELLITE DICEST

mav be because HBO is no longer afraid to play on the 'home TVRO

;&;i ;;;r;loor ai r gea, apiearing in this issue (starts on page 8)

"uoo"tt., tn" HBO 4 GHz OEjS ptan is coming along nicely although

inJr"" "r" " number of legal and mechanical hurdles to cross as we

write this." 'Fot 
fiu" years now there have been tlvo firm rules at HBO'

t ) You don't sell service to non-tranchised 
'cable'TV systems' In

' 
otn"t words, don't put your pickle into the SMATV iar'-. .--

z) iou Oon't sell service to privite, individual, stand-alone TVRO

terminals. In other words, you don't compete against your

cable industry base by offering the same service to potential

cable subscriber homes, direct'
The first caveat was sacred. When you are enjoying 12'500'000

Dlus homes watching your service through the 'kindness' of the local

iaote operator, you dlh't try an end run around the cable operator ano

golnto hi. iiOd yard lust because he forgot to shut and lock the gate'

SMATV operators are generally regardLd as.gate crashers by the

J"'Of " torkJ"nO if you ariHBO you ca-n't support gate crashers' Even it

there are a few million bucks a month to be made that way'

The second caveat seemed less sacred' lt is one thing to suppon

oate crashers who are operating inside the'territory'ol your legitimate

iustomers, but what about those distant gates which surround areas

where you have no customers? The typical home TVRO owner

pi"tii", 
'HgO 

feels, suggests a home owner who resides out in the

lo"ntrvsiJe, far from th-e-nearest cable TV service lines' A fellow who

is wittirig to put aown $2000 to $5000 to enjoy HBOand other program-

;i.g. E i "-;ia distinctly different market from the SMATV market-

olace?
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OAfCenOUS GAMES/ continued from page 5

It turns out that he is, isolated examples of in-town folks buying

TVROs aside. lt also turns out that somebody, whether it will be HBO

o. USC| or Comsat, will end selling premium programs to-this

distant market' anyhow; so why shouldn't that somebody be HBO?

As this issue's took At'84' reports, there are of course some very

definite moves and strategies underway to'launch'an HBO "C Band

Direct" service during 1984' Some of the strategies being played out

in this move are interesting to observe.
One of the problems we saw coming, back in our September 1983

look at the HBO planning, was the programming' HBO has been

."tting "*"y its own self-created programming for quite some time'

Add to that iis recent ownership participation in new movies now being
produced,andyouhavethenucleusforasubstantial lysel lcontrol led
irogr"tting s'chedule. Still, there are maior movies.being released

Eac"n montn-Oy others and to attord HBO maximum flexibility with its

prolramming,'it would be best for HBO to have complete approval

irori tn" stulios to otler any of its programming (as in, 'all ol its

programming') to CBD/DBS.-The studios, or at least some of the

btuJios, have not been anxious to accord HBO their permission' .
Remember that the studios license HBO to show certain movie

products a certain number of times under contract' The studios also

lttltpt to restrict the 'type' of theater in which the movies will be

shown; cable theaters are one type approved' 
'Home Theaters' are

one type not apProved.
S6'f aO mabb the rounds during late November and December of

tn" t4o|. studios. "We want you-to expand our authorizatlon to
ibBS',; HBO said to the stud-ios. Reportedly, fow ot the 6 'malo/

studios agreed. Two balked, preterring to retain 'DBS.Rights'for some

iuture relSase when they thought the price would be right' This promp'

ted HBO to take on a 'tough guy stance'
"lf you will not grant ui (HbO) DBS rig!t-s, they said' "then we

won't stramble thJcable TV leeds on F3R." That may seem like a

strange statement for HBO to make' lt is not.
HEO wants the movie companies to'give in' on this issue' They

want it badly. The movie companies want HB-O1o scramble their cable

i""0. t"t well, of course, as their CBD/DBS teeds)' They want that

U"Oty. if AO i. .aying, in effect, ilyou won't give us'DBS Bights'tothe

.ouL., tt" *"on;t siramble HBO cable feeds. "There is no reason for

ustoscramotethecab|efeedsi|wecannottrans|atethatscramb|ing
into bucks by offering the people we are scrambling to get awayJrom

an alternate'service over on Galaxy:" HBO is sincere' The movie firms

know this.

HBO 'CBD'/ continued Page 54

HBO usually wins because it has more muscle but Showtime keeps
oettino back uo oft the qround to have its block knocked off in yet
inotn6r Oattte. Rfter bein-g 'bullied' by HBO for many years, Showtime
iaw the wisdom of 'putting some more weight on' and by joining lorces
with The Movie Cirannel, the size of their muscle got about 50%
bigger. HBO is still the heavyweight and the new combination pair is
stiil-the lightweight, but the 'weight advantage' between the two has
nanowedl Now-hear,yweight H6O is up against a lightweight rather
than a fly weight.

Size in thJpremium industry is determined by subscriber count'
Subscriber count, in turn, translites to bucks; bucks coming in,.bucks
in the bank, bucks to hire and buy your way into virtually any conf ronta-
tion on the terms you choose. After nearly five years of trying to
outbuck HBO in thecable industry, it may well be that Showtime ngw
realizes that it has two choices; accept being the weak kid on the
beach and resign itself to a lifetime ol having sand kicked in its face' or'
it goes and find-s another beach to play on. A beach where it is the big
kid.

The SMATV/ private cable beach, totally left alonebl HBO to-date'
orobablv looks less frightening now to Showtime/ TMC than it did 18
;ffth.;t;; ;go. Wai back tien, Showtime and-Tlr9 Movie Channel
were fearful th;t if thei went to play on the SMATV beach, the cable
guys might put up signs on the cable beach advising.the two 'never to
Eoire uicri Not'wiliing to take a chance on losing their cable beach
iights, they elected to stay put. But times have changed; SMATV is not
ai frightening as it once was, and the cable people are not as con-
cerneid todaf as they were 18 months back' Plus, after another 18
r""G O g6tting ca6te beach sand kicked in their face, the SMATV
beach is lo-oking-better and better to Showtime/ TMC all of the time'-- 

picXing up imillion or two SMATV connections, from the SMATV
beach, ov-er ihe next three years or so, seems like a.pretty appealing
thing right now. lt is, afterall, a 'virgin beach' and not.that much is to be
iost"Uy"*anaering down there every now aLd. again to see how the
recepiion is. Following all of this in 1984 will be interesting'

HBO's CBD Eftorts
lf Showtime is no longer afraid to play on the'SMATV beach,' it
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SYSTEMS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLDI!

Complete Systeffis, Antennas,
Receivers, LNA's & Accessories

CAI.L TOLL FREE
800-457-3330

"Nation's Largest Satellite Equipment Distribtttor"
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Vhich Othcrs Arc Jud6cd .
The Boman performance challenge

Boman stands ready to pay $rO,oOO.Oo cash for the rights to a TVRO polarizerlfeed that is
proven to be superior in performance to our GOLD LABEL Polar-Matics.

Write Cor deteib.

YOU BE THE JUDGE...
1. lnsertion Loss at worst point
2. 5 YEAR WARRANTY
3. 130 ft. Cable w/pre-terminated fork terminals
4. Beryllium Coppei Probe
5. Molded terminal posts
6. VSWR Compensation Cap
7. Factory terminated cable ends
8. LNA gasket
9. 700% QC tested

10. Painted casting
11. Angle Adapter included
12. Automatic Interface Control
13. Built-in Interface circuit
14. Interface patchcord
15. Quick-Connection Terminals on control
16. On/Off Switch
17. On/Off Lamp
1.8. Vertical Polarity lamp
19. Horizontal Polarity lamp
20. Skew adiust
21. Built-in Tran#ormer in control
?2. Angle Fine Tuning adiustment
23. Complete mounting hardware
24. 3-way'mounting pattem
25. TOLL FREE TELEPHONE NI.JMBER
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3E07o BETTER PERrcRMANCE
The nrperior of our electr,onk
polarizrn has b€cn prcven to be number
one. Why? The answer is simph -1@%
quality contrrol and precision tuning.
The Polar-Matic is rated the best performing
rotary polarizer with the lowest insertion loas
at "worst point'' G.05) over the five hading
foeds available today and showed zero (.@)
insertion loss at 'test poht".
'Theirs" had 380% more
loss at "worst point"
G.19). These tests were
performed for Satellite
TV Magazine and re
ported in the |anuary
1983 issue.

GoMMITTEDTO QuAtrrY
We bdie,ne in R'oduct Excelhnce and Perfor-
mane ard we know that you do too. That's
why we at Boman Indrffiic have instihrbd
our new 5 yw ydTnnty on all hed
asseurblies. Boman Industries will rcplae or
rcpair your Polarlvlatic e'oH kbel Red at
any time duing the 5 fieer rtznnty period
at no drerge to you when the fted bdeerred
inoperative due to elec{rronk or mechanical
malfrmction.

Tofindouthow
youcanget
GoHlabel

Quality, call
ourTOLL
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of here with your 2 foot dishes," was the cry'- 
ti OlOn't matter that by investigating the claims and tinding them

trr"in" +o uy +0 tooter could savdhis cbmpany millions of bucks; and
oro-O"of" Oo,lOf e the size of his market. He had spent big bucks to be
[ofO nV in" o".t ot engineers that a 4 or even 6 foot dish would be
requirbd. Two feet? "Lunatic!" The door slammed'--ine 

rue cnannels of video. This one is a show stopper' Straightout
of HotlywooO. First the two movie channels' One is trying to pretend.it
i. He6; "il ol tne latest releases, just like the big time' The other one is

twin! ti, pretend it is Cinemax; ;Guys and Dolls". and stuff like that'
We'ticome Oack to the way the movie channel services are packaged'-in"n 

there is ESPN. No big deal here; it is the same ESPN we

t<now inO love on F3R, TR7. they don't seem to be bothering with the
ESPN 'blackouts' but that is a minor part of a minor segment of the
storv. And now we have three channels.--- 

it'"it;n""t. channel.'Originally, the head of USCI 'sealed'a deal
wittr ieO Turner for CNN' They met, agreed to the terms, and shook
hands on it. Then a person wittrslightly lower stature at-USCI took over
anJiotatty screwed up the CNN deal. How dld he dothls? Hewentto
Satellite News Channels (SNC) and opened his own, private' negota-
iion. "on."tning SNc. Hd did ttris nrren it nad been announced that
if.fC ""t goingio told. Well, word got backto-Turnerwho sawthis end
*n "r " ninini tne back insult and Turner then told USCI what they
could do with their'news channel.' End of CNN on USCI' Today SCI
n"i tn" UPI 'text crawl' on one channel. They call this their news
ln"r,*r. shadesof cableTV in 1g68! And nowwe havefouroperating
channels.

Their'special events channel'; this is a euphemism for'we don't
fnow wtrat'to put here.' They run a simplistic cha.racter generated
Jisplay listing ihe schedule.'That's bright since they are probaby
spinOing ardund $50 for each of their customers to print tlgm a
funtastic'four color program guide anyhow, every month' I am told that
evety norn anO again 16r strdutd that'be every again and again) USCI
wilisiip a special-movii for the kids in here just to let people know they
trave iomb button other than a character generator to push this
channel.

Oh yes, their advertised price for all of this entertainment and
informaiion is $39.95 a month. That is on top of $300 installation fee
and a contract which might run to five years or so' In other words, they
waniio cof f ect $goo fld $9.95 x 60 for each of the 4 foot dishes plus

Glelectronics outthere;and some programming thrown in on the side'
Since the programming they are offering is worth no more than $10 a
month, wholelale cosi, at a cable TV headend, let's see how those

SATELLITE DICEST

FOUR FOOT and 2.5 foot dlsh antennas, tested by DX Antenna
Company at Port Chester, New York on the USCI leed revealed no
need for the 'monster 4 tooter"

The next crlme is that USCI has a total bllndspot towards
SMAW. Their two movie services are not bad, if you measure the
servicesbythemoyiesandspecia|soffered'Buttheyrefuse,Iustflat|y
iefuse, to tatt< with iny SMATV folks. They would rather struggle along
a||owingRCAServic-eCompanytobatt|ewithwithfourfootmonster
dish". 

"on 
tno* covered Indiana roofs picking up a single sub-qc-rib-er

;f; fir"; irran Oo the intelligent thing; which is to let the SMATV
operators put in the 4 foot dishes and in the process they pick up
subscribers at 50 to 500 a whack.

I have talked with quite a few MDS/SMATV folks who have trled to
talk wifh USCI about making their service available to SMATV' Every-
on" t titt "O *itn told me the-same story; identical stories which initially
raO" ." iripect collusion between the parties, except thal Jew ol
them even know one another. Each told me of an arrogance of the two
i"p gry""t USCI and several used the word'dumb'or'dumb blind'in
O-&6ri6ing their conversations with these guys' One of the pet prob-
f".. USdt presents to SMATV is that they refuse to'divide up'their
oiesent service. Thev tell the SMATV guys 'you must take the full five
[n"nn"f service.' The SMATV guys respond that they have little
demand for ESPN all over again (host have it from C band)' and even
less demand tor a Upl newJcrawl and a schedule channel filled with
character generator nonsense' "Take it or leave it," is the response'
The SMATV PeoPle are leaving it.

With two to toirr toot dishesithe USCI service, less the three junk

channels, is a natural for a two-channel (or ultimately three channel
wnen tnei get Oack on line with a real news service) 'MDS In The Sky.'
in"t" "r" t6orsands of condos and small apartments and trailer pa*s

all over the 'real' USCI coverage area that could be plugged into the
USCI 'network' in a month's tiire; if USCI was smart enough to deal
with the SMATV operators who could make this happen' Sadly' they
r"it t"* pre-occupied with repaneling otfices, snubbing Ted Tur-
nei anO puOtisning guides that rival the National Geographic than they
do in making their service a success.-- 

rl"iriirri.V observations will be dismissed as unknowledgeable'
inaccurale ind-perhaps self serving' How could I know more about
what they are doing thin they themselves? Well, it wouldn't take much
experience to top what is there.

The mechanics of the USCI sale and package raise further doubls
about the intelligence of the present management. A viewer can
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numbers work out.
1) Total amount paid in 60 months : $2697.
Zi Cost per channel for sixty months = $539'40'
gi Rpprdximate wholesale value of two movie channels plus

ESPN in sixty months = $600'
4) Approximate 'gross profit' for 60 months per subscriber =

$20e7 c).' - Applied agiinst cost ol equipment, cost of operations, and what is
left becomes'net' Profit.

It all of this sounds a tad trite, the evidence suggests strongly that
what we have here is the perfect example of people spending money
like drunken sailors, acting for the world like they are running the most
profitable business in the world' The word I hear in the entertainment
bircles is that the present top management is arrogant, unwilling to
listen to anyone outside lheir paneled offices, self-centered and not
overly brighi. I am bothered by all of this since they only have arouncl
$45,000,000 to blow betore they go broke'

In fact, one source advises me that an investment company ls
trying to get them another $70,OOO,OO0 to tide them over' I think that is
tit"; ttt"V p.Oably need to panel another office or two and they would
proUiUtyib well to issue an Easter bonus equal to their 1 984 salaries'

The crime here is that USCI has a big, fat iump on Comsat and
UurOoctr and everyone else with '12 GHz D!S' They have a much
Uettersignat over lllorth America than they know abo.ut, or are willing
to learn about. Their marketplace with two foot dishes would be
stveral times as large as it is with their self-imposed four foot dishes'
and if they really winted to move those four footers, they should try
going south and west to see just how far out their fringe area really
goes. USCL/ conunued Page 60
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USCI/ continued from page 56

purchase the full 12 GHz terminal system for a price of 9750. That
price reportedly includes the installation fee. lf you elect to do this, you
pay $24.95 per month for the service. You have another option; you
can 'lease'the package for one year by putting down 9300 6p! p6y;ng
$39.95 a month. The USCI package is not addressable; that is, there
is no security for the system. The transmissions are not scrambled,
and there is no hardware inside of the receiver which allows the
transmissions, if one dayscrambled, to be unscrambled. USCI isvery
vague about seculity. They claim they will scramble it, someday.
Suppose for the interim period a person elects either plan;to outright
purchase the system for $750, or to lease for a year with an agreement
to pay $300 for the installation. Now, what happens if the buyer
decides not to pay for the service after say one month, or, 12
months? lf the signal is not scrambled and the terminal cannot be
addressed, how does USCI insure that the customer continues to pay
for the service? How does USCI 'cut otf' those who do not pay? lf the
subscriber bought the terminal outright, takes the service for 30 days
and then tells USCI he doesn't want it amvmore. how does USCI cut
him off? The answer is there is no answer. The answer also is that
USCI had better be prepared to scramble with a working, address-
able, scrambling system before the end of 1984 or they are in big
trouble in cash flow city.

The bottom line throughout everything one sees in the USCI
operation is that they do not seem to care about the bottom line. Their
internal operation has all of the earmarks of being purposefully geared
to spending and losing money, to missing one legitimate marketing

SATELLITE DICEST
opportunity after another, to almost consciously making the wrong
hardware and systems and programming decisions.

USCI was put together by a fellow named Galesi. He is a real
estate baron who generally gets 'high marks' for being both a good
promoter and a good businessman. To make this one fly he got
Prudential Insurance to drop in $45,000,000 or so to add to his own
(considerable) resources. Then he worked out some sort of sweet-
heart deal with General Instruments where Gl is supplying the receiv-
er packages. Gl made a big deal about getting a $600,000,000 plus'order' from USCI for 12 GHz receiving packages. The packages are
apparently not actually being built by Gl; they consist of Prodelin
standard 4 foot dishes, some electronics that Gl farms out and not
much else.

To run the operation, Galesi got a pair of guys from Hollywood to
head it up. The operation is governed by a seven man board consist-
ing of Galesi and the two Hollywood types, a pair of executives
representing Prudential and another pair representing Gl. On the
Prudential money the operation has run amuck. I thlnk Galesl has
lost control of what is happening. Talk on Wall Street concerning
floating another $70,000,000 in interim financing is frightening be-
cause it looks like the guys running the show are digging in for a long
seige of mis-management.

The investment community is presently very high on DBS and
satellite investments. This positive attitude is good for all of us since
that 'attitude' trickles down to our own bankers through the banking
trade press. lf my own fact finding is on the mark, it won't be very long
before the first, big, effort at DBS begins getting 'bad marks' in the
financial papers. Naturally the guys responsible for the fiasco are
going to look to blame their mistakes on everyone but themselves.
DBS, any type of DBS, and the satellite industry is going to get a black
mark because of their failures. And that's not good.

Finally there is the likelihood that the USCI program is sucking
Radio Shack into their fiasco. In our look at 1984 appearing in this
issue, we suggest that when Radio Shack enters the satellite TV tield
at any level, it will be good for the industry as a whole because of the
increased visibility RS will bring to TVRO terminals. Maybe our 1984
analysis is overly zealous on this one point; maybe Radlo Shack has
found the one alllance which cannot possibly succeed and which
ultimately can do us far more damage than good. Only time will tell.

WICHITA Battleground
We had been 'warned' that what we were doing might not be'legal.' We went ahead and did it anyhow. Now we have done it

perhaps 400,000 times or so, and we are threatening to do 'it' another
600,000 times or so during 1984. lt was inevitable that 'they' would
finally take 'us' to court.

The 'they' in this case are the cable firms of America. And the 'us' is
you and me, the guys who are taking 6 or 10 or 15 foot dishes into the
front, back and side yards of America and plugging hundreds of
thousands of homes into that international satellite grid some 22,300
miles above the equator. Wichita is the location.

Big newspaper advertisements, spread throughout central Kan-
sas newspapers offered what we have for sale. "80 Channels Of
Televlsioni $29.95 per month for sixty months" read the advertise-
ment headlines. The fine print said that if you could come up with $570
down, Starllnk Communications of Derby (Wichita) would come to
your home and install a satellite TV system in your yard. Competitors
in the TVRO business reacted with their own financing and monthly
payment programs (see J&J Pattern advertisement page 64 here).
The TVRO marketing world had moved into the big time, otfering
easy-to-handle credit-purchase TVRO systems to America. And
America loved it. Well, most of America loved it. The exceptions in this
case were a couple of stick-in-the-muds called Air Capital Cable
Corporation, and Multimedia Cablevision, Inc. They operate exten-
sive cable TV systems in the greater Wichita area and their muscle
includes ownership of a half dozen television stations, 12 radio sta-
tions, some 25 newspapers, one of the largest regional concentra-
tions of cable TV systems, and, they produce the 'Donahue' show.

These 'little' guys claim they are suffering irreparable (if, indeed,
not irrepairable) harm because a littler guy named Jeffrey Manion is
running around central Kansas offering to stick an 8 foot dish in your
yard for $29.95 a month. lt is the classic case of Davey and Goliath.USCI PROGRAM GUIDE/ elaborate without reason?
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We are Davey.
Manion knows how to sell TVROs. He has an equipment pack-

age and a marketing plan that works. He is not the only one who knows
how, of course, but Manion happens to be located in Air Capital's
backyard and they are tired of seeing his 8 foot dishes popping up on
suburban streets. Air Capital claims, among 18 total charges, that
Starlink is selling TVRO terminals to 'their customers'and as a result
of this action 'their customers' are having cable service disconnected.
Air Capital wonies that Starlink is starting to be so successful doing all
of this that their entire corporate structure is threatened by two guys
named Manion and one named Lanham. And so thev have brouoht a'Monster Lawsuit' against Starlink and its owners and they allege In t 8
causes for action that Starlink must be stopped, quickly, before any
greater damage is done to 'their' market.

Air Capital/ Multimedia is obviously no lightweight. Conservatively,
their capital resources come very close to approximating the capital
resources of our entire industry. They have engaged a pair of legal
firms to represent them; a pair of firms which rate at the very top of the
legal profession.Thei 22 page Civil Action filed in the United States
District Court for the District of Kansas is extremely well researched,
carefully documented, and straight on the target they perceive. The
bottom line first.

l l  Air Capital/  Mult imedia wins this suit ,  every dealer in the
United States will be out of business the next day. That's no hype.
This is the BIG one we have all been expecting for years.

Starl ink, wisely, is a member of SPACE. l t  is l ikely, given the
unhappy consequences of this case going 'down' against us, that
even if they had not been a SPACE member that their plight would
have attracted the SPACE legal folks anyhow. SPACE, plainly, is very
worried, and well they (and we all) should be. SPACE acted promptly,
dispatching a pair of lawyers including Rick Brown, to Wichita to
survey the situation and to engage local, Wichita counsel. Finding
counsel, to adequately defend Starlink, was not a big deal; this case
has all of the earmarks of going a long, long ways; probably to the
Supreme Court of the land before it is over. Lawvers like to be a oart of
the big t ime stuff;  this is big t ime stut l .
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Air Capital starts off  by charging that Starl ink is ' i l legal ly receiving,
in a public forum, a wide range of private microwave delivered (satel-
lite) program sources.' Or to be more specific, it is charged that when
you operate a retail store (selling TVROs) and you have a display in
your showroom of satellite reception (i.e. one or more TV sets or
monitors operating), you are violating various laws. lf that sounds
strange to yeu, some background may clear it up.

Way back (way-way back) in 1975 or so, the first satellite TV
reception we ever saw was from ANIK and ScientiJic Atlanta and
Hughes were operating the down l ink at a Cali fornia cable show; the
lawyers had a ball. First of all, this first-ever showing was a 'private

transmission';  originated in Washington and received in Cali fornia.
But this 'pr ivate' showing was going to be seen in a publ ic forum. Al l
sorts of special permits were required.

ln 1976 and 1977, as the cable industry climbed aboard the
satellite TV bandwagon, we began to see satellite TV terminals dis-
playing at cable shows (the cable industry, believe it or not, actually
has more shows per year than we do!). The people demonstrat ing in
their booths and in the parking lots, S-A, Microdyne, Microwave
Associates and so on, were concerned that they were violating the
law. The law, Section 605 to be specific, states that satellite transmis-
sions are 'private,' that they are not intended tor members of the
public. lt has been leared that a court of law might interepret'demon-
strat ions in a publ ic place' as a'publ ic performance' of private works;
works which Section 605 singles out and works which the U.S. Copy-
ight law singles out as 'private.'

When this writer obtained the only FCC license apparently ever
granted for a private TVRO (1978) to be used on a 'publ ic basis, '  we
very specifically spelled out in our application that we intended to use
the license to demonstrate TVRO reception in public places. The
Commission granted us that l icense contingent upon our obtaining the
necessary written approvals from the various satellite program sup-
pl iers that we would be ' tuning in. '

Air Capital charges that Starl ink has no such l icense, no such
permission, and when they allow you into their (public) showrooms to
show off how a TVRO works, they are engaging in publ ic display of a
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private works; and further, that display is being conducted without the
owner's permission ( i .e. HBO et al).  The Air Capital suit  l ists a long
group of program suppliers which it alleges have had their private
programming r ights 'violated' by Starl ink.

There is more. Air Capital also charges that Starlink is
". .  .  wi l l ful ly sel l ing, renting and otherwise distr ibuting dish-
es to customers with the knowledge and intent that the dishes
will be used to engage in public performances . . . without
authorization ofthe copyright owners or authorized agents or
licenses."
That means? lt means that Air Capital suggests that when you sell

(or rent) a TVRO, you are an accomplice to a'cr ime';that the dish you
sell  or instal l  is (with your knowledge) going to be used for ' i l legal
reception' and that you are 'guilty' of aiding and abetting a 'crime.'

Serious stuff.
And Air Capital is just warming up (there are 18 dif lerent 'charges'

in the suit, in all). They allege that there are contracts between
themselves and the various program suppliers (HBO et al) and that
these contracts grant to Air Capital certain 'exclusive' rights in the
Wichita area. The dishes, which allow reception of the same programs
without benefit of contract, are violating their exclusive 'rights'; or so
they claim. Air Capital al leges that their subscribers are buying dish-
es, disconnecting their cable connection, and that is costing Air
Capitat lost revenues. Air Capital also alleges that when subscribers
to cable buy terminals and disconnect, the 'ci ty franchising authority '
loses revenues since all revenues paid to the city are basesd upon
revenues received by the cable company. In effect, Air Capital wants
to 'suck' the City (of Wichita) into the case as well.

This is the f irst suit  brought against a TVRO dealer al leging that
the mere demonstration ol satellite signals is a violation of law.

This is the f irst suit  brought against a TVRO dealer al leging that
the sale of satellite TV equipment is a violation of law.

This is the f irst suit  to al lege that an individual homeowner, the
user of a TVRO, violates both Section 605 and copyright law by using
the terminal.

SATELLITE DICEST

Air Capital wants $1,000,000 in damages, or, $50,000 
'per in-

fringement ol the law'for EACH of the 18 alleged violation categories.
We are talking big dol lars here, for Starl ink, i f  Air Capital prevai ls. Tens
of millions of dollars in damages.

SPACE reacted swiftly. In addition to dispatching the attorneys to
Wichita, the SPACE board approved the emergency implementation
of the monies to cover the initial costs of defending Starlink. SPACE
also rushed into print in Wichita area newspapers public statements
which attempted to cool down the Wichita area market. As you can
imagine, TVRO sales would drop off very rapidly when the announce-
ment is made that people who sell OR use TVROs are being charged
with lB charges that carry millions of dollars in damages. By going to
the newspapers with (paid) advertisements setting forth the SPACE
side of the story (including an FCC stalement that TVROs are not
illegal, quotes from various Washington ofticials about the benefits of
home TVROs, etc.), the trade association hoped to salvage the Wichi-
ta and Kansas market for the dealers. Kansas has long been a'good'
TVRO marketolace: former SPACE Chairman-otthe-Board Bud
Ross's Birdview is close to Wichita and that brought the depressed
market 'close to home' for the SPACE upper echelon.

The Wichita action aside, there is a legitimate fear that the cable
industry will 'wall paper' the US press with reports on this case. Any
publicity the case receives will be 'negative' for the TVRO industry,
and that wi l l  cause 'bubbles' in the distr ibution of equipment for quite
some t ime.

My view is that this case, considering the lengthy document filed in
the District Court, and substantial resources of the plaintiffs,.has all of
the earmarks of being a 'Disney/Beta' confrontation. You may recall
that a group of Hollywood film producers led by Disney brought suit
several years ago against Sony (Beta) and others for building a
machine (the home VCR) which had the capabil i ty of violat ing the
Disney interpretation of the US copyright laws. This landmark case is
presently before the US Supreme Court and it has been running (on
legal calendars) for more than five years now. When the suit was filed,
the TV networks and others gave it plenty of publicity. Sales for VCRs
slowed, almost halted, and then began back up again as the market
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'adjusted.' All of the instruction books issued by Sony and others
quickly adopted certain language 'warning' VCR users that certain
types of recording 'might' be in violation of existing copyright laws.
Like the warning on cigarette packs, it did affect some consumers.

It will take another month or more for both sides in this case to seek
their'level.' During this present period charges will fly, trade press will
dig into the allegations, and some of what is spoken about and written
about will find its way into the general media. There will be secondary
knee-jerk reactions. Perhaps, just as an example, the recently con-
ducted tests by Montgomery Ward in the midwest (including Kansas)
with Winegard will be halted (the two firms have been test marketing 8
foot TVROs at 150 Wards stores). Big corporations, such as our
Wards example, are going to 'knee jerk' react when they think they see
some short or long term legal liabilities associated with a (new) pro-
duct area such as TVROs. Others, RCA for example, planning mas-
sive entry into the home TVRO marketplace over the next 12 to 18
months, might react by shifting the TVRO project to the back burner, to
await some settling ol this issue. In short, the mere filing of a substan-
tial case such as this is going to have ripple effects on the industry we
now know, and the industry that might be in 1984 and beyond, for
some time to come.

TYPICAL ADVERTISEMENT/ being run in the Wichita area by
TVRO dealers, this J&J Pattern display offers low monthly pay-
ments with no installation fee. '

There are other dangers as well. The cable industry is exceedingly
well organized. And while the Air Capital case may be isolated, and an
example ol a 'big-boy' cable operator going-it alone, there is some
evidence to suggest that similar suits are being prepared and will be
filed in other 'US District Courts' throughout the USA. A torrent of such
cases, filed throughout the USA, would certainly tax the legal defense
resources of our industry and stretch our legal abilities.

SATELLITE DICEST
There are some unusual ramifications to the suit. Notice that the

suit has been brought by a cable operator, not a program owner. HBO
is not a plaintifi. We all are aware that HBO is in the process of
attempting to create a 4 GHz 'DBS' service over on Galaxy. A suit such
as this, if Air Capital prevails, will benefit HBO because if a court rules
(or if there is the threat that a court might rule) home reception of the
existing 4 GHz services is illegal because the users do not have the
permission of the program suppliers, an HBO program created specif-
ically for home TVRO viewers would suddenly become very'market-
attractive' to the stunned TVRO industry. lf a court knocked us 'out'

with the present services, and the 9 channel HBO created package on
Galaxy was one of the few remaining 'legal' program services around,
HBO would be in the driver's seat.

This issue of CSD contains a lengthy report relating on a recent
Canadian high court decision dealing with TVROs. Barrister Mark
Lewis, in preparing the report published in this issue, zeroes in on one
segment of the presiding judge's decision. The Canadian judge finds
that while HBO and Showtime did not 'intend' their F3R service
channels for 'reception by the public, '  in his view those transmissions
are indeed 'public broadcasting' simply because HBO and Showtime
have (to date) done nothing to prevent home reception of the program-
ming. A decision by a Candian court is not relevant to the Air Capital
case, except that it provides another legal view on this whole compli-
cated matter of 'private' versus 'public' transmission of 4 GHz pro-
grammrng.

You wil l ,  as a dealer, hear a great deal about this case in the
year(s) ahead. lt is not a traffic summons; it will not dissolve in short
t ime. Remember the Disney/Sony suit  has been dragging on more
than five years. This one could too. Also remember that the Disney/
Sony suit put a severe crimp in the sale of VCRs for a period of time,
and then as everyone sought their respective' levels' the business
picked back up again. lf we see massive, national publicity for this
case over the next several months. we can exoect our own sales to
drop and business to slow.

As a dealer, you will be called upon to defend your continued
business activities in the face ol this suit. You will be called uDon to
explain how you can continue to sell TVROs, or demonstrate TVRO
reception in your store, when such a suit is underway. Here are the
answers.

1) Regulation of all matters relating to communications in the
United States is handled by the Federal Communications
Commission. Congress has delegated this responsibility to the
FCC. The FCC is on record as ruling that manutacture, sale,
demonstration or ownershio and use of a TVRO is not illeoal.

2) The Wichita suit is the result of competition; a TVRO deiler
there has been so successful in selling his product that some of
the cable system subscribers in the area have discontinued
cable in favor of owning a TVRO. The cable operator,
apparently unable to compete in the marketplace with the
TVRO dealer, is seeking a court decision to improve the cable
firm's competitive position.

3) Viewing in a private home, of a privately owned TVRO, has
never been ruled illegal; and, in fact, the Wichita suit is against
a TVRO dealer, not a TVRO viewer, further amplifying the
position that this suit is motivated for competitive reasons, not'statutory' reasons.

Keep us advised of how this impacts on you, and we'll keep you up
to date as the case progresses.

SRI LANKA/ continued from page 5

of November' l6th and morning of November 17th. After months ot
planning, we were booked on a Pan American 'Around The World'trip
package which would take us from San Francisco to Tokyo (11 hours
scheduled), subsequently from Tokyo to Hong Kong (4.5 hours sche-
duled), then from Hong Kong to Bombay, India via Bangkok, Thailand
(8.5 hours scheduled). From Bombay we would flyto Madras (lndia) or
directly to Sri Lanka. There we would be joined by nine additional
participants who would be aniving directly in Sri Lanka from points
such as Nepal, Tokyo, Miami, New York City and Omaha. After a six
day stay in Sri Lanka, the group would go back to approximately 20 in
size and return to Bombay, India where we were to catch a 15.5 hour
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flight to London, England via intermediate stops in lhe United Arab
Emerites and Frankfurt, Germany. Finally, after a brief stay in London,
each would return to the USA and the city from whence they came. lt
all seemed quite straightforward, reasonably simple, and after much
bartering with Pan Am and various support groups, surprisingly inex-
pensive considering we would average 60 to 64 hours in 747 type
aircraft as "guests" of Pan Am, plus spend 19 nights and 18 days on
the road sleeping in nice places and eating good food. And since very
few people actually travel around the complete world, in one trip, there
was just a tad of class attached to the act!

Between the initial announcement of the trip (February 1983 issue
of CSD) and the departure date, it quickly became evident that many
equipment suppliers in the industry were anxious lo have their equip-
ment installed at Clarke's home. Since the suburban style home would
only support one 'large' antenna, and within reason only a couple of
satellite receivers were required at the home of Clarke, we arranged
with Clarke for the new Sri Lanka technical college, the University of
Moratuwa, to benefit from the 'extra' or added equipment. lt turned
out that some years ago the University had recognized the wisdom of
naming a new section of the University after Arthur C. Clarke; the
Arthur C. Clarke Centre For Modern Technologies. The University
had also recognized the wisdom of naming Clarke as Chancellor of
the University, a post he obviously relishes but equally dismisses as a'figurehead post.'

And so a 16 foot Paraclipse antenna (the second in the world; the
first went to NASA at Cape Kennedy) would be installed on the patio
deck of Clarke's Barnes Place home. A twenty{ive foot (7.5 mete|
Hero Super 'Tenna would be installed in the front yard of the new
Arthur C. Clarke Centre while an ADM 20 foot (6.0 meter) would go in
atop the third floor of the University's Electrical Engineering depart-
ment. All of the equipment was donated to Clarke/the University and
with the trio of AVCOM internalional grade receivers, an Intersat
international grade receiver, a Maspro/USS receiver and a variety of
support units including an SCPC grade receiver from Hero, racks of
power conversion and stabilizing equipment and a wide range of
motor drives and accessories the total value of the donated equip-

SATELLITE DICEST

ment, installed, exceeded $100,000 US. Add to that the normally
charged time and expenses of the contingent traveling to Sri Lanka to
make the three terminals go together and play, and the value-benelit
to the University of Moratuwa and Clarke was considerably more than
the $100,000 f igure.

The original spark for all of this was simply the wish to accord
Clarke recognition for his creative genius. As the proiect grew, and as
the correspondence and telephone calls criss-crossed back and torth
over 50% of the world's globe, it became apparent that the new Arthur
C. Clarke Centre at the University of Moratuwa was perhaps an even
more deserving recipient tor the donated equipment and technology
than Clarke himself.

When Clarke received the Marconi Award in 1982, he turned
around and gave $25,000 from the award to the University. That
started the University moving to build the long-on-paper Arthur C.
Clarke Centre. When the center began to rise out of the ground, more
funds were donated and before long the University had a worldwide
campaign underway lo bootstrap itself into the 21 st century. Out of the
University, in the next decade, will come thousands of four and five
year trained engineers who will be badly needed not only in Sri Lanka
and lndia and throughout the Indian Ocean region, but throughout the
Pacific and Middle East as well. Clarke's vision, never limited to
narrow confines, was creating a structure for an important 'Third

World' school designed to turn out the kind of working technologies
which the developing nations ot that region of the world needed most.
And with the infusion of American satellite hardware, and the infusion
of American and Canadian technology, the University would also
boast one of the best equipped 'Satel l i te Engineering Training
Courses'outside of the United States. All of those participating could
not help but feel the pride, the enthusiasm and the desire to learn that
we found ourselves surrounded with as we worked those six davs in
Sri Lanka.

But, alas, I am getting ahead of the story.
By careful planning and Pan Am scheduling, our f irst ' long leg'to

Tokyo was scheduled to have us arrive in the Narita airport one day
and approximately four hours after departing San Francisco. We 'lost'
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WRAP lT UP/ Take it home. DX SHF (12 GHz) systems were all
over the Aklhabara district. Kevin from WIV and Nlck from
Maspro.

lites are amazing.
Although we left San Francisco on Thursday afternoon, we arrived

with the loss of a day at the dateline Friday evening. When Saturday
morning dawned the group split into a pair ot sexist divisions; the
females went shopping in one direction while the males, with the
assistance of a representative lrom Maspro, headed for the tamed
Akihabara district. This is where literally thousands of small electronic
shops are shoved together in a several square block area. lt is just like
dying and going to an electronics heaven. Anything in the world, made
with electronics inside, can be bought here. For less. Although we had
only three hours to shop at our first outing, we managed to split up and
see perhaps 10% of the shops in the amazing district. ADM's Jamle
Gowen and Ed Randall started something by locating a brand new,
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THOUSANDS OF SHOPS/ all selling the latest in electronic
goodies are crammed into'the district'; you should allowtwo-full
days there!

the day by crossing the International dateline someplace otf the
coasts of Alaska and Siberia. We tound Japanese immigration and
custom otticials kind, if somewhat slow, and a weary group tumbled
into the waiting tour bus at 1AM (San Francisco time) heading {or the
Grand Palace Hotel. Those who had come to San Francisco from the
east coat, where it was now 4AM, were beginning to feel the pangs
associated with rapid time zone crossings and sitting through nearly
'12 hours of 747 flight time. lt was an adjustment each in the group
would have to adapt to repeatedly over the next 20 days or so.

The Grand Palace Hotel is worthy of its name, and, surprise; there
on the TV set in the room was a special English Language channel
operated by JCTV; Japan Cable Television. Say, what is this??? CNN
in our hotel room 9,000 miles lrom Atlanta? You bet! Those satel-
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OFFICIAL Unlden Tour group photo at the Unlden plant. That's Mr. Fujimoto between Kevin and | (center, front row) and Uniden's
John Lane at far right, front row. Dr. Konishi is between Frank Ogden and I In tront row.

another dozen or so similar model cameras. We knew we were in
trouble when we found we had shot 40 rolls of 36 exoosure film with
our Ricoh version of the same camera about half way through the trip.
Fortunately, we would also discover another Far Eastern innovation in
Hong Kong; dozens of street corner located one hour film processing
shops where for about 600/o ol what you pay in the US for 8 or 24 hour
developing you have your full rolls back in 4 by 6 print form 60 minutes
after dropping the film otf. Almost as good as videotape!

At 1PM we were ready to be picked up at the Grand Palace by a
special bus sent to get us from the Uniden Corporation. Uniden is
located about 45 minutes drive from downtown Tokvo in an industrial
suburb called lchikawa City. The group had been invited to tour
Uniden, to meet with Dr. Konishi, the recently appointed President of
Uniden Satellite Technology and the former director of research and
development for NHK; the Japanese national television network. As
recounted in our 1984 report starting on page 8 of this issue of CSD,
Unidert is in the process of entering the 4 GHz receiver world with a'frightening anay' of technology and resources. They had not only
invited us to tour their plant and meet with all of their top engineering
and management people, they were also hosting a special reception
for us at the Hotel Okura that evening. We found the lchikawa City
facility clean and modern, and dedicated to high level engineering
development, some exciting UHF band two-way radio products,
marketing and sales. Uniden has more lhan 4,000 employees in
specialized plants located in Taiwan and Hong Kong and their market
is worldwide. After the traditional group photograph (you can tell the
tour group; we were the folks dressed like we were going to a Saturday
college football game!) and tour we had a few minutes to talk with the

I

I

I
I

,n

, l l

not yet available in North America fully automatic Nikon camera.
Selfishly buying both cameras the shop owner had in stock for about
50% of what the same cameras will sell for in the USA, when they
finally become available sometime in 1984, Gowen and Randail
started the famous'Sri Lanka Camera Shoot Out'which tinally ended
only after other members of the group had located and puichased

AMERICANS/ left; Japanese right. Mr. H. Fujimoto, president of
Unlden welcomes Roy Orvis of Dryden, Ontario to the Uniden
plant ln the suburbs of Tokyo during the TVRO industry group
lour, SRI LANKA/ continued page 73
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SRI LANKA/ continued from page 69

engineers working on their 4 GHz project. Atop the building, installed
only the day prior to our arrival, was a popular American (prodelin)
fiberglass dish. We wished them well with the dish since all the way to
the plant we had marveled at the hundreds (literally) of 3, 4 and 5 GHz
terrestrial dishes we saw. Getting a signal down from the sky in that
environment would be the ultimate test of Glyn Bostick's (Microwave
Filter Company) abilities!

Late in the aflernoon we reboarded the Uniden bus and took a
short drive to the Tozai-Line subway station. Because rush hour traffic
in Tokyo is sufficienl to make the initial 30 minute trip to Uniden turn
into a 90 minute return, and we had big 'evening plans,' Uniden turned
us loose in the subway along with a group of Uniden junior executives
(male and female no less) who served the function of insuring that we
got back to the Grand Palace without mishap. The Tokyo subway
system is a marvel; you don't see any grafitti, litter, dirt or messes. No
drunks. No unruly crowds. You can go anywhere in Tokyo in the
subway and it is an enjoyable trip."At tonight's reception, we would like you to make a few
remarks in response to our welcome," Tom Kawada was briefing
me on what was expected of the group for the evening. "Can you write
out your remarks for me so we can translate them to Japanese before
time? | will then translate afler you for the non-English speaking
people." So I sat in the subway and wrote three pages of remarks. A
trio of Uniden staffers went to work translating them to Japanese
before we reached the Grand Palace.

Those who know me well are aware that I never wear a tie, my
sandals are replaced with socks and real shoes that lace up only

SUBWAY TRAVELERS/ Utah,s Lyman, Minnesota's Dehnert
crlss-crossing under Tokyo,

under duress and a suit or sportjacket is unheard of; sheer lunacy. I
had been warned of the 'high social level'of the reception, by Uniden,
before we left the states and thus broke all tradiiion and actuallv
bought a shirt and tie to match plus a sport jacket. The first time in five
years of the TVRO industry.

It was the wise thing to do as you can see here. The Uniden
reception atthe South Wing of HotelOkura had presidentialclass. The
Okura, I understand, is the number three rated hotel in the world. I was
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WATCH THOSE EYEBALLS ROY/ Roy Orvls, a pail of hostesses, Brent Gale, Kevin Cooper, and a thlrd hostess. The ratlos were
good; 1 to 1.
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THERE lT FLIES/ Sake barrel lid (center) flies loose and heads
into orbit.

HAPPY COATS make haPPY People!

amused to learn that this annual, traditional, hotel rating program
hasn't had an American hotel in the top 10 Jor several decades.
Elegant would be a badly underrated word in this instance. When the
Uniden bus deposited us at the entrance to the Okura, we were
whisked to an ante room where a staff of Japanese hostesses had
their instructions. Each of us was outfitted with a special Uniden
'Happy Coat' for the party. Doug Dehnert of USS told me this was
both an honor and a way of 'marking' the guests oJ honor from the
milling throng inside. We were royally greeted, introduced to various
dignitaries from Japanese banking, the communications industry, the
electronic manufacturing industry and the government. More than 200
in all. And the food. There were'stalls'set up around the perimeter of
the room, each featuring different Japanese delicacies. The center of
lhe room was dominated by the largest ice carving I have seen outside
of the olympics; two gigantic swans on either end as'book ends'with
'UST'carved into ice in the center. And more food; more food than
an army of 2,000 could have consumed after a forced five day march!
Traditionally garbed Japanese hostesses, and some not so tradi-
tionally attiredhovered nearby ready to bring you more food and drink.
A round of speeches by the likes ot Dr. Konishi, Mr. Fuiimoto' Mr. T.
Amishima (head of the Japanese FCC) and others. And my prepared
remarks thanking them for the hospital i ty and welcoming the
Japanese in geneial and the Uniden folks in particular to the 4 GHz
technology world.

And fun time. The traditional Sake Barrel Opening Ceremony.
Sake is a Japanese rice wine and it is traditional at an event such as
this for the guest of honor and a local representative to take oversized
wooden mallets and on cue both swing at the barrel to cause the top of

; c t

UNIDEN UST-I000 (top) is firm's low-cost 4 GHz receiver entry;
model UST-3000 (below) is 'step-up' model. Coming is the UST-
5000 top of the line receiver with infra-red controls.

the banel to fly loose. Sort of a 'swing the bottle a the bow of the ship'
exercise in reverse. A Mr. Wakai and lwere given instructions (actual-
ly Wakai probably knew what to expect; I certainly did not and David
Johnson warned me to watch out tor the Japanese lady that would pop
out of the banel right afterthe top flew loose!) and we swung in unison.
The top flew loose and floated across the dias. Then using some
traditional wooden, square Sake Cups we all sampled the wine. Some
of us did more than sample it.

Uniden was a ball. We learned a great deal about where they had
come from and where they were headed and the reception was even
televised by the NHK network. Our first day of the tour would be hard to
top, or so we thought.

While the old folks did the wise thing and ret ired, a sizeable (male)
contingent f rom our group accepted an invitation after the reception to
go with Kawada to a nightclub. When Jamie Gowen, Ed Randall
(ADM), Brent Gale (Echosphere), Henri Guerin (Santa Fe Satellite)
and David Lyman (Utah) got to the nightclub the entire place rose on
their feet to greet the American delegation with thunderous applause.
"l had the best time of my life," remembered Randall the next
morning; "there was nothing, absolutely nothing which we didn't
see or do that night." Including a Japanese lady with no teeth who
had a most unusual talent.

Leaving the Grand Palace on Sunday to Nagoya, the group rode
the tabled Japanese Bullet Train. The large speed indication dial told
us we were breaking 200 kilometers per hour in the straight stretches
as we raced across Jaoan to the southwest. I have never seen so
many cable TV systems as we saw after leaving Tokyo proper, Every
vi l lage and town had cable; lots of cable. The Japanese are unusually
'mum' about the statistics of cable in Japan. They 'admit' that ten
oercent of the homes are connected to cable, but characterize these
systems as 'rural' in nature and reter to them as 'Mom and Pop'
systems. I suspect their admission is deliberately understated since in
the two hour ride to Nagoya I saw no towns without cable on every
streel we zipped by. ll the Japanese cable systems are owned by
small entrepreneurs as they claim, there is a tremendous opportunity
here for some Japanese communications conglomerate to go around
buying up the systems and turning them into an ATC package. My
perception of the high penetration o{ cable in Japan was strengthened
by our observations at the Maspro plant; in addition to building the
USS satellite receivers, Maspro looks like a Jerrold or Blonder Tongue
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with huge warehouses tilled with finished off-air TV antennas, signal
splitters, signal amplifiers and traditional cable trunk and bridger units.

While Susan and l, Polly and Doug Dehnert went to a private
strategy mapping dinner meeting with Mr. Hashiyama, the owner and
President ol Maspro, the rest of the crowd discovered the wonders of
Nagoya. lmmediately below our hotel was a small corner of the
"World's Largest Underground Shopping Center." Can you even
imagine an underground shopping center so huge that it is a world
totally to itselt, covering 40 square blocks with nothing but pristine-
clean shops and walkways? Since shopping had become a fetish for
all of the group at this point discovery of the shopping center im-
mediately below the hotel was like David Johnson falling into the Sake
Barrel at Uniden; close to pure heaven. The Japanese people are the
most gracious, hospitable and 'sane' people any of us had ever met.
Example. My 11 year old daughter Tasha, with something of an iron
will, threw caution to the winds and headed straight into the inner
sanctums of the shopping center. lt took her about an hour to realize
that she was hopelessly lost in the maze of walkways and shops. But
she was already'trip-sawy' having learned that the first thing you do
when you check into a new and strange hotel is stick one of the
abundant match books with the hotel's name on it into your pocket or
purse. Brazenly, she walked up to the nearest Japanese person and
showed him the match book cover. Somehow the guy got the idea he
had another lost American on his hands and patiently he walked her
back the 20 minutes to the doorstep to the hotel. He refused any'yen'
for the task and graciously thanked her for the'honor'of accompany-
ing her back to the hotel. Pretty neat.

Meanwhile the Dehnerts and senior Coopers were locked in mor-
tal combat with Mr. Hashiyama. "He is a lover of high quality
steaks," Doug had warned. And we were led by this unusually bright
and active man through a network of back Nagoya streets and alley-
ways to an obscure Japanese steak house. When we entered, the
whole place came unglued as if Mr. Hashiyama was President
Reagan. To say they were pleased to see him was an understate-
ment.

SATELLITE DICEST

Our host ordered the steaks. The largest, best steaks, I have ever
seen or attempted to consume in my life. Now Mr. Hashiyama is about
average size for a Japanese man, but considerably shorter than l, I
watched in utter amazement as he consumed steak after steak,
several baked potatoes, a round of salads and a massive plale of
goodies before I even got half way through my own steak.

"Do you like Oysters?", he asked. This seemed like a harmless
question at the time since nobody but Hashiyama had even found the
bottom of their steak plate. I thought the question was in the same
league as "Do you like the Dodgers"? Dehnert knew better since he'd
dined with Hashiyama before.

The next thing I knew the table was covered with oysters. Dozens
and dozens and dozens of oysters. Raw oysters in the hall shell.
Hashiyama immediately consumed a couple of dozen which naturally
provoked a comment from me that I had never seen anyone (or ten
anyones) consume that many oysters in one brief (perhaps four
minute) sitting before. He smiled and beckoned to the hovering head
waiter.

"What is my record?", he asked of the man. Some haggling in
Japanese and then in pointed English the man told me. "Mr.

Hashiyama once sat in this very seat and ate 48 oysters in five
minutes." Hashiyama beamed. I glanced at Susan and Polly who had
been unusually quiet through all of this. One had two empty half shells
and the other had three. Neither had made a dent in the plate full.

"Susan, you are ahead of me by one oyster," giggled Polly
Dehnert. Susan was wrestling with something in her mouth at the time
and graciously answered Polly in sign language, indicating that two of
her empty shell's contents were in her stomach. The location of the
third oyster was lost in translation. Minutes later Polly ligured out what
Susan had been trying to tell her; the oyster, the raw oyster which an
unskilled western stomach might rebel against, had taken up resi-
dence in a linen napkin in her lap. lt simply would not go downl

Not to worry. The uneaten, stiff shell lodged oysters would go into a
'doggy bag' and return home with Hashiyama for a midnight snack.
We then followed Hashiyama to his parked car for a trip to his home.
Hashiyama is a very unusual man. He is a cross between lke Blonder
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T. Hashiyama, lounder and President of Maspro (right) and Coop
dlscuss the flrm's huge antenna test range on the rool above
them.

of Blonder Tongue and Howard Hughes; wherever Howard is these
days. Hashiyama is a bit eccentric, an admitted 'Playboy' who
dragged out a pile of photograph albums to show off his photography
skills during a tour of South American some years ago. He likes pretty
girls and his photographic tour of South America suggested he onty
missed one or two of the thousands there. His wife and daughter
served us a second Japanese teast and we talked about satellites,
electronics, how he started Maspro in a'loft'30 years ago. We were
sifting in the home of one of Japan's most successful, and flamboyant
electronic industry businessmen and we knew it. lt was a real educa-
tion, especially for Susan and Polly who discovered that not all toilets
are created equal, in Japan. They are writing a book on how you
escape from a Japanese bathroom atter you push the wrong buttons
by mistake; watch for it at your local health food store.

The Maspro tour started off on a bus. Now the Japanese treat their
employees entirely differently than the Americans. Perhaps that is
why they are such fierce competitors in the world market. First there is
the'traditional'fleet of buses. Employees are given a ride to and from
work in company buses. Each company has at least one'VlP Bus' and
we rode in great comfort (television, bar, etc.) to the Maspro plant. At
the plant we toured their antenna range testing program system (the
world's first computer operated antenna test range, we were told; full
plots of an antenna's performance, automatically, in minutes with
nobody touching anything!), the massive warehousing and R and D
facilities, and Mr. Hashiyama's orchid greenhouse. I said Hashiyama
was a bit different. He is perhaps the top cultivator of orchids in Japan,

UTAH'S DAVID LYMAN (right) studles Maspro techniclan per-
formlng llnal check out on an USS/Maspro 4 GHz recelver In the
Nagoya plant.

SATELLITE DICEST

perhaps in the world. lt started out as a hobby (roses, actually, first)
that has gone amuck. There are $400 orchids and $4000 orchids and
$40,000 orchids and so on all over massive greenhouses at two
locations; his home and the plant. He is a lierce competitor tor 'best of
show' awardsatorchid competitions all overtheworld. This mayseem
interesting but not important in satellite electronics. lt is important
however because in Japan you need to take'measure of the man'to
evaluate properly how stiff he might be as a competitor. Maspro,
through USS, has been an interesting sidelight to the US satellite
scene for about 18 months. But not a major competitor.

Hashiyama is a patient, methodical man. Anyone who will patiently
wait for four years to see how a new orchid variety will mature is
patient. Anyone who can look ahead five to seven years to plan new
cross-cultivation programs for orchid varieties yet not created is

CARL GRINDLE, Presldent ol Mlcrowave Speclalty Gorporatlon,
San Dlego explalns the tlne polnts ot oftset-fed Ku dlsh to fellow
North Amerlcan tour particlpants In Maspro plant.

methodical. Maspro has the same approach to the C (and Ku) band
TVRO industry. Careful planning, very detailed engineering, and plen-
tyof patience. When the market is ready, Maspro will be ready. lt is just
that simple.

Well, almost that simple. Hashiyama has what must routinely be
described as unlimited resources. I would not even attempt to esti-
mate the wealth of the man. lt is so substantial, however, that virtually
nothing in this world is out of his reach. Given those kinds of re-
sources, and given the proper competitive situation, he could and
would turn the TVRO world upside down by snapping his fingers.
Intriguing.

Back in Tokyo that (Monday) evening we ended up in sub groups
having a last look at the city. Utah's Lyman was incensed about
missing the delightful Japanese lady with no teeth after the Uniden
reception and was determined that he was going to find her'act' at any
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price. He disappeared in a taxi waving a fistful of yen. Paradigm's
Dave Johnson and Laurie, the Dehnerts and Coopers and that irrasci-
ble tour guide Frank Ogden of 21st Century Media in Vancouver
ended up at a Japanese traditional restaurant. After removing our
shoes we sat down on mats on the lloor while a chorus line of
Japanese beauties saw to it that every imaginable Japanese delight
was heaped on our table in front of us. Johnson got smashed, again,
and embarrassed us all by constantly whipping out his new Nikon
camera and attempting to photograph the south end of the hostess
while she was going north. By now we had been in Japan long enough
that Polly Dehnert was Porry Dehnert (the Japanese have a particular
problem with the letter 'l') and the group had become a family. We
were even making excuses to our Japanese hosts, as a family, for
Johnson's behavior. lf the 'family' was close in Tokyo, after three days
together, we had some real eye openers ahead however.

The next stop was Hong Kong. There was only limited satellite
business there for us; we scheduled it as a rest and relaxation stop
and other than a series of interviews with 'Asian Broadcasting'
Magazine, we were left alone. Good thing. Hong Kong is the most
fabulous city, ever. The British govern it but the lease they have lrom
China for most of the territory'runs out' in 1997. You may have caught
something on the evening news about the concerns that the Chinese
will throw the British out in 14 years.

lf the community (nearly 3,000,000 people) are concerned, they

WAKE WHEN lT'STIMETO GO/ Dehnert pulls downtheshadesat
Hong Kong airport and awaits plane boarding tlme.

don't show it with their pocketbooks. I have never seen so much big
buck construction in one city in my life; huge 40/50/60 story office
buildings are rising all over the city. There is massive construction of
surface roadways, boat harbors, apartment buildings, resort hotels;
you name it. Uniden's John Lane, who lives there, told me that most of
this was long term construction started before anyone figured out that
the Chinese might pull the plug in 1997. I prefer to believe that behind
closed doors the managers of the city know there is little to fear from
the Chinese and that come 1997, Hong Kong will still be Hong Kong.

Local television is excellent. Our in-hotel cable system had first run
movies for a pittance of what we paid elsewhere plus four local
channels. Movies. There is a high level MPAA directed action going on
in the Far East to control bootleg movies. They about have a lid on it in
Japan but from Hong Kong on around the circuit anything goes. A tlvo
year old movie in a hotel in London costs around $10 for a single
showing. In Hong Kong you get two or four movies, shown repeatedly
through the day, for $2.50. And they are this year's movies. No, I have
no way of knowing if the movie owners are paid for the movies shown
in Hong Kong hotels. And while it is getting ahead of the sequence, we
tound movies in India being hawked in street peddler carts for the
equivalent of $1 American and in Sri Lanka for even less. Our Holiday
Inn in Bombay (a story to itself) proudly told you that they were the first
hotel in India to have in-room movies. No charge. The movies were
about five years old, on VHS tape (and the fitth or sixth generation dub
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at that with no time base corre.ction). Strange; wasn't that an HBO logo
I saw at the end of a movielll
_. ._SgLeIg! things will stand out in our minds about Hong Kong. lt is
THE BEST place to_ shop, in the world. Lyman and noy-Orvijtum
uryoen, Unrario both bought Apple lle ,like'computer systems. For a
oitlance.

. 
"9o yoy have any of the Apple lle computer copies," Kevin

asked the shop keeper. lt was a rhetorical question since the front
window was crammed full.
^__.9".p--19*] responded the man indignantly; ,,We have the origlnalAppre, we have the Pineapple and we have the Banana compu_
ters."We were glad he told us this since to the untrained eve, allthree
looked exactly identical. The pineapple is actually a street-iingo brand
now; a Hong^ Kong copy of the popular Apple. The Banana is i copy of
next year's Apple; they took the original Apple lle, copied it, anO inen

SATELLITE DICEST

THE SURF lS Up? Canadlan Jan Splsar spent some of his64 plus hours on an alrplane catchlhg up dn iire latest rocrsounds,

It was hard to leave Hong.Kong; had we known what Bombay held
lllt9_,^":y_"_?igbabty woutd have srayed in Hong Kongt Hongkong
nas rremendous everything, from food and hotel acconimodat'ions a-texceilenr pricing, to fantastic shopping and a world of sights to see.We wlll return to Hong Kong. eetbre-tsgz.

. The leg.to Bombay took us through Bangkok, Thailand for a briefstop and reJueling. Thairand is tense. After th-e smirinq, preasant facesor rne tmmtgration and custom's people in Tokyo and Hong Kong, itwas something of a shock to see the fully aimed, somber, telthgnashing types at the airport in Thailand. Somebody pointed out that
?:y99! Hong Kong and Bangkok the Cathay p-acific ptane fteworrecly over North vietnam. Thairand is next dooi to the ,'nams" and itsh.ows. We didn't get out of the airport, in our brief stop, but we talkedwrrn some Americans who had been there a month. i'd prefer not torepeat what they told us since il was probably an emotionat outburstcreated by their leaving.

It was dark when the 747 settled down on the run way at Bombay.
]LP:ll_"f ""] Bombay, from the air, had an eerie yeirow tight gtow,
nrcKenng yelow and brownis.h lights. We found out why as t-he itane
l3j:{j:l!9,,,:11, w.?y to. the main terminat. Ail thosL runny iisrrtswere rres; smal, titfle fires. What on earth were they burning, ahO ilhywere there hundreds of thousands of them all over?'We woutd find oui.
..^ [!!9]"n.9 gun toting guards ar Bangkok had been a revetation,
rne Drown uniforms of the British trained personnel at the Bombayairport was a shocker. The airport had an unusual smelt; acid like. it
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JET SETTER GOWEN/ ADM's boy Jamte outfttted In booty ln-cludlng new sunglasses, mlniatuie "t"r"Lii"i"i, new cameraancl bag and a tube filted wlth genuine Xong'io;l'oil-orlglnals.

improved it. Lyman loaded up on a pineapple, dual disk drives,
n1oOg1,.O11]e.r, joy sricks, a stug of programs hnd what have you for
about $1 ,000 US.

We found cameras, made in Japan and wholesaled to the world in
special camera districts in Tokyo, about 20% cheaper in Hong Kon!.
lve foy( electronics, also made in Japan (or Taiwan or Hon-g Kon!;
?!^l?!:% less in Hong Kong. The etectronic shops group togetne-r,
the camera shops group together, the silk shops grodp togetnir anO
so on. In two blocks, shop to shop visiting, you can compaiison shop
the same product a dozen times or two.- My son Kevin spent an
1l"ll9on^S_oilS from shop to.shop working the shop keepers down on
:.".1ngl AE-t package that had been best priced in Tokyo at around
$40o. He.ended up with it in Hong Kong for under 9150. The samepackage in the states would have cost 9700.

ARE YOU GOTNG TO EAT.THAT! porry Dehnert urges Susan
!9one1 1o. 3.vo1d rhe vegerabte ln trer tran6, rl you ino* *n"t,, gooOfor you." All alrplane food is NOT created equaii 

-'
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stung your nose and eyes. The airport tiled hallways looked like a
public bathroom in the New York City subway and there was that
strange smell all over.

All of the signs in the immigration area read backwards. That is, if
you were outside looking in, you could read that they said 'Common-

wealth Nationals/Here' or ' lndian Cit izens/Here. '  From our side,
approaching from the airplane, you had to guess which line was
appropriate. Henry Guerin of Santa Fe, New Mexico guessed
wrong.

Henri is a French citizen, living in the states for six years, operaling
a successful TVRO dealership in New Mexico pumping out around 25
home systems a month now with a couple of installation crews. He is
married to a US citizen and they have children. Henri almost never had
any more chi ldren.

Henri has a certain devil-may-care attitude about him. He is terribly
bright, and perhaps a l i t t le too quick to 'mouth off. '  His smile and
French accent usually gets him out of trouble after his mouth has
gotten him into trouble. Not in Bombay.

In the wrong l ine, the heavi ly accented Indian immigration man told
Henri to go someplace else. Henri promptly told the Indian where he
could go and the next thing anyone knew Henri was up against a wall
with a huge piece of wood under his chin and a knee in his stomach.
From 50 feet away, the rest of the group, already sombered by the
dismal appearance of the Bombay airport and the wretched smell in
the air,  watched helplessly as Henri was 'dressed down.'  Henri 's
problems were just starting.

Meanwhile in another line Doug Dehnert and David Johnson were
getting lesson one in a 200 part course entitled 'Dealing With Indian
Bureaucrats.' Both Dehnert and Johnson had ourchased laroe. alu-
minum, steamer trunks in Hong Kong to haul the growing booty"home.
To spread the load we had consolidated a new tri-standards video
monitor I bought in Hong Kong (ior use in Sri Lanka), an Intersat TVRO
receiver and a Maspro TVRO receiver with some of Doug's personal
acquisitions in the Dehnert trunk. In the Johnson trunk we had more
electronics, a telescope David had found in Hong Kong and a hundred
pounds of who knows what.

"You cannot take those trunks into Bombay," the man said.
We wanted to know why. "Videos; they have video equipment
inside." The problem was that the Indians are so unbelievably uptight
over video that anything that says video on it is immediately grabbed
by the customs people. You can pay an outrageous duty (plus some
bribes) and get it into the country, or if you are in transit (just going
through India) you can 'check i t 'with them. Checking i t  made sense,
but there was a horrible suspicion that once checked, never again
seen. The single customs man handling our'problem'had now grown
to a trio. Dehnert and Johnson were losing ground while I was up to my
own armpits trying to explain why they should not charge me several
grand US as a hostage payment tor my JVC KY-1900 ENG color
camera which I had lovingly lugged all the way from San Francisco to
be able to do some professional video in Sri Lanka. Henri, meanwhile,
had disappeared with armed guards into the inner sanctum of the
immigration department. Carl Grindle had his own home style video
camera and VCR holding up a long line in another customs entry point
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MAY PEACE BE WITH YOU/ rough translation of Indian national
TV service 'good night' message after typical 4-hour TV broad-
cast day.

and we had now been standing in l ine, smell ing the 'unusual air, '  for
more than two hours. l t  didn't  look good. Plus, al lowing lor the long
fl ight and t ime changes, we were now well  past midnight 'body t ime.'
Unknown to us at the time, Roy Orvis had his new Banana computer
al l  apart in another customs l ine trying to f ind a serial number(!);  they
were not going to let i t  in unti l  they got the serial number down on a
piece of paper. No, when the Hong Kong types 'copy' Apple lle
computers, they don't  put serial numbers on theml

After another hour, we stumbled out of the customs control area.
We had Henri with us but the Bombay 'feds' had his passport. Henri
was a man without a country. We also left behind the two huge
aluminum crates; Dehnert and Johnson each had a piece of paper that
was a 'receipt. '  I  had my JVC KY-1900 plus tape deck; they had been
so intrigued with the color camera and the fact that it did not show up
on their printed list of video cameras that they overlooked the VCR and
support gear. Orvis had tinally read them a number off of a capacitor
for a serial number. Both he and I had notations in our passports which
said that we had brought certain pieces of equipment into the country.
Death, or something equally permanent, awaited us if we lost posses-
sion of that equipment before we left Indial

Outside the airport bui lding, we found our tour bus wait ing. l t  was a
good thing because we were instantly mobbed by a sea of Indians of
every possible age and sex ( including some sexes that we haven't
found yet in North America). One kid grabbed one of my bags and
ran off with it. I yelled at Kevin to guard the rest of my stuff and ltook
off after him into the darkened parking lot.  He f inal ly stopped at a
waiting cab and the cab driver asked me where I wanted to go. I
muttered something about Fort Lauderdale and wrestled, with some
difficulty, my bag out of the grasp of the kid. lt seems a favorite ploy is
to hire a small  Indian kid to grab an unsuspecting tourist 's bag and run
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like hell. The kid leads you to a parked cab where the dirver'rescues'
you and then takes you where you want to go for a fee. I tried to explain
that I had a bus waiting, with the cab driver and the kid grabbing at the
bag tucked under my arm, all the way back to the group which by now
was trying to hide lrom the shoving Indian masses in the bus. The kid,
seeing that I was not going to ride in the cab he worked for then
resorted to kicking me in the shins and alternately yelling that I should
give him a dollar. The tour guide finally rescued me from this
attack.

The ride to the Holiday Inn Hotel was the frosting on the Indian
cake. Although the Holiday Inn is but two miles from the airport it(ook
nearly 30 minutes to make the trip. The bus had to drive quite slowly,
maneuvering around bodies lying in the street, cows that have the
right of way over everything else, cars that were stopped in the middle
of the road with their hoods up and an army of Indian rear ends sticking
out from the engine area, and another army of people who seemed to
just wander about the streets aimlessly.

The smell. We found out what it was.
"The poor people (are there any other kind in India?) collect

By means ol our unlque
Sateilite Receiving System (TVRO)

as well. Most of us decided the best thing we could do was retire. Two
decided otherwise.

ADM's Ed Randall and the man without a passport, Henri Guerin,
decided they wanted to see something of the Bombay 'nightlite.'

Actually, there was a perfectly decent (all things are relative, remem-
ber) Disco in the Holiday Inn. Not for Randall and not Jor Guerin. They
climbed into an Indian cab (a small, Morris Minor type vehicle which
typically is minus a hood, one or two doors, and probably a fender or
two) and otf they went into the night. Now in Bombay, because
everything is so impoverished, vehicles typically drive without their
lights on. Even at midnight. You get around by the flickering light of
the Dung fires. About 30 minutes into their cab ride a massive flash
occurred directly in front of the darkened cab and the cab jerked to a
halt. The one working door on the cab flew open and bathed in a few
thousand watts of searing f loodlights Randall and Guerin were yanked
from the cab by a team of guys dressed with ski masks over their
faces and brandishing rubber billy clubs. Henri felt a club against his
throat and Randall and he were man-handled against the cab.

"Passports," came the demand. Randall fumbled. Henri's heart
stopped beating;the airport feds had his passport! lt looked glum, and
it would be several days later before either of the two would relate the
details of the story. After the incident both beat it back to the compara-
tive safety ot the Holiday Inn.

The morning dawned, Not terribly bright nor clear. The palor of
hundreds of thousands of dung fires hung over the area like the worst
case of Los Angeles smog imaginable. The day was not starting otl
wel l .

'Your tickets to Sri Lanka are no good," reported the tour guide.
"We have arranged for 19 of you to travel to Madras (another city in
India, about halfway to Sri Lanka) but two of you will have to stay."
Stay? "For how long?". He shrugged his shoulders. "You have two
hours to get to the airport and check in," he warned. There followed a
mad scramble to get checked out of the rooms, bags loaded into an
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CAN YOU BELIEVE THIS/ a lellow has a TVRO business 'going' in
the midst of the poverty. This is his advertisement from Bombay
newspaper.

the cow dung," explained the tour guide, choking through his hand-
kerchief in the front of the bus. "Then it is burned for cooking."

Mercy. Thousands, hundreds of thousands of burning fires, all
over the sprawling 11,000,000 population Bombay. All burning cow
dung. I imagined that the Indians used the world famous curry to cover
up the taste left behind by the unusual source of heat they cooked
with. I  couldn't  wait to 'see' the Holiday Inn!

"We cannot accept your travel voucher," smiled the immacu-
lately attired young man behind the desk of the Jung Beach Holiday
Inn. I was in no mood to be told that our months-ago prepaid reserva-
tions were no good. I asked what his solution to this was. "Everyone

pay me , . . now," was the response. He meant a second time.
Digging deep for an inner reserye, I totally avoided my first inclina-

tion which was to see if Jung and Dung rhymed when you took the face
of a hotel manager and rubbed the face in the Dung. I have no idea
what I said in 30 seconds time, but suddently he was accepting the
travel voucher and couldn't do enough to make us comfortable.

One thing you don't do in India is drink the water. Or the Coke. Or
the Fanta. Or the wine. Breathing the air is a significant hazard and
from our airport experience standing on Indian soil can be dangerous
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ARE YOU GOING TO EAT THAT! Porry Dehnert suggests that
Kevin Cooper stay away from any lood that is still moving on the
spoon afler you scoop it up.

army of small cabs, and somehow down the road to the Bombay
airport. Johnson, Dehnert and Henri Guerin had gone on ahead;
Johnson and Dehnert to get the aluminum crates released, Henri to try
to get his passport back. All three were doomed to failure.

"We cannot release the video electronics (the crates) unless you
are leaving the country," the man told Dehnert. "You are goin! to
Madras, that is still inside of India, and we cannot let you have them
back until you are ready to leave India." That we could not leave

SATELLITE DICEST

Bombay directly for Sri Lanka made no ditference. "And, you must
give us 72 hours notice, before you leave," the man added, rubbing
salt in the wound. We had been in India only 16 hours, although to
some of us it seemed like 16 days.

Air India. Now we had reservations on Air India from Bombay to
Sri Lanka (Colombo) and return. But, we had been warned that
although the reservations had been made months in front, that they
were never properly confirmed. Our stateside tour agent had advised
"Air India refuses to verify the seats; they are the only major airline in
the world lhat does not participate in the worldwide computer based
reservations network." We learned something else about Air India,
while in India. They also refuse to verify or confirm seat reservations
for you even when you are standing in their line at the counter with
your tickets in your hand.

"Go to the gate and you will get on," said the ticket counter type.
"But if we don't get on, you have all 44 pieces of our luggage," we
responded, "and it will be in Madras and we will still be here!". He
shrugged his shoulders. Being a'tour group leader' is no fun in India.

Herding 19 of us towards the gate, hand canying as much as we
could because of the uncertain status of our trip, Dehnert and Johnson
(otf fighting the battle of the crates) ran up. Henri was in tow and the
tour guide was hanging around the fringes trying to get us shuffled
onto the flight.

"Theywon't let us havethecrates," theytold us. "ln fact, theycan't
even flnd the crates!". reoorted Johnson. A 30 second caucus
and it was decided that Johnson and Dehnert would stay behind,
clutching their passports and some fistfuls of Rupees. Henri wasn't
going anyplace either; they wouldn't let him travel to Madras at all; he
could leave the country, but that was all. And the temporary visa
granted to him the night before was now three hours past the due hour.
He figured there was a squad of guys with ski masks out combing
Bombay for him at that point. With a certain amount of stomach
wretching, 19 of us piled on board Air India headed for an uncertain
destination; Madras we hoped.

While Dehnert and Johnson are being 'led' from one desk and
official to another all over Bombay in search of the crates, Henri is
hiding from the guys with the ski masks, and the other 19 of us are
getting a taste of lunch from Air India, someplace over central India, a
few more observations about Bombay in particular. The city is one of
lhe least attractive spots in the world. That morning' Johnson and
Ogden had taken a two hour taxi tour to shoot photographs. Ask them
about the street they went to where women are displayed in cages,
for sale. Or ask them about how the Indians go about with oxen-pulled-
carts in the mornings to pick up dead bodies that litter the streets and
alleyways. Don't ask them what they do with the bodies. Ask them
about the women, always with a baby in their arms, that literally throw
themselves at the cab begging for money. Or ask Dehnert about the
gutsy tour guide that stuck with he and Johnson while they tried to sort
out their crate problem. And how the tour guide was arrested in the
airport for bending some obscure regulation that prohibited him, as a
tour guide, from assisting a client with 'cargo problems'; and how they
had to follow the guide and the cops to a Bombay detention centre to
bail the guy out."l never travel to Bombay, if I can help it." Speaking was the
assistant manager of the Madras Holiday Inn. He had met our tour
group at the Madras airport and turned out to be a prince of a fellow.
He went on to explain that you don't travel to Bombay because it is the
hell hole of India. Well, almost. "Only Calcutta is worse," he offered.
The first thing you notice in Madras is that there is no acid smell in the
air. There were no dead bodies in the street either, at least not late in
the afternoon, and everything looked more orderly. Not immaculate
by any means, but after Bombay it looked very good.

The Madras Holiday Inn wouldn't make the top ten hotels in the
world list but it was far superior to Bombay's Holiday. "There are only
two Holiday Inns in India," we were told. Yup, we caught them both.

"How long will you be staying?". We had already been told that
it had been several months since any 'American groups' had visited."All we get now are Russians," they added. We knew, the Air lndia
flight was loaded with a Russian tour group, another from Denmark,
and us. And a few hundred 'locals.' We explained why we were in
Madras at all. "We need to get to Sri Lanka tomorrow," we said.
Little did we know, at that very moment, Arthur C. Clarke was

I CAN'T BELIEVE IATE ANYTHING HERE/ Doug Dehnert, partiah
ly victimized by the flsh eye lens, on the beach in Bombay.
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FEED MY BABY/ before you feel too sorry for this Bombay beach'beggar,' consider this. More than 800,000 Indian workers in the
cigar making industry earn an average of 42 cents American a
day. This lady had the fine art ol begging down pat and In a
typical day takes in more than $15 American from tourists whom
she convinces are saving her baby with their gifts. She is thus
better 'paid' by a factor of 35 to 1 than Indian cigar making workers
slaving 10 hours a day, six days a week in a dusty cigar factory.

approaching a nervous breakdown because our original ly scheduled
arrival t ime had come and gone, a sizeable otf icial government wel-
coming committee had waited at the airport and when we didn't  show
up, Clarke had been unable to l ind out what had happened to us.

Personnel from the hotel, anxious to have us stav since we were
the first Americans in some time, nonetheless went to bat for us to try
to get our travel plans unraveled. The hotel's assistant manager, off
duty at 6 PM, made it his personal chore to take our tickets to the Air
India office at the airport to 'insist' that we have reservations on the
morning llight to Colombo. This was atter he had been told on the
telephone by the always helpful Air India personnel that:

1) There was no such morning f l ight, and,
2) They had no reservations for 19 anything; Russian or Amer-

tcan.
Always the intrepid shoppers, the ladies in the group headed to the

Madras cotton and silk markets. Marianne Grindle found several
hundred pounds of material she couldn't  l ive without and while the
ladies shopped, the assistant hotel manager battled with Air India for
our seats on the morning f l ight, l joined John Zelenka lrom New york
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MAN WITHOUT A PASSPORT/ Henri Guerin ponders hls fate in
Bombay.

flown in from New York City. He was trying hard to become a part of
the 'family' and if he didn't push too hard, he would make it.

Around midnight the telephone rang. "Mr. Johnson has anived,"
said the voice. "Alone," the voice continued. Dave, it seems, had left
Doug to fend lor himself with the crates. Henri, he reported, had
disappeared seconds after the Bombay cops had moved in on the
Toui Guide. They had not seen him again. Johnson had realized,
about 6 PM, that when he came through customs he had a small
TRS-100 Personal Computer checked and listed on a sheet with his
passport. Now he realized the computer was with his wife Laurie, and
she was in Madras. Laurie and the computer would probably get out of
India OK but David's passport clearly stated that he had brought a
computer into the country. The penalty for not being able to produce
the comouter when he left was a $2100 fine and several other nasty
uncertainties. This realization prompted him to bail out on Dehnert and

SATELLITE DICEST

LET ME OUT! Porry Dehnertshowsthat Minnesotawomen
are not shy about baillng out of a bus when the front door
is blocked.

catch the last flight ol the day between Bombay and Madras.
Porry Dehnert and Raurie Johnson (Polly and Laurie)' meanwhile,

had decided two things. They were not going to occupy, alone'
bedrooms in Madras that night. We had already put Carl Grindle's
Secret Service training to work to break into Porry's suitcases since in
the rush to leave Bombay she had left the keys with Doug. Without
Doug, and David, Pony and Raurie were going to sit up the night in a
single room drinking beer and singing. India will get to you eventually;
in Porry's case eventually just was happening sooner. Their singlng
had attracted some interest, Three men of uncertain background'
staying in the room next to Porry, had become intrigued by the sounds
from their room and every few minutes they appeared at the door
asking if they could 'come in.' After a few such visits, Porry and Raurie
decided to move all of the bags from Porry's room to Raurie's room to
escape the next door neighbors. You can draw your own mental
picture of two US women lugging 14 suitcases down the hallway ol the
Madras Holiday Inn at 1 1 PM at night while three guys with lust on their
minds leered at them from an open doorway. David arrived, after a
busy day at the Bombay airport, in the middle ol all of this.

"l am not leaving your room," stated Porry, flatly. "You two are
slmply going to have to put up with me until the bus leaves tor the
airport,t' Since it was now past midnight, and the bus was scheduled
to leave at 5 AM, that didn't seem like such a long time for Porry to sit
up in a chair watching David and Raurie in bed.

A bus was to take us to the Madras airport. lt didn't show up. So a
fleet of cabs was quickly rounded up and otf we went, about 9 cabs
worth, hauling 20 people and perhaps 45 bags or so.We dodged
cows, dead bodies and squalor all the way to the airport. Madras was
nicer than Bombay but at 5 AM in the morning they both looked the
same. Even the rancid burning dung smell was present. The cabs
played musical break-down all the way to the airport. First our cab was
in the lead and then the engine quit. So oft to the side of the road and
several of the others passed us. Then our driver would get ours started
and off we would zoom again to pass the Grindle cab or the Gowen
cab, both aside the road. Somehow we all made it to the airport.
Everyone clutched their luggage tightly to avoid having some helpful
Indian lad run otf with it to gosh knows where.

"You have 12 more bags than you are allowed. And' lhey
weight 600 kilograms over the allowed weight." The Air India man
was standing in a cubby hole surrounded by a mountain of baggage
from our group. "What do you propose to do about it?", he asked
me.

With great skill lavoided several quick responses that Henri would
have used. Henri was still paying the price for his 'smart mouth.'

"How much will it cost us to have this extra baggage go with us on
the flight to Colombo," I asked, motioning to Frank Ogden to start
taking a collection of Rupees. The man thought about it a minule,
processed anolher ticket or two, and then replied "Nothing." And so
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City in the bar. I was plainly concerned that we might never see Henri
agiin 6n" last thing he had said to me at the Bombay airport wag "lf I
cin get a ticket ou[of here to ANYPLACE, I am leaving!"), that Doug
Dehnert and David Johnson might end up having to abandon the
crates with much needed electronic equipment, that it the Air India
folks persisted in being dirty so-and-sos that we might never get to
Colombo. Zelenka explained to me how he puts 10 and 1 2 foot dishes
on top ol Manhattan skyscrapers and somehow solves the Tl prob-

lems there. I recalled, hazily, a story Peter Sutro had told me about
John's work in New York City. "He is amazing, a legend in his own
time," Peter had said. "That man can find TVRO signals, clean TVRO
signals, in the face of interference which drives everyone else off the
roofline." Right now Zelenka was off on how much he respected
Clarke and hbw he was looking forward to meeting him. Zelenka had
joined us in Bombay, iust as we were getting ready to leave, having
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INDIAN AIRPORTS greet you wlth guys carrying weapons'

we were off to Colombo, short of Doug and Henri but finally on our way
to Paradise lsland.

VIP Status
In all fairness, after India, almost anyplace that had tall palm trees'

SATELLITE DICEST

real cars and trucks, electricity, and relatively well ofl people.would
have looked like Paradise' Colombo's airport is modern, spic and
span, and when we stepped otf the Air India flight we knew we had
moved ahead several centuries. lt is amazing how few people have
even heard of Sri Lanka (or Ceylon as itwas previously known)' This is
an island of perhaps 1 1 ,000,000 people about the size of Georgia or a
tad larger. Because it is some 7 degrees north of the equator' the
length 6f day and night varies only fractionally all year long' Colombo'
the-capital iity, is on the west-central side ol the island and perhaps
2O7o of the population leaves there or nearby.

Arthur i. Clarke moved here in 1958' He lives in a section of
Colombo which must generously be described as upper class' The
Embassy for lraq is ndxt door to Clarke and others are around him'
The country is in a state of economic transition and if everything
progresses as it looks it might, ten years from now you won't recognize
bot6mno. Massive new construction is widespread (not on the scale
of Hong Kong, certainly, but extensive nonetheless). The most impor-
tant inlredieiit going ior the country righl now is the progressive,
'open-irarket' atiitudl of government and the spirit and determination
of the people.

n6 litd styles, the food, the traditions differ widely from Europe or
North Americi, of course. But the attitude of the people, at all levels, is
something most North Americans can identify with and quickly adjust
to, if indeed any adjustment is required.

An official welc6ming committee was waiting for us' We were
accorded 'VlP' status thiough immigration and customs and we left
behind word that a Mr. Doug Dehnert with two large aluminum crates

G

sAFELy lN COLOMBO/and fresh from Madras, the 'Bombay crew' pose in the vlP reception lounge. Front row, the orvis girls.

Seated, Carol Orvis, Univeislty officlal, John Zelenka, Back row, Eci Randall, Polly Dehnen, John Spisar, Frank Ogden, Laurie
Jof,nldn lUacf row), Susan Cooper, Jamie Gowen (back row), Roy Orvis,. Kevin Cooper, David Johnson, Carl Grindle and Marianne
Grindle(bick row), TashaCooper, BientGaleand second universityofficial. Cooptookthe photo and Dehnertwasstill in Bombay. Henri
Guerin was safe and sound at the Palm Beach Hotel.
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MOVE OVER FOR ELEPHANTS/ one of the hazards of
driving in Sri Lanka is that you might have to give the
right-of-way to an elephant.

might be coming down from Bombay on a direct llight later that day.
And that he, too. should be accorded VIP status. Mr. Watson had us
on the telephone with Arthur C. Clarke within minutes of our arrival."Are you safe?", Arthur wanted to know. We told him that every-
one but Dehnert and Henri were Dresent and accounted for. "Henri is
here," responded Arthur. "He arrived on a 6 AM flight from Bombay."
There was more. "Bob Behar is here also and he is over at the
University checking the antenna location." Bob and wife Estrella had
flown from Miami to Zurich and Zurich directlv to Colombo on Air
Lanka. They had missed Bombay of course.

After a long bus ride from the airport during which we sampled the
sights of Sri Lanka we found ourselves at the Palm Beach Hotel,
virtually on the beach of the Indian Ocean. lt had been a long, some-
times painful trek but most of us were now gresent and safe.

A few hours later Doug Dehnert with his two large aluminum crates
would show up and with Lee Lubbers from Creighton University,
Omaha also on island to join us, plus Dr. Konishi and Tom Kawada
and John Lane from Uniden, we were at the 28 oerson level mark and
ready to go to work. Later that day, Tim Brewer from Katmandu,
Nepal would step off an airplane and we would be at maximum
strength.

WHERE ARE The Crates?"The ADM antenna crates cannot be found." Bob Behar was
joining the group at the Palm Beach HQ and not everything he was
telling us was good news. We wondered how that was possible since

BUS RIDE/ The Orvis Family (far left behind Susan) and the crowd
learned to appreciate the comfort of taking the bus and leaving
the driving to someone else,

SATELLITE DICEST

the University had confirmed receipt of the crates to us two weeks
prior to our leaving the states. He shrugged his shoulders. "There is
more bad news." he continued.

"The four boxes of electronics haven't arrived either." That
seemed ludicrous since that had been air freighted, by priority one air,
f rom Miami to Zurich where they were to meet up with Air Lanka for the
leg to Colombo. We decided to take a small group and visit Arthur C.
He was, afterall, awaiting our appearance at his home. So Mr. and
Mrs. Behar, Mr. and Mrs. Dehnert, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson and Susan
and I climbed into vehicles for the 1 5 minute ride to 25 Barnes Place. lt
would be a ride we could do blindfolded within a few days.

The Clarke residence is split between Arthur's needs and his dive
business (Underwater Safaris) partner and family. The underwater
business is mostly for tourist groups; they haul people to the eastern
shore of Sri Lanka five months a year, to the western shore another
five months and for two months of the year no diving is recommended.
We were just coming out of the latter phase but aS it would turn out,
only'mad'Jan Spisar of Canada would end up using the water much.
The rest of us found ourselves racing from sun up to sun down just
trying to keep the projects moving.

A high level discussion of the various problems er,sued. Clarke
worried most about the missing ADM antenna since he too had been
told that it had been otf-loaded at the Port ol Colombo. The question
was, where did it go? The next problem was the missing electronics.
Minus the electronics, while we had the Maspro system, we were short
of LNAs (none brought with us because of anticipated custom prob-
lems in transit). Various options (two day shipments from Japan, three
day re-shipment from Miami) were floated with a decision that Behar
had plenty of stock in Saudi Arabia and they were but one day away if
We really got down to the wire."The ADM shipment was on the Hoover, or something like
that," recalled Arthur. "This is Saturday and everything is closed
(meaning all of the government offices). Let me see if I can get some
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4RTllUt C. CLARKE (teft), Docror Konishi (president, Uniden
Sateilite Technology), Kevin Cooper and John Lane (Senior Advi_
sor, Uniden) on the Clarke Colombo balcony-patio. Ciarke recog_
nlzed Doctor Konishi as "Mr. 12 Gigahertzi"

help." He went to the telephone. The rest of us drifted out ot his library
to ponder the mount that had been installed for the Paracliose on the
second floor patio deck. Johnson had changed his mind, after sup-
plying plans to Clarke, about the mount and there lying on the deck
was the new Paradigm supplied heavy duty mount. Johnson wanted
all of the work done by the Sri Lankans prior to our arrival ripped out
and his new mount installed. Plenty of discussion followed. Clarke
returned.

"The Hoover has never been to Colombo," he reported. ,,There
are two stories about it; either that was the ship the lraqis sank coming
through the straits two weeks ago, or, it has been diverted to Singa-
pore." Neither possibility looked good. Later we would recount the two
possibilities to Jamie Gowen and he would ask, with a straight face,"can we hire a boal to go to where it sank and dive for the antenna
crates?". Jamie probably thought he was still in poplar Bluff.

Before we left Clarke's house that afternoon, we were treated to a
private showing of some of the Clarke videotapes. Arthur's home, as
those who view the special satellite TV program being prepared for
broadcast in February will see, is something of an electronics lun
shop. There are computers and word processors wherever you turn.
There are hi-standard VCRs in virtually every room, and monitors to
back them up. Walls of videotapes, in all formats, share the same
room wilh walls of Clarke authored books. We sat down to view some
of his special favorites on tape.

The BBC did a very interesting piece on 'Arthur C. Clarke's Sri
Lanka' not too long ago and from that glimpse of the country, through
Arthur's eyes, we saw just how beautiful and unspoiled it all is. Then

'TO ROY ORVIS'/ Arthur C. autographs a copy of 2010.
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STANDBY FOR THE LIVESTOCI( another hazard of drlv-
ing In Sri Lanka is the unteathered status of farm animals.
Oh yes, people raise cattle and goats rlght in town' not iust
in the country!

we slid into some footage of the Marconi Awards Ceremony (the
Marconi Award 'statue' was standing atop the video monitor which the
program played on) and finally drifted into his very favorite topic;
irndirwatbr diving. He slipped in an excerpt from a program which
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SRI LANKA/ continued from Page 91

GONE NATIVE/ Echosphere's Brent Gale found natlve Sri Lanka
attlre comfortable. lf it is good enough for Arthur C. . . .

SATELLITE DICEST

ADULT jungle gym/ Davld Lyman at work outlltting the 16
foot Paraclipse.

many of us had seen on PBS last season; the story oJ the undersea
salvige of 44 million pounds (perhaps $70,000,000 US at the time) in
gold bars from the HMS Edinburgh. The Edinburgh.had been trans-
[orting the gold bars from Russia to London during the second world
war and the German Navy sank the ship in 1 942. lt had lain in 840 feet
of frigid Barents Sea water since that time'

This was the biggest, most dollar or pound successful undersea
salvage of all time and as the tape rolled and you saw the excitement
of bringing up that much wealth at a single time, Arthur turned to me
anO winfeO. The next day I would find out why he had selected this
piece to show, and why he winked at me as it ran.' 

Satistied that we knew what the obstacles were, promised by
Arthur that every stone would be turned to get the true facts on the
missing ADM diah and the missing electronics unearthed, we headed
back to the Palm Beach hotel to collapse. For some ot us, it had been a
very eventlul and not altogether settled day' For others, such as the
ADM crew, the tun was just beginning.

Sunday dawned brllht and clear and Behar had a crew rounded
up to begin assembly of the 25 foot antenna. David Johnson and
David Lyiran were ofi bright and early to tackle the start-up of the 16
foot Paraclipse. By noon Sunday the original mount for the Paraclipse
was down and gone and the new tri-sided mount recently created by
Paradigm for thl production versions ot the 16 footer was installed'
Now L6e Lubbers from Creighton loined the duo and later on Sunday
Frank Ogden of 21st Century Media went to work.-ln the intense
sunshine and relatively high humidity, a man can work for only so long.
There is a water shortigelbelieve it or not!) presently in Colombo and
they have to shut down the municipal power system for two hours

LOCK lT DOWN/ Utah's Lyman and Paradigm's Johnson tlghten
down the'Cllpse array.

<
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BLOODY DEEP! Some of the nicest people drop In at
Arthur's home in Sri Lanka. His name i3 Kdith Jessup and
he led a team to recover 44 million pounds (that's an English'value,' not a weight!) in gold lrom the World War Two s-unk
Edinburgh. Jessup and Coop had something In common;
he was recently to provo in the Turks and Ciicos islands.
and plans an expedition there in 1994.

each day to accommodate the lack of waler to cool the oower turbines.
That forces you to knock otf from 1 2 noon to 2 pM or s6, which is quite
wise anyhow since thal is the heat of the day.

- lf the Paraclipse was moving along at good speed, the Hero 25
footer was running into problems. A major piece of the antenna, the
center support plate, was missing. Behar went on a scavenger hunt to
locale 1/4 inch aluminum plate nearly 3 feet across. We wished him
luck. Meanwhile the mystery of the missing ADM antenna was coming
into clearer focus.

"lt was not on the Hoover," reported Arthur. ,,lt was on the
Hooper.".

Well, they did sound similar! And where was the Hoooer?
-- 

"lt unloaded the cargo here two weeks ago and the antenna came
off the ship with the rest of the cargo," he continued. And where was
the antenna now?

"That's the mystery," said a concerned Clarke. ,,lt seems that
most of the cargo on board was munitions and the General of the Sri
Lanka Army forces had all of the cargo taken to a secure spot. Security
is so tight we can't find out, today, where the cargo went."

Gowen was not sure whether he should laugh ii relief or cry. He

ARTHUR ON THE TUBE/Cameraman Kevin Cooper shoots some
cuhaways of Clarke-at-work for the February rilease of ,Coop's
Satellite Industry Tour To Arthur C. Clarke,'appiaring on a satellite
near you.
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LOST? University of Moratuwa Vice Chancellor Willie

Mendis struggles on the telephone with a customs official

trying to run down the ADM dish.

was just getting up the spirit to go dive in lraqi waters for the missing

anteirna inO riow he had to gb on a 'treasure hunt' to locate the

antenna which appeared to have been hauled off by the military along

with a shipment'of munit ions. " l  think I would rather tangle with the

lraqi navyi" he smiled, "than the Sri Lankan army " Arthur assured him

tnai com'e Monday morning, neither of the above would be required'

Monday was not a good day for the group. All day went 9y 9F
nobody could locate a piece of aluminum plate lor the Behar dish The

SATELLITE DICEST

SETTING UP/ Dehnert inspects the concrete 'pour' for the

Hero dish Pier.

progress on the Paraclipse dish slowed down, the willing workers

sutfired sun stroke and Johnson 'died' on Clarke's work-library couch

early in the day. The Army General, finally located, did some checking

and'by nightfall he had located the missing antenna lt-was locked up

in a's'eat6d' barge at the waterfront, surrounded by a 24 hour guard'

His lirst inclination was to not allow anyone into the sealed barge for

any reason. By dusk he had relented and on Tuesday morning he

*orld issre an order to allow Jamie Gowen and Ed Randall to gain

access to the munitions barge to extract the 20 foot dish parts Finally,
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FOUND AT LAST/ four boxes containing much needed
electronics for the Sri Lanka trio ol systems finally turned
up in the customs warehouse.

a concrete base for the Hero 25 foot antenna was slowly growing out
of the ground but the concrete was being mixed by the quart rither
than by the yard and it was going to be a slow process to get the base
built to lhe required five foot height. The missing electr6nics finally
surfaced on Monday. They had been sitting in the Colombo Custom
wareho_use for nearly two weeks, minus the required paperwork.
lltlr-ur C. managed to get it released on an emergency basis but it cost
8400 rupees (about gg50) to grease the skidsl

This might be a good point to illustrate the time schedule involved
here. Wednesday was'D Day. 'Clarke, on the telephone to me Mon_
day.night, observed, "l feel like Dwight Eisenhower preparing for
the invasion of Europe and knowing that we will breach the c6ast
in two days. The logistics ot all ot this is cumbersome.,' His
reference here was that on Wednesday a full day (a very full day) of
activities had been olanned.

Starting at 9:30 AM, the University was scheduling a three hour
technical symposium. Behar, Johnson, Lubbers, Ogden and myself
were scheduled to deliver formal 'technical papers' to the crowd.
Several Sri Lankans were also on the progiam. Several hundred
students, the Russian Ambassador (as an example) and others were
gorng to attend. Presided over by Vice Chancellor Willie Mendis.
this was an important event for our hosts.
- .Then at 2:45 PM, a procession was planned starting in f ront of the
Arthur C. Clarke Technology Centre ending up wii-h a tront door
ribbon cutting ceremony, and a series of briei speeches inside the
center. We were not the only ones under a deadline schedule; the
construction crew putting the finishing louches on the centre would

THE CRANE lS COMTNG/ workers buitd a scaffold to allow them
to work under the big dish after it is lifted onto the pedestal.
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INAUGURAL SYMPOSIUM/ Arthur C. Clarke Centre. We ulged
the students not to be turned off by the apparent 'high cost' ol
technology, pointing out that garage 'inventors' had created the
TVRO Industry.

pictures with the 16 footer at Clarke's house. The Hero was still on its
back in the yard adjacent to the centre, minus the mesh and strut
supports. The concrete post was still being constructed. And the ADM
antenna was still on a munitions barge. lt would be a busy Tuesday!

The Paraclipse first. We had the first pictures around 3 PM that
afternoon. Russian pictures actually, and some Indian pictures
through a Russian bird. Just enough to know that the system was
working before torrential rains hit shutting down the outdoor lashed up
equipment.

The Hero. lt got screened in record time (Henri Guerin proved
that it is possible to put down one complete screen mesh section every
seven minutes, for a short period of time) and by late in the atternoon
we had a crane on site ready to lift lhe big dish onto the still curing
concrete pedestal. Then a new disaster. The crane, maneuvering into

SATELLITE DICEST

CEREMONIAL. Elaborate and colorful opening ceremony
leading to the ribbon cutting.

position, broke through the ground and sank into an underground
cavern. There followed several hours of trying to dig a large crane out
of a hole in the ground. The onslaught of monsoon rains didn't help the
exercise and as the videotape shot of the problem will reaveal, when the
Clarke TV special airs in February, there were times during the inci-
dent where people came dangerously close to being badly hurt or
killed. Noticing the tape rolling at one point as he scampered for safety
behind a concrete wall, Behar quipped, "Keep the camera rolling;
you can sell lt to the Sri Lankan 11 o'clock news. 'Sixty killed by
overturning crane'."

The ADM. The antenna was finally delivered to the University by 7
PM Tuesday evening. Jamie, Ed Randall, Brent Gale, Henri Guerin
and John Zalenka were prepared to work through the night. But
getting the heavy and large parts from the ground to the third story roof
of the electrical engineering building, in a monsoon and in the dark,
made that impossible. Oh well, Wednesday would be another day.
Jamie learned a lesson about people guarding munitions barges that
day. Ask him about what the 'price is'to get an antenna out of a barge
loaded with automatic weapons and hand grenades.

DAY Of Festivitles
With several of us promised to the Seminar Program during the

morning, and most of the same several required to get the dishes
operating, we found ourselves alternating between comfort designed
T shirts plus jeans to work, and, quick changing into more formal attire
to make the brief presentations at the symposium. Behar found out he
could change from informal to formal, and back again in two minutes

YOU DID WELL. Arthur with cup of tea reflecting on the
just-over official ceremony, opening the Arthur C. Clarke
center.
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still be busy with paint brushes and mortar one hour belore the
ceremony on Wednesday. Then to cap it all otf, UNESCO was sche-
duled to send a specialtransmission to the University at 4 PM, timed to
coincide with the completion of the indoor speeches at the newly
opened centre. Bob Behar's dish, adjacent to the centre' was to
receive the transmission and display it to the crowd.

Finally, assuming we all got through the day to this point' the
University and the Government of Sri Lanka was scheduling a recep-
tion and dinner party for the US and Canadian satellite group starting
at 7 PM that evening. Considering we were all scheduled to depart Sri
Lanka on an airplane at 9:45 AM on Thursday morning, the schedule
was beginning to bunch upt

Tuesday, then, was'do or die'day. When we started the day' we
figured we were perhaps six hours away from starting to search for

I
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THEY ARE SPEAKING RUSSIAN/ Dehnert (left-center) and Gale
study the first, early pictures from the 16 foot 'clipse dish.

HOW DO YOU get a Sri Lankan cow to look at the camera? Feed
him a coconut. Carefullly.

SATELLITE DICEST

'OK BRENT'down the hole! ADM's Randall and swimmer Brent
Gale open up the cistern top cover so Brent can 'drop in' to shove
the ADM mounting bolts back to the top of the rooftop.

SRI LANKA 'COKE'/ Locals knock the top off of a coconut lor a
'refreshing drink.' Our group record? 12 in one day by Bob
Behar. Here. Jamie Gowen 'knocks one off.'

STRAIGHT UP/ ADM dish finally assembled and operational
stands on top of the concrete rool of the University of Moratuwa
EE bui lding.

TUNE - DAMN lT! Behar (center), Dehnert (to right) and
Guerin (far right) struggle to get the AVCOM 3lnternational
receiving 'on channel' under the press ol crowd and heat.
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WE DID lT CHANCELLOR Clarke! proud Sri Lankans acknowtedge
salute fiom Clarke, on ground below, as they make final adjuit_
ments to Hero 25 foot motor drive.

t ime when he had to.

.With dignitaries all over the University all day, and a huge crowd
gathering, work on the Hero dish came in spurts.-The crane got out ol
the 'hole' by 10 AM and the dish was on the mount minutes later. Bv 12
noon the electronics was hooked up and they were ready to start
looking tor pictures. With Johnson barely able to walk, knock'ed out by
a combination of too much. sunshine and something he picked up in
Bombay (that will teach him. to get too close whe-n pfrbtograptiing'Women In Cages'), Doug Dehnert took over supervising tne i-we'et<ini
on the.Paraclipse 16 foot dish. By noon il would be peaked up and
operational across the belt.

The ADM crew, meanwhile, was tinding out that il takes a long
time to get somebody to go after simple toois like wrenches and drill
bits and finally they would make their own drill bits by hand filing some
steel.re-bar rod. They were localed on the roof ilt a buitdiig anO
directly below them was a water catchment or cistern tank. Whei tney
finally got the holes drirred through six inches of concrete to shove their
bolts through, Brent Gale volunteered to go ,swimminq' in the catch-
ment tank to start the borrs trom the bottomside. with birery six inches
of air left in the virtually filled tank, Brent had an inleresting expenence
inside the university water supply.

In the afternoon, all attention turned to getting the Hero 25 footer
operational. Dehnert brought his expertise io thdsite to assist Behar
who by now was also suffering from near sun stroke. The big dish was
finding satellites just fine, bui the AVCOM receivers had to be field
tuned, without benetit of 24 operating transponders, to the full channel
spectrum. Not having the receivers set up at the factory for the

PROUD MOMENT/ Arthur C. Clarke inspects the Hero 25 footer
standing outside the Arthur C. Clarke ientre For Modern Tech_
nologies.

FERRITE ISOLATORS
P Row N ArcOM tq uar,r Ty-rH o U S AND5 rN

* CHOICE OF TWO CONNECTOR CONFIGURATIONS!
Femqle-Femole with Borrel Adooter
Femole-Mole

* 3.65 to 4..25 GHz

{< rHREE rsolArroN vALUEs 3:ZZiz;liz:13'r|
Grqler lhqn 40 dB

* INSERTION LOSS LESS THAN 0.9 dB

AVCOM con olso supply your needs for
{c Receivers * 2, 4, ondS woy Power Dividers {< Anlennqs

*  Feed l ines  & Cob le  Assembl ies  {<  D.  C.  powerb locks

AVCOIII """,* -ou,nes !h,^r-d
500 Reseorch Rood. Richmond VA 23236 . AO4-794-2SOO

Source for Your Earth Stotion Needs

/lzCOM's Tof f -free OderLine 80O446-2500 torders
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standard 24 channels cost us over an hour as we wrestled with getting
the channel tuning slugs in the proper order and slots.

At 2:45 the formal procession started on time and a long line of
national, international and university dignitaries filed onto the site,
past the huge crowd that was sunounding the 25 foot dish and to the
ribbon cutting ceremony. That accomplished, the dignitaries went
inside the building for a round of welcomes and speeches. Each
thanked the American satellite industry for bringing the equipment and
technology to the University of Moratuwa and the country, and Clarke
was exceedingly humble through it all. lt was his day!

By 3:30 PM somebody realized that the information given to us
regarding which Intelsat satellite the special UNESCO feed would be
on was erroneous. With the scheduled feed only 30 minutes away
people scrambled to check and double check the data. Alas, 4 PM
came and went and the feed was no place to be found. The Russian
Ambassador to Sri Lanka was drawn close to the monitor set up on the
antenna pedestal at one point when he heard a Russian newscast
coming out of the speaker. After glancing at the screen, he muttered,"l get the same thing in Moscow and it only costs me 100 rubles
peryear"; and he wandered off into the crowd. There is no impressing
some people with technology.

DR. PATRICIA L. SHARPE, Information Officerforthe U.S. Informa-
tlon Servlce In Srl Lanka questions Coop on the vlsit's purpose.
We dld it prlvately, purposefully avoided any U.S. government
Involvement, and the US Embassy in Colombo waC shocked to
llnd nearly 30 of us in town buildlng three huge satelllte dishes!
A NIGHT Of Festivlty

That we had all survived the day, that the University was pleased,
that Arthur C. Clarke was pleased . . . the shortcomings and problems
seemed not to matter as the 7 PM otficial reception and dinner got
underway. Following an intriguing 30 minirte'show' displaying native
Sri Lankan dancers (CNN should have been there!) we got down to
serious eating and drinking.

We found the occasion an excellent opportunity to sit and talk
quietly, and seriously, with some of the top level Sri Lankan govern-
ment officials. Since they instigated the talks, dealing with the future
directions of the government's communications policies, we felt there
was sincere interest in whalever expertise we could relate. Suffice to
say that at this point there is reason for cautious optimism that in the
coming year there will be a healthy and productive series of develop-
menls in Sri Lanka which will greatly benefit the growth and expansion
of TVRO home systems worldwide. That several of us were invited
back for a specific function late in the spring is an indication of where a
pioneering trip such as this might eventually lead.

Post-Log/ Srl Lanka
As it turned out, on Thursday AM only 1 5 of us left Colombo bound

for our second visit in ten days to delightful down-town Bombay.
Randall, Gowen, Gale, Guerin and Zalenka would stay on for anoth6r
day to get the ADM 20 footer operational. Behar and Lyman would
stay on to get the Hero 25 footer better tweekedr Jan Spisar, always
lhe maverick, would miss his own scheduled departure because'one
last shot at wind surfing' would find him out at sea when the wind
suddenly changed and it would take a rescue boat from the Sri Lankan

'FOR RENT/Split Level condo in downtown Bombay close
to airport.'

navy to locate him and bring him and the boat back to safety as he was
heading out to open sea and a long trek to Africa!

THE Trip Home
Common sense tells me that virtually nobody really cares about

the trek home from Sri Lanka since it is quite obvious that in the end
everyone made it safe and sound.

Still, there were some highlights which deserve at least a brief
mention. Bombay first.

1) Keeping a good thing going, the Dehnerts (Porry and Doug)
had their passports lifted by the immigration control folks as we
went in. That will teach Doug to wear a beard and porry to
mis-spell her name.

2) Roy Orvis got smart and didn't tell the customs folks about his
computer this time. He ran the risk of ending up in the Bombay
jail for smuggling. He was lucky.

3) Frank Ogden insisted that everyone take a taxi ride to the Taj
Mahal the afternoon we got in. Nobody told Frank (or anyone
else) the Taj was 1200 miles away by New Delphi. Where the
group of taxis ended up after a 60 minute ride through the
Bowels of Bombay is another fun filled story.

4) Our plane to London was scheduled for a 4:30 AM deoarture
from Bombay. That required that we arrive at the airport at 1 AM
to try to get the Dehnerts' passports back and to anange for the
seats. The plane finally lefl for London at 11:45 AM, a mere 7
hours and 15 minutes late. We allwatched as an inexperienced
Indian crew, admitting it had 'never done anything like this

'FOR RENT/convenient overnight accommodations close
to Bombay Airport.'

SATELLITE DICEST
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SPECIAL TODAY AT A&P Bombay/ fresh selection ol garden
veggles.

before,' tore open a wing on the giant jet and proceeded to
attempt a fix on a fuel line inside of the wing. Aware ot the
general skill level of Indian workers, you can be sure we were
all very uncomfortable during the 15.5 hour flight to London!

5) Arriving in London, David Johnson headed for the first doctor
he could find. Doug Dehnert was not far behind. That was on
Saturday. The doctor was plainly concerned and urged John-
son to stay in London an exra day so that a culture he had taken
could be allowed time to 'mature.'The diagnosis? A rare, 'new'

disease called 'Campylabacter.'Johnson is planning to have
lapel buttons printed to hand out to friends; "l've Been Ex-
posed To Campylabacter." His wife Laurie suggests he will
only need a few made up because "You won't have that many
friends left when word oets out!".

SATELLITE DICEST

ANYBODY GOT SOME TAPE? A work force that admitted it
had never repaired a747 luel line wrenched and banged
thelr way inside of the wing on the glant plane, in full view
of the anxious passengers. After seven hours they pro.
nounced it fit to fly again. But, we noticed none of them got
on for the ride!

FOLLOW-Up Visit
Of course some of us will be going back. As early as late this

spring, a return visit by perhaps a smaller group of 6 to 10 is
planned, part of an expansion program now underway for the
University satellite packages.

No, none of us plan to book through Bombayl As Clarke
pointed out to me during a lull in panic-driven activity, "l went
to India, once. lt was ten years ago. I had studiously avoided it
until that time, but never having been there, I wasn't sure why.
Then after I did go, I knew why!"

Walford, DeMaret & Co., Inc.
Stock Brokers and Investment Bankers

Market Makers In

SATELLITE DATA, INC.
For more information regarding

their recent acquisitions; including
TX Engineering

Contact:
Mark Russell or Michael J. Regan III

Executive Vice President Assistant Vice President
Writers Square Phone I-303-629-7800

7572 Larimer, Suite 300 1-800-525-0057
Denver. CO 80202 U.S.A. Telex #45-0864
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Satellite Earth Stations

Hectronics
P.O. Box 816
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
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with

KLM Electronics has expanded the
pllenomenal pop_ularitybf the Slry Eye
IV & V recelvers by introducing seveial
new technologlcaly advanced ieceiver
systems & accessories designed to sadsfy
your exploding consumer need, and
keep KLM on the leading edge of
consumer product development
Your customers already know KLM
quallty, ngw you can p-roflt from our
complete llne of Earth Station receivers,
antennas, & accessories that add con-
venience, perfomance and new capabil.
ities to any installadon. The more cbm-
plete the installation, the more proflt for
you. KLM has consistantly led the indus-
try in design ?nd marketability with our
unique- modular product line. The variety
of receiver price ranges and our upsrad;.
able system design adds unequalie?

fle$bility when tailoring installations to
individual budget requi;ements.
To top it all off, KI,III has implemented
a nadonwide advertising campaign spot-
lighting our individual domponeits and
integrated systems thru premlum circu-
ladon Trade/Consumer magazines and
newspapers, as well as potnt-of-purchase
support and sales tools to make your
merchandising program complet-e.
So stock up, the customers are coming.

Call your dbtributor or write us for details.




